
Kaleb of Axum

Caleb of Axum ( : Kaleb 
  : Kaleb ʾƎllä ʾAṣbəḥa 

Ελεσβόάς --  : Ellesboas)

King of Aksum
Predecessor Ousas

Successor Alla Amidas

Saint Elesbaan
King of Ethiopia

Born c. 510

Died c. 540

Venerated in Oriental Orthodoxy
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Catholic Church

Feast 24 October - Eastern
Orthodox Churches[1][2]

Ginbot 20 (28 May) -
Ethiopian Orthodox[3][4]

27 October - Catholic
Church[note 1]
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For other people called Kaleb, see Kaleb (name).

Kaleb (c. 520), also known as Saint Elesbaan, is perhaps the
best-documented, if not best-known, King of Aksum, which was
situated in modern-day Eritrea and Tigray, Ethiopia.

Procopius calls him "Hellestheaeus", a variant of Koinē Greek:
Ελεσβόάς version of his regnal name, Ge'ez:   ʾƎllä
ʾAṣbəḥa (Histories, 1.20). Variants of his name are Hellesthaeus,
Ellestheaeus, Eleshaah, Ellesboas, and Elesboam.

At Aksum, in inscription RIE 191, his name is rendered in
unvocalized Gə‘əz as KLB ’L ’ṢBḤ WLD TZN (Kaleb ʾElla ʾAṣbeḥa,
son of Tazena). In vocalized Gə‘əz, it is    (Kaleb ʾƎllä
ʾAṣbəḥa).

Kaleb, a name derived from the Biblical character Caleb, is his
given name; on both his coins and inscriptions he left at Axum, as
well as Ethiopian hagiographical sources and king lists, he refers
to himself as the son of Tazena.[6]
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History [edit]

Procopius, John of Ephesus, and other contemporary historians
recount Kaleb's invasion of Yemen around 520, against the Himyarite king, Yusuf Asar Yathar, known as Dhu
Nuwas, a Jew who was persecuting the Christian community of Najran. After much fighting, Kaleb's soldiers
eventually routed Yusuf's forces and killed the king, allowing Kaleb to appoint Sumuafa' Ashawa', a native
Christian (named Esimiphaios by Procopius), as his viceroy of Himyar.

As a result of his protection of the Christians, Kaleb is known as Saint Elesbaan after the sixteenth-century
Cardinal Caesar Baronius added him to his edition of the Roman Martyrology despite his being a
miaphysite.[7][8][9] However, the question of whether Miaphysitism—the actual Christology of Oriental Orthodoxy,
including the Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria)—was a heresy is a question which remains to this day.

Axumite control of Arabia Felix continued
until c. 525 when Sumuafa' Ashawa' was
deposed by Abraha, who made himself
king. Procopius states that Kaleb made
several unsuccessful attempts to recover
his overseas territory; however, his
successor later negotiated a peace with
Abraha, where Abraha acknowledged the
Axumite king's authority and paid tribute.
Munro-Hay opines that by this expedition
Axum overextended itself, and this final
intervention across the Red Sea, "was
Aksum's swan-song as a great power in the
region."[10]
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A reference map of the empire of Kaleb of Axum. A historical record survives of a meeting
between the Byzantine ambassador and
historian Nonnosus and Kaleb in the year

530.[11]

Ethiopian tradition states that Kaleb eventually abdicated his throne, gave his crown to the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem, and retired to a monastery.[12]

Later historians who recount the events of King Kaleb's reign include ibn Hisham, ibn Ishaq, and al-Tabari.
Taddesse Tamrat records a tradition he heard from an aged priest in Lalibela that "Kaleb was a man of Lasta
and his palace was at Bugna where it is known that Gebre Mesqel Lalibela had later established his centre. The
relevance of this tradition for us is the mere association of the name of Kaleb with the evangelization of this
interior province of Aksum."[13]

Besides several inscriptions bearing his name,[14] Axum also contains a pair of ruined structures, one said to be
his tomb and its partner said to be the tomb of his son, Gabra Masqal. (Tradition gives him a second son, Israel,
whom it has been suggested is identical with king Israel of Axum.[15]) This structure was first examined as an
archaeological subject by Henry Salt in the early 19th century; almost a century later, it was partially cleared
and mapped out by the Deutsche Aksum-Expedition in 1906. The most recent excavation of this tomb was in
1973 by the British Institute in Eastern Africa.[16]

The Eastern Orthodox Church commemorates Kaleb as "Saint Elesbaan, King of Ethiopia" on 24 October (O.S.)
/ 6 November (N.S.).

See also [edit]

Saifu
Gregentios of Himyaritia

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "In Ethiopia, St. Elesbaan, king, who, after having defeated the enemies of Christ and sent his royal diadem to
Jerusalem, in the time of the emperor Justin, led a monastical life, as he had vowed, and went to his reward."[5]
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Sharda Hawaryat (1st) · Matlan the physician (4th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th) ·
Lawa-Krestos (5th) · Basalota Mika’el (5th) · ‘Oyoranos (5th) · ‘Abtlemanos of Shoka
(7th) · Abuna Aregawi (24th) · Ezana (1st) · Saizana (1st) · Tekle Haymanot (24th)

November Tekle Haymanot (24th) · Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th)

December Iyasus Mo'a (5th) · Samuel of Waldebba (21st) · Tekle Haymanot (24th) ·
Gabra Manfas Qeddus (5th) · Frumentius (27th)
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Saint Kalliopi
Martyr

Born Early 3rd Century AD
Roman Empire

Died c. 250
Roman Empire

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Roman Catholic Church

Feast June 8

Attributes hot iron pressed to her breast

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kalliopi (Calliope) was a Christian saint of the third century AD.
She was executed in 250, near the beginning of Emperor Decius'
violent suppression of Christians within the Roman Empire.

Kalliopi's martyrdom according to Church
tradition [edit]

There are no reliable historic sources for details of Kalliopi's
martyrdom, though it is generally accepted that she was
beheaded.

By the age of twenty-one (by third century standards a ripe age),
Kalliope had already passed the age at which most girls marry. In fact she had no social prospects at all. She
spent her days dedicated to her religion with little thought to social life. She hadn't been deemed ready for
marriage even though she was obedient and met the criteria for marriage. When at last she seemed ready for
marriage, many suitors asked for her hand. One pagan suitor sent word that were she to reject him in favor of
another, especially a Christian, he would see to it that the pagan authorities would carry out their form of justice.
Kalliopi did not hesitate to not only deny this suitor, but made it plain that she would not marry him even if he
were a Christian—such a conversion, she said, could not be reliably authentic.

This didn't bring her any more acclaim from the Romans who saw her as rebellious, not to mention that she was
a Christian in a pagan land. The spurned suitor arranged for her to be brought before a magistrate, where she
was accused of a variety of crimes ranging from a mockery of the pagan faith to treason against the state.
According to tradition, the suitor paid a parade of witnesses to testify against Kalliope in order to destroy her
reputation. She was deemed guilty, and the rejected suitor stepped forth to offer a withdrawal of the charges
against her if she would disavow Christ and become his pagan bride. The alternative was torture, and if that
didn’t bend her will, then it was death.

Taken to the public square, she was bound to the post and mercilessly flogged until her clothing and flesh were
in tatters. Her beautiful face was scarred with branding irons and salt was poured into her open wounds, and
while the breath of life was still within her she was told to disavow Christ. When she refused she was beheaded.

Veneration [edit]

Kalliopi is venerated in the Eastern Orthodox Church and Roman Catholic Church. She is pictured in art with a
hot iron pressed to her breast, emblematic of the branding that she is supposed to have suffered before death.
Her feast is celebrated on June 8.

Sources [edit]

St. Calliope  at Catholic Online
Saint of the Day, June 8: Calliope  at SaintPatrickDC.org
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Kamehameha IV

Kamehameha IV

King of the Hawaiian Islands (more...)
Reign January 11, 1855 – November

30, 1863

Investiture January 11, 1855
Kawaiahaʻo Church

Predecessor Kamehameha III

Successor Kamehameha V

Kuhina Nui Keoni Ana
Kaʻahumanu IV

Born February 9, 1834
Honolulu, Oʻahu

Died November 30, 1863 (aged 29)
Honolulu, Oʻahu

Burial February 3, 1864[1]

Mauna ̒ Ala Royal Mausoleum

Spouse Emma

Issue Albert Edward Kauikeaouli

Full name
Alekanetero (Alexander) ̒ Iolani
Kalanikualiholiho Maka o ̒ Iouli Kūnuiākea o
Kūkāʻilimoku.

House House of Kamehameha

Father Kekūanāoʻa 
Kamehameha III (hānai)

Mother Kīnaʻu 
Kalama (hānai)

Religion Church of Hawaii

Signature

Prince Alexander
Liholiho wearing leis.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed.
Find sources: "Kamehameha IV" – news ·
newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(August 2020) (Learn how and when to
remove this template message)

Kamehameha IV (Alekanetero ʻIolani Kalanikualiholiho Maka o
ʻIouli Kūnuiākea o Kūkāʻilimoku; anglicized as Alexander Lihoiho[2])
February 9, 1834 – November 30, 1863), reigned as the fourth
monarch of Hawaii under the title Ke Aliʻi o ko Hawaiʻi Pae ʻAina of
the Kingdom of Hawaii from January 11, 1855 to November 30,
1863.
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Early life [edit]

Alexander was born on February 9,
1834 in Honolulu on the island of
Oʻahu. His father was High Chief
Mataio Kekūanāoʻa, Royal Governor
of Oʻahu. His mother was Princess
Elizabeth Kīnaʻu the Kuhina Nui or
Prime Minister of the Kingdom. He was
the grandson of Kamehameha I, first
monarch of all the islands. Alexander
had three older brothers, David
Kamehameha, Moses Kekūāiwa and
Lot Kapuāiwa, and a younger sister, Victoria Kamāmalu.[3]

As a toddler, Alexander was adopted by his uncle, King Kamehameha III who
decreed Alexander heir to the throne and raised him as the crown prince.[4]

His name 'Iolani means "hawk of heaven", or "royal hawk".[5]

Education and travel [edit]

Alexander Liholiho was educated by Congregationalist missionaries Amos and Juliette Cooke at the Chiefs'
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Dr. Geritt P. Judd and his two royal
charges: Prince Lot Kapuāiwa (left) and
Prince Alexander Liholiho (right)

Children's School (later known as Royal School) in Honolulu. He was accompanied by 30 attendants (kahu)
when he arrived, but they were sent home and for the first time Liholiho was on his own.[3] Alexander Liholiho
played the flute and the piano, and enjoyed singing, acting, and cricket.[6]

When he was 14 he left the Royal School and went to study law.[3]

At the age of 15, he went on a government trip to England, the United States, and Panama. Liholiho recorded
the events of his trip in a journal.[3]

A diplomatic mission was planned following Admiral de Tromelin's 1849 attack on the fort of Honolulu, the result
of French claims stemming back twenty years to the expulsion of Catholic missionaries. Contention surrounded
three issues: regulations of Catholic schools, high taxes on French brandy, and the use of French language in
transactions with the consul and citizens of France. Although this struggle had gone on for many years, the
Hawaiian king finally sent Gerrit P. Judd to try for the second time to negotiate a treaty with France. Envoys
Haʻalilio and William Richards had gone on the same mission in 1842 and returned with only a weak joint
declaration. It was hoped the treaty would secure the islands against future attacks such as the one it had just
suffered at the hands of Admiral de Tromelin. Advisors to Kamehameha III thought it best that the heir apparent,
Alexander, and his brother, Lot Kapuāiwa, would benefit from the mission and experience.[citation needed]

With the supervision of their guardian Dr. Judd, Alexander and his brother sailed to San Francisco in
September 1849.[7][8] After their tour of California, they continued on to Panama, Jamaica, New York City and
Washington, D.C. They toured Europe and met with various heads of state, aiming to secure recognition of
Hawaii as an independent country.[3] Speaking both French and English, Alexander was well received in
European society. He met president of France Louis Napoleon. Sixteen-year-old Alexander Liholiho described a
reception given at the Tuileries by:

General La Hitte piloted us through the immense crowd that was pressing on from all sides, and
finally we made our way to the president...Mr. Judd was the first one taken notice of, and both of
them made slight bows to each other. Lot and myself then bowed, to which the (Louis Napoleon)
returned with a slight bend of the vertebras. he then advanced and said, "This is your first visit to
Paris", to which we replied in the affirmative. He asked us if we liked Paris to which we replied, very
much, indeed. He then said, I am very gratified to see you, you having come from so far a country,
he then turned towards the doctor and said, I hope our little quarrel will be settled. to which the
Doctor replied. "We put much confidence in the magnanimity and Justice of France."

Failing to negotiate a treaty with France during three months in Paris,
the princes and Judd returned to England. They met Prince Albert, Lord
Palmerston, and numerous other members of British aristocracy. They
had an audience with Prince Albert since Queen Victoria was retired
from public view, awaiting the birth of her seventh child, Prince Arthur,
Duke of Connaught.[3]

Prince Alexander accounted:

When we entered, the prince was standing a little aside of
the door, and bowed to each of us as we came in. He was a
fine man, about as tall as I am, and had a very fine bust,
and straight legs. We kept standing, Palmerston on my
right, and the doctor on my left, and then Lot. the prince
began the conversation by asking if we intended to make a
long stay (in London) to which I answered by saying that we
expected to leave in about a week and then Mr. Judd made
a few remarks on his business.

In May 1850, the royal brothers, boarded a ship in England and sailed to the United States for a more extensive
stay before returning. At Washington D.C., they met with President Zachary Taylor and Vice President Millard
Fillmore. He experienced American racism first hand when he was almost removed from his train car for being a
slave. The prince had preceded Dr. Judd and Prince Lot in occupying the compartment reserved for them for a
return trip to New York and someone had arrived at the door of the compartment and questioned Alexander's
right to be there.[9][3] The prince wrote in his journal:

I found he was the conductor, and took me for somebody's servant just because I had a darker
skin than he had. Confounded fool;. the first time that I have ever received such treatment, not in
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Emma, a British
descendant and great grand
niece of Hawaiʻi's first king,
was Kamehameha IV's
Queen Consort.

England or France or anywhere else........In England an African can pay his fare and sit alongside
Queen Victoria. The Americans talk and think a great deal about their liberty, and strangers often
find that too many liberties are taken of their comfort just because his hosts are a free people.

At a dinner party in New York with friends of Judd, the princes were again exposed to a racist incident. Helen
Kinau Wilder recalled in her memoirs:[9]

In Geneva (New York), visiting friends, the butler was very averse to serving "blacks" as he called
them, and revenged himself by putting bibs at their places. Alexander unfolded his, saw the
unusual shape, but as he had seen many strange things on his travels concluded that must be
something new, so quietly fitted the place cut out for the neck to his waist. their hostess was very
angry when she found what a mean trick her servant had played on them.[9]

These displays of prejudice in the United States and the puritanical views of American missionaries probably
influenced his slightly anti-American point of view,[10] along with that of the rest of the royal family. Judd later
wrote about him: "educated by the Mission, most of all things dislikes the Mission. Having been compelled to be
good when a boy, he is determined not to be good as a man."[11]

Succession [edit]

Upon his return Alexander was appointed to the Privy Council and House of Nobles of Kamehameha III in
1852.[12] He had the opportunity to gain administrative experience that he would one day employ as King.
During his term he also studied foreign languages and became accustomed to traditional European social
norms.[citation needed]

He assumed the duties of Lieutenant General and Commander in Chief of the Forces of the Hawaiian Islands
and began working to reorganize the Hawaiian military and to maintain the dilapidated forts and cannons from
the days of Kamehameha I. During this period, he appointed many officers to assist him including his brother
Lot Kapuāiwa, Francis Funk, John William Elliott Maikai, David Kalākaua, John Owen Dominis and others to
assist him.[13][14][15] He also worked with Robert Crichton Wyllie, the secretary of war and navy and the minister
of foreign affairs, who supported creating a Hawaiian army to protect the islands from California adventurers
and filibusters who were rumor to be planning to invade the islands.[16]

Reign [edit]

Kamehameha III died on March 18, 1854. On January 11, 1855 Alexander took the oath as King Kamehameha
IV, succeeding his uncle when he was only 20 years old. His first act as king was to halt the negotiations his
father had begun regarding Hawaii's annexation by the United States.[3]

His cabinet ministers were: Wyllie, as minister of foreign affairs, Keoni Ana (John Young II) served as minister of
the interior, Elisha Hunt Allen as minister of finance, and Richard Armstrong as minister of education. William
Little Lee served as chief justice, until he was sent on a diplomatic mission and then died in 1857. Allen became
chief justice, and David L. Gregg became minister of finance. After Keoni Ana died, his brother Prince Lot
Kapuāiwa was minister of the interior.[17]:36

Only a year after assuming the throne, Alexander took the hand of Emma
Rooke, whom he had met in childhood at the Chiefs' Children's School, as his
queen.[3] Queen Emma was the granddaughter of John Young, Kamehameha
the Great's British royal advisor and companion. She also was Kamehameha's
great-grandniece.[3] On the day of their wedding, he forgot their wedding ring.
Chief Justice Elisha Hunt Allen quickly slipped his own gold ring to the king and
the ceremony continued.[18] The marriage was apparently a happy one, as the
king and queen shared interests including opera, literature and theatre.[3]

After marrying in 1856, the royal couple had their only child on May 20, 1858,
named Prince Albert Edward Kauikeaouli Kaleiopapa a Kamehameha.[3] Queen
Victoria of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland was Prince Albert's
godmother (by proxy) at his christening in Honolulu. Alexander Liholiho thought
he was responsible for the death of Prince Albert because he gave him a cold
shower to "cool him off" when Albert wanted something he could not have.[19]

His ailing health worsened. At the age of four, the young prince died on August
27, 1862. The cause of the prince's death is unknown: at the time, it was believed to be "brain fever" or
meningitis. Later speculation has included appendicitis.[3]
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The Royal Family of Hawaii on horseback, 1856,
by Charles Christian Nahl

On September 11, 1859 the king shot Henry A. Neilson, his secretary and one of his closest friends, who died
two years later.[20] Alexander had heard a rumour that Neilson was having an affair with Queen Emma, and after
drinking heavily shot his friend in the chest.[3][19] Following the shooting, the king apologised to Neilson and
provided him with the use of his Waikiki home for the rest of his life.[3] He also considered abdicating his throne,
before being convinced not to by Wyllie, his minister of foreign affairs.[19]

Wyllie sponsored a fancy dress ball in 1860. Even the Catholic bishop came, dressed as a bishop.
Kamehameha IV's father Kekūanāoʻa came in Scottish highland dress, music was provided by German
musicians, and the food by a French chef. Emma came as the earth goddess Cybele. The conservative
American missionaries did not approve, especially of the dancing.[11]

In August 1861 he issued a declaration of neutrality in the American Civil War.[21]

Resisting American influence [edit]

At the time of Alexander's assumption to the throne, the
American population in the Hawaiian islands continued to
grow and exert economic and political pressure in the
Kingdom. Sugar producers, in particular, pushed for
annexation by the United States in order to have free trade
with the United States.[3] Alexander worried that the United
States of America would make a move to conquer his
nation; an annexation treaty was proposed in Kamehameha
III's reign. He strongly felt that annexation would mean the
end of the monarchy and the Hawaiian people.

Liholiho instead wanted a reciprocity treaty, involving trade
and taxes, between the United States and Hawaii. He was

not successful, as sugar plantation owners in the southern United States lobbied heavily against the treaty,
worried that competition from Hawaii would harm their industries.[3] In an effort to balance the amount of
influence exerted by American interests, Alexander began a campaign to limit Hawaii's dependence on
American trade and commerce. He sought deals with the British and other European governments, but his reign
did not survive long enough to make them.[citation needed]

In 1862, as part of his atonement for shooting his secretary and friend Neilson, he translated the Book of
Common Prayer into the Hawaiian language.[22][19]

Legacy [edit]

Alexander and Queen Emma devoted much of their reign to providing quality healthcare and education for their
subjects. They were concerned that foreign ailments and diseases like leprosy and influenza were decimating
the native Hawaiian population.[3] In 1855, Alexander addressed his legislature to promote an ambitious public
healthcare agenda that included the building of public hospitals and homes for the elderly. The legislature,
empowered by the Constitution of 1852 which limited the King's authority, struck down the healthcare plan.
Alexander and Queen Emma responded to the legislature's refusal by lobbying local businessmen, merchants
and wealthy residents to fund their healthcare agenda. The fundraising was an overwhelming success and the
royal couple built The Queen's Medical Center. The fundraising efforts also yielded separate funds for the
development of a leprosy treatment facility built on the island of Maui.[23]

In 1856, Kamehameha IV decreed that December 25 would be celebrated as the kingdom's national day of
Thanksgiving, accepting the persuasions of the conservative American missionaries who objected to Christmas
on the grounds that it was a pagan celebration. Six years later, he would rescind his decree and formally
proclaim Christmas as a national holiday of the Kingdom of Hawaii. The first Christmas tree would come into the
islands during his brother's reign.[18]

Under his eight-year reign the Kingdom saw the many territory additions. Laysan Island was annexed on May 1,
1857, Lisianski Island was annexed on May 10, 1857, and Palmyra Atoll was annexed on April 15, 1862. Some
residents of Sikaiana near the Solomon Islands believe their island was annexed by Kamehameha IV to Hawaii
in 1856 (or 1855). Some maintain that through this annexation, Sikaiana has subsequently become part of the
United States of America through the 1898 annexation of "Hawaii and its dependencies". The U.S. disagrees.[24]

End of reign [edit]

Alexander died of chronic asthma on November 30, 1863, and was succeeded by his brother, who took the
name Kamehameha V.[25] At his funeral, eight hundred children and teachers walked to say goodbye. He was
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The Holy Sovereigns on stained-
glass windows at St. Andrews, the
church Kamehameha IV and Queen
Emma helped found.

buried with his son at the Royal Mausoleum of Hawaii on February 3,
1864.[26]

Queen Emma remained active in politics. With the end of the
Kamehameha dynasty and King William C. Lunalilo dying without an heir
of his own, Queen Emma ran unsuccessfully to become the Kingdom's
ruling monarch. She lost to David Kalākaua who would establish a
dynasty of his own — the last to rule Hawaii.[27]

Alexander (as Kamehameha IV) and Emma are honored with a feast day
on the liturgical calendar of the Episcopal Church in the United States of
America on November 28 called the Feast of the Holy Sovereigns.[28]
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Kamen Vitchev

Blessed Kamen Vitchev
Priest, Martyr, Blessed

Born May 23, 1893
Topolovgrad, Bulgaria

Died November 11, 1952 (aged 60)
Bulgaria

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified May 26, 2002, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
by John Paul II

Feast November 11

Attributes Assumptionist habit, cross, book

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Peter Vitchev, also known as Kamen Vitchev, was a Bulgarian
Eastern Catholic and an Assumptionist priest who was martyred by
the Bulgarian communist regime. He was beatified by Pope John
Paul II on 2002.
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Biography [edit]

Early life and priesthood [edit]

Vitchev was born on May 23, 1893 at Srem, near Topolovgrad, Bulgaria and came from a peasant Orthodox
family. He joined the Catholic congregation known as the Assumptionists, or Augustinians of the Assumption, in
1910, beginning his novitiate in Gempe, Belgium, and later taking the name Kamen. He pursued his studies of
philosophy and theology in Louvain, Belgium. He was ordained a priest in Constantinople (Istanbul) on
December 22, 1921. After a brief period teaching at St. Augustine College in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, and at a high
school seminary in Kumkapı, Turkey, he returned to Strasbourg and Rome, to complete his studies and
obtained a doctorate in theology in 1929.

Bulgarian communist regime [edit]

Very knowledgeable in the history of the Bulgarian church, Vitchev published several articles in the review
known as Échos d'Orient. In 1930 he was appointed professor of philosophy and Dean of Studies at St.
Augustine College in Plovdiv and maintained this position until the school was closed by the Communist regime
on August 2, 1948.

After this prestigious institution founded and maintained by the Assumptionists was closed, Vitchev became
superior of the Assumptionist seminary in Plovdiv which housed a small number of students. That same year all
foreign members of religious orders were expelled and Vitchev was named Vicar-Provincial of the remaining
Bulgarian Assumptionists. They numbered 20 and staffed 5 Oriental and 4 Latin rite parishes.

As a Soviet satellite, Bulgaria suffered from the wave of anti-Church legislation that swept the bloc in the years
after World War II (e.g. the arrest of Archbishop Aloysius Stepinac in Yugoslavia in 1946, of Cardinal József
Mindszenty in Hungary in 1948, of Archbishop Josef Beran in Czechoslovakia in 1950, and of Cardinal Stefan
Wyszyński in Poland in 1953).

Death [edit]

Highly esteemed and respected by the influential young graduates of St. Augustine College, Vitchev posed a
threat to the Communist authorities in Bulgaria and was arrested on July 4, 1952. After what international
organizations universally considered a show trial which began on September 29, 1952 and ended with a guilty
verdict and a death sentence on October 3, Vitchev, two of his Assumptionists companions, Josaphat Chichkov
and Pavel Djidjov, and a Passionist bishop, Eugene Bossilkov, were shot to death, without public notice, at
approximately 11:30 PM the evening of November 11, 1952.

Beatification [edit]

Vitchev was declared a martyr for the faith and beatified by Pope John Paul II in Plovdiv on May 26, 2002. On
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July 28, 2010, the Bulgarian parliament passed a law officially rehabilitating all of those who had been
condemned by the People's Republic of Bulgaria in 1952, including Vitchev.
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Karl Leisner

Karl Leisner, German stamp (2015);
inscription: Bless also, o Most High, my
enemies.
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Karl Leisner (28 February 1915 in Rees – 12 August 1945 in Planegg,
Germany) was a Roman Catholic priest interned in the Dachau
concentration camp. He died of tuberculosis shortly after being liberated
by the Allied forces. He has been declared a martyr and was beatified
by Pope John Paul II on 23 June 1996.
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Life [edit]

Leisner was born on 28 February 1915, the oldest of
five children. When he was six years old, the family
moved to Kleve, a city on the lower Rhine, where his
father worked as a civil servant. He attended school
and completed his gymnasium studies in 1934. During
his youth, he became an altar boy and, at the
suggestion of the high school chaplain, formed a
Catholic youth group, the Saint Werner Group. These
youth groups combined prayer with outdoor activities,
such as camping and cycling. Leisner turned out to be
a natural leader and became a youth leader in the
1930s, during the era in which the Nazis were beginning
to take control of all youth organizations. In order to
avoid Nazi interference, Leisner would often take his
group on camping trips to Holland or Belgium.[1]

In 1934, when he was nineteen, Leisner entered the
seminary in Munich,[2] and was named Diocesan Youth
Leader by Clemens August von Galen, Bishop of
Münster. He spent six months in compulsory agricultural
work during which, despite Nazi opposition, he
organized Sunday Mass for his fellow workers. His home
was raided by the Gestapo, who seized his diaries and
papers. These meticulously preserved documents tell
how the spiritual young man became a religious leader.

On 25 March 1939, Galen ordained Leisner a
deacon.[2] Shortly after his ordination, during a medical
examination, the doctor told the new deacon that he
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had contracted tuberculosis. In those days, the sole
treatment available for the disease was good food and
fresh air. These were to be found at a sanitorium in St.
Blasien, in the Black Forest, where he was sent and
began to recover. It was during his recovery that a
fellow patient heard him criticize Adolf Hitler. The
Gestapo arrested him as a political prisoner on 9
November 1939, when he was twenty-five. He was
interned first in Freiburg and later in Mannheim.[3]

Leisner was initially imprisoned in the Sachsenhausen
concentration camp, but was moved to the Dachau
concentration camp on 14 December 1940, where he
became prisoner No. 22,356. Since he was a deacon,
Leisner was assigned to the priests' block.[1]

Prisoners often had to work outside in snow or rain and
then had to sleep in their wet prison clothes. Cold
weather, poor rations and harsh treatment proved a
dangerous combination for someone already suffering
to tuberculosis. Such conditions caused Leisner's
condition to become active. Then, during an inspection,
two Gestapo guards beat him unconscious and he
spent several hours on the floor of his hut. By March
1942, he was spitting blood and was forced to report to
the infirmary where medical experiments were known to
be performed. He was put in a room that was crowded
with over 100 tuberculosis patients. In Dachau, there
was never any attempt to cure a disease and very little
care was given to the sick. During inspections of the
infirmary, any patient thought to be incurable was
executed.[1]

On 17 December 1944, Gaudete Sunday, a fellow
prisoner, French Bishop Gabriel Piguet, secretly
ordained him a priest.[3] The necessary paperwork with
the authorization for the ordination, as well as other
necessary items, were smuggled into the camp by
"Mädi", the "Angel of Dachau", a young woman named
Josefa Mack. (Mack went on to become a School Sister
of Notre Dame in Munich, called Sister Maria Imma.)
Some imprisoned Protestant pastors helped organize
the event and a Jewish violinist played music near the
barracks to create a diversion.[2]

The newly ordained priest only celebrated a single
Mass and was so ill that he had to postpone his first
Mass for over a week.[3] When Dachau was liberated on
4 May 1945, Leisner was taken to a sanatarium in
Planegg, near Munich. He died there a few months
later, on 12 August 1945.

Leisner's body was taken to Kleve and buried in a local
cemetery on 20 August 1945. His remains were
exhumed and re-interred in the crypt of the Cathedral of
Xanten in 1966.

Beatification [edit]

On a visit to Berlin in 1996, Pope John Paul II recognized Leisner as a martyr for the Catholic faith and beatified
him, together with Bernhard Lichtenberg, another Nazi resister. His feast day is 12 August.

The canonization process for Leisner has not yet been completed.
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Media [edit]

Some works have been published in English about Leisner. One is The Victory of Father Karl by Otto Pies,
published in 1957. It was a translation of Stephanus heute; Karl Leisner, Priester und Opfer. A radio drama
adaptation was produced for "The Hour of St. Francis" with the same title. A half-hour docudrama on videotape
was released by the Daughters of St. Paul in 1984, also with the same title.

Leisner and Schoenstatt [edit]

Karl Leisner got to know the Schoenstatt movement as a teenager and belonged to a Schoenstatt group - which
included the future Bishop of Münster, Heinrich Tenhumberg - up till his final days. Throughout his life, the few
but intense times of personal encounter with Our Lady in the Original Shrine in Schoenstatt remained the
decisive milestones for Karl Leisner on his path of calling. "Christ, my passion" - led by this ideal, he worked in
the diocesan youth and wrestled his way to a decision for a celibate life as a priest. In the Dachau concentration
camp he founded, together with Josef Fischer, the first Schoenstatt group in Dachau, which had to end its
meetings in the 1942 starvation year. From 1943 Karl Leisner belonged to the group "Victor in vinculis Mariae"
(victor in the shackles of Mary) and thus to the circle of Schoenstaetters around the founder Josef Kentenich.
From the ideal and the fraternity of this group, Karl Leisner drew the strength to accept his fate, which was
burdened by the tuberculosis of the lung as well as the difficult conditions in the concentration camp, as the will
of God and to offer his life as a martyr.

See also [edit]

Priest Barracks of Dachau Concentration Camp
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Kaspar Stanggassinger

Blessed
Kaspar Stanggassinger

C.Ss.R.
Priest

Born 12 January 1871
Berchtesgaden, Oberbayern,
German Empire

Died 26 September 1899 (aged 28)
Gars am Inn, Oberbayern,
German Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 24 April 1988, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 26 September

Attributes Priest's habit
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Blessed Kaspar Stanggassinger (12 January 1871 - 26
September 1899) was a German Roman Catholic priest and a
professed member from the Redemptorists.[1] His inclination to the
priesthood manifested from his childhood and he soon became a
seminarian before deciding not be just a diocesan priest but one
part of a religious order after a spiritual experience directed him
towards the Redemptorist charism. He was ordained to the
priesthood in 1895 and soon began teaching and overseeing new
seminarians despite his desire to go out to the missions in
Brazil.[2][3]

The beatification cause commenced in 1960 and he later became
titled as Venerable upon the confirmation of his life of heroic virtue
in 1986; he was later beatified not long after this in 1988.
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Life [edit]

Kaspar Stanggassinger was born in 1871 as the second of sixteen children to Kaspar Stanggassiner and
Crescencia Hamberger. His father was a farmer who dabbled in stone since he owned one of the quarries close
to their home and who was also a well-respected man in their town.[2]

In his childhood the pious Stanggassinger announced that he would become a priest in due course when he
grew older and he often liked to pretend that he was a priest. He liked to gather other children and adolescents
during periods of vacation and would go to Mass with them or hike or do other activities.[2] On one occasion a
friend was in danger of falling while mountain climbing but he risked his life to see him safe and sound. In 1887
he made a private vow to remain chaste and in 1889 contracted a serious illness but recovered and so
consecrated himself to the Sacred Heart of Jesus Christ.[3] He first attended a high school in Freising and
completed his studies there on 7 January 1890 before beginning his studies for the priesthood on 22 November
1890 in the Archdiocese of Munich and Freising. But he struggled with his studies and so his father issued him
with an ultimatum: finish his studies and buckle down or leave and find work someplace.[1] He In 1890 he visited
Vienna and Innsbruck and made other trips to places such as Munich and Salzburg. On 2 April 1892 he
received the tonsure and the minor orders. That summer he went on pilgrimage to a Marian shrine in the
nation's south and there experienced a strong urge to join the Redemptorists.[1][2][3]

He entered the novitiate in the order at Gars Abbey in 1892 and entered with the intention of preaching the
Gospel to the most abandoned. On 16 October 1893 he made his vows and was later ordained to the
priesthood on 16 June 1895 in Regensburg. He had hoped to be part of a mission band in Brazil but was sent
instead to Dürrnburg to teach high school students. In addition to teaching he provided pastoral assistance at
the churches in neighboring villages and preached for the most part.[1] He was devoted to the Eucharist and in
his preaching invited all to have recourse to the Blessed Sacrament in times of need and trouble. In 1899 the
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order opened a new institute for prospective seminarians in Gars and he was transferred there as its director
on 22 September 1894. He had time to preach one retreat to the students and participate in its opening.[2][3]

He fell ill with what was a fatal case of peritonitis and later died of it on 26 September 1899. He was buried in the
Redemptorist convent at Gars am Inn; his remains were later relocated on 1 September 1935.[2]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened in the Munich-Freising archdiocese under Cardinal Michael von Faulhaber
who opened the informative process on 10 March 1937 and concluded it later on 24 March 1938; a smaller
process opened in the São Paulo archdiocese to correspond with the informative one and Archbishop Leopoldo
Duarte e Silva oversaw it from 22 April to 2 September 1937. Theologians approved all of his spiritual writings
on 24 July 1942 after having deemed them to be in strict accordance with the faith. The formal introduction of
the cause came under Pope John XXIII on 27 April 1960 and he was therefore titled as a Servant of God. An
apostolic process was later held and was opened on 8 May 1961 while Cardinal Julius Döpfner closed it on 14
February 1964. The Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated the previous processes in Rome on 16
January 1970 before later receiving the Positio from the postulation in 1985. Theologians assented to the
cause on 9 July 1985 as did the C.C.S. on 8 January 1986 while the confirmation of his life of heroic virtue
allowed for Pope John Paul II to title him as Venerable on 16 January 1986.

The miracle for his beatification was investigated and later validated prior to a medical board of experts
approving it on 7 January 1987 with theologians to follow on 26 June 1987 and the C.C.S. as well on 20
October 1987. John Paul II issued final authorization needed for the miracle on 11 December 1987 and
beatified Stanggassinger on 24 April 1988.

The current postulator for this cause is the Redemptorist priest Antonio Marrazzo.

Quotations [edit]

Stanggassinger often said that: "The saints have a special intuition. For me, who am not a saint, what is
important are the simple eternal truths: the Incarnation, the Redemption and the Holy Eucharist".[2]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Byzantine hymnographer. For the plant, see Cinnamomum cassia. For other uses,
see Cassia (disambiguation).

Kassia or Kassiani (Greek: Κασσιανή, romanized: Kassianí,
pronounced [kasia'ni]; 805/810 - before 865) was a Byzantine
abbess, poet, composer, and hymnographer. She is one of the
first medieval composers whose scores are both extant and able to
be interpreted by modern scholars and musicians. Approximately
fifty of her hymns are extant and twenty-three are included in
Orthodox Church liturgical books. The exact number is difficult to
assess, as many hymns are ascribed to different authors in
different manuscripts and are often identified as anonymous.

Additionally, some 789 of her non-liturgical verses survive. Many
are epigrams or aphorisms called "gnomic verse", for example, "I
hate the rich man moaning as if he were poor."

Kassia is notable as one of at least two women in the middle
Byzantine period known to have written in their own names, the
other being Anna Comnena.[1]
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Name [edit]

Her name is a feminine Greek form of the Latin name Cassius. It is
variously spelled Κασσιανή (contemporary pronunciation [ka
ˈsçani]), Κασ(σ)ία (Kas[s]ia), Εικασία (Eikasia), Ικασία (Ikasia),
Kassiani, Cas[s]ia, Cassiane, Kassiana. Modern English-language
references to her as a composer generally use the name "Kassia,"
while references to her religious life tend to use Kassia or
Kassiani.

Life [edit]

Kassia was born between 805 and 810 in Constantinople into a
wealthy family[2] and grew to be exceptionally beautiful and
intelligent.[who?] Three Byzantine chroniclers, Pseudo-Symeon the
Logothete, George the Monk (a.k.a. George the Sinner) and Leo
the Grammarian, claim that she was a participant in the "bride
show" (the means by which Byzantine princes/emperors sometimes
chose a bride, by giving a golden apple to his choice) organized
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for the young bachelor Theophilos by his stepmother, the Empress
Dowager Euphrosyne. Smitten by Kassia's beauty, the young
emperor approached her and said: "Through a woman [came
forth] the baser [things]", referring to the sin and suffering coming
as a result of Eve's transgression. Kassia promptly responded by
saying: "And through a woman [came forth] the better [things]",
referring to the hope of salvation resulting from the Incarnation of
Christ through the Virgin Mary. According to tradition, the verbatim
dialogue was:

"-Ἐκ γυναικὸς τὰ χείρω." Medieval Greek: [ek ʝyne'kos ta
'çiro]
"-Kαὶ ἐκ γυναικὸς τὰ κρείττω." Medieval Greek: [c(e) ek
ʝyneˈkos ta ˈkrito]

His pride wounded by Kassia's terse rebuttal, Theophilos rejected
her and chose Theodora as his wife.

When next we hear of Kassia in 843 she had founded a convent in
the west of Constantinople, near the Constantinian Walls, and
became its first abbess.[3] Although many scholars attribute this to
bitterness at having failed to marry Theophilos and become
Empress, a letter from Theodore the Studite indicates that she had
other motivations for wanting a monastic life. It had a close
relationship with the nearby monastery of Stoudios, which was to
play a central role in re-editing the Byzantine liturgical books in the
9th and 10th centuries, thus ensuring the survival of her work
(Kurt Sherry, p. 56). However, since the monastic life was a
common vocation in her day, religious zeal is as likely a motive as
either depression or aspiration for artistic renown.[4]

The Emperor Theophilos was a fierce iconoclast, and any residual
feelings he may have had for Kassia did not preserve her from the
imperial policy of persecution for her defence of the veneration of
icons. Among other things, she was subjected to scourging with a
lash. In spite of this, she remained outspoken in defence of the
Orthodox Faith, at one point saying, "I hate silence when it is time
to speak."[4]

After the death of Theophilos in 842 his young son Michael III
became Eastern Roman Emperor, with Empress Theodora acting
as Regent. Together they ended the second iconoclastic period
(814-842); peace was restored to the empire.

Kassia traveled to Italy briefly, but eventually settled on the Greek
Island of Kasos where she died sometime between 867 and 890
CE. In the city of Panaghia, there is a church where Kassia's
tomb/reliquary may be found [5]

Works [edit]

Kassiani wrote many hymns which are still used in the Byzantine
liturgy to this day. Kassiani became known to the great Theodore
the Studite, while she was still a young girl, and he was impressed
by her learning and literary style.[4] She not only wrote spiritual
poetry, but composed music to accompany it. She is regarded as
an "exceptional and rare phenomenon" among composers of her
day[6] At least twenty-three genuine hymns are ascribed to her.[4]

Hymn of Kassia [edit]

The most famous of her compositions is the eponymous Hymn of
Kassia (also known as the Troparion of Kassiani), which is
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chanted each year at matins on Holy Wednesday (which in usual
parish practice is sung Tuesday evening) at the end of the
aposticha.

Tradition says that in his later years the Emperor Theophilus, still
in love with her, wished to see her one more time before he died,
so he rode to the monastery where she resided. Kassia was alone
in her cell, writing her Hymn when she realized that the commotion
she heard was because the imperial retinue had arrived. She was
still in love with him but was now devoted to God and hid away
because she did not want to let her old passion overcome her
monastic vow. She left the unfinished hymn on the table.
Theophilus found her cell and entered it alone. He looked for her
but she was not there; she was hiding in a closet, watching him.
Theophilus, overcome with sadness, cried and regretted that
moment of pride when he rejected such a beautiful and intellectual
woman; then he noticed the papers on the table and read them.
When he had finished reading, he sat and added one line to the
hymn; then he left. The line attributed to the Emperor is the line
"those feet whose sound Eve heard at dusk in Paradise and hid
herself for fear". Legend says that as he was leaving he noticed
Kassia in the closet but did not speak to her, out of respect for her
wished privacy. Kassia emerged when the emperor was gone, read
what he had written and finished the hymn.

The music for the hymn is slow, sorrowful and plaintive, lasting
about ten to twenty minutes, depending on tempo and style of
execution. It requires a very wide vocal range, and is considered
one of the most demanding, if not the most demanding, pieces of
solo Byzantine chant, and cantors take great pride in delivering it
well. It is also sung by choirs in unison, often underpinned by
Byzantine vocal bass drone. The faithful make a point of going to church specifically "to listen to Kassiani" that
evening. In many places in Greece, the Bridegroom Matins service of Great Tuesday is popular with sex
workers, who may not often be seen in church at other times of the year. They come in great numbers, in order
to hear the Hymn of Kassiani, as the hymn is associated with the woman fallen in many sins.[7]

Portrayals [edit]

Many fictitious stories were created around her relationship with Emperor Theofilos. Contemporary historians
such as Glykas, Ptochoprodromos, Kodinos, Zonaras and Georgios Amartolos described her exile in Italy during
the Iconoclasy wars and later settled and died in Kasos sometime between 867 and 890 CE.

She is portrayed by Karima McAdams in the 5th season of the television series Vikings.

In August of 2019, English singer-songwriter Frank Turner included a song told from her point of view on his
album No Man's Land.

Other works [edit]

Among the other hymns she composed are the following:

The Doxastichon chanted at the Vesperal Divine Liturgy on Christmas Eve
Numerous hymns in honor of saints found in the Menaion (fixed cycle of the Eastern Orthodox liturgical
calendar), such as Feast of the Nativity of the Forerunner, 24 June.
Among her hymns in the Triodion (liturgical book used during Great Lent) are the irmoi for the Matins Canon
of Great Thursday.
Her longest composition is a Canon for the Departed, consisting of 32 strophes, to be chanted at a Parastas
(memorial services).

Religious commemoration [edit]

The feast day of Saint Kassiani is celebrated by the Orthodox Church on September 7.

She is often depicted on the icon of the Sunday of Orthodoxy (the First Sunday of Great Lent), because of her
strong defence of the veneration of icons.
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Recordings [edit]

The following are commercial recordings of the music of Kassia:

Kronos Quartet: Early Music (Lachrymæ Antiquæ), USA 1997. Includes an instrumental arrangement of
Kassia's "Using the Apostate Tyrant as His Tool".
Sarband : Sacred Women, Women as Composers and Performers of Medieval Chant. Dorian, USA 2001.
Album contains one piece by Kassia, Augustus-Sticheron Idiomelon Doxastikon: Vespers of December 25
(Athens MS 883) which is also recorded on the album by VocaMe.
Deborah Kayser & Nick Tsiavos The Fallen Woman CD released 2008. Includes a recording of the Kassia
Hymn. For further information please see http://nicktsiavos.net/  A recent performance of the Kassia Hymn
by this duo has been uploaded to YouTube. See https://www.youtube.com/user/dimitrikyriakou  Parts 4 & 5
of 7
VocaMe : Kassia - Byzantine hymns of the first woman composer. Christophorus, Germany 2009. 18 tracks,
with full sung texts in Greek script, German and English translations.[8]

Choral Settings of Kassiani: with members of Cappella Romana and the English Chamber Choir. Various
recordings of the Troparion of Kassiani and When Augustus Reigned. Released in 2011.

See also [edit]

Byzantine music
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Kateri Tekakwitha

Saint
Kateri Tekakwitha

Only known portrait from life of Catherine
Tekawitha, c. 1690, by Father Chauchetière

Virgin,[1] Penitent[2] 
Religious ascetic and laywoman

Born 1656
Ossernenon, New York

Baptized April 18, 1676

Died April 17, 1680 (aged 24)
Kahnawake (near Montreal),
Quebec, Canada

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified June 22, 1980, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Canonized October 21, 2012, Vatican City by
Pope Benedict XVI

Major shrine Saint Francis Xavier Church,
Kahnawake, Quebec, Canada

Feast July 14
April 17 (Canada)[citation needed]

Attributes Lily; Turtle; Rosary

Patronage ecologists, ecology,
environment, environmentalists,
loss of parents, people in exile,
people ridiculed for their piety,
Native Americans

Controversy Pressure to marry against will,
shunned for her Catholic beliefs

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kateri Tekakwitha (pronounced [ˈɡaderi deɡaˈɡwita] in Mohawk),
given the name Tekakwitha, baptized as Catherine [3][4] and
informally known as Lily of the Mohawks (1656 – April 17, 1680),
is a Catholic saint who was an Algonquin–Mohawk laywoman. Born
in the Mohawk village of Ossernenon, on the south side of the
Mohawk River in present-day New York State, she contracted
smallpox in an epidemic; her family died and her face was scarred.
She converted to Catholicism at age nineteen, when she was
renamed Kateri, and baptized in honor of Catherine of Siena.
Refusing to marry, she left her village and moved for the remaining
five years of her life to the Jesuit mission village of Kahnawake,
south of Montreal on the St. Lawrence River in New France, now
Canada.

Tekakwitha took a vow of perpetual virginity. Upon her death at the
age of 24, witnesses said that minutes later her scars vanished
and her face appeared radiant and beautiful. Known for her virtue
of chastity and mortification of the flesh, as well as being shunned
by some of her tribe for her religious conversion to Catholicism,
she is the fourth Native American to be venerated in the Catholic
Church and the first to be canonized.[5]

Under the pontificate of Pope John Paul II, she was beatified in
1980 and canonized by Pope Benedict XVI at Saint Peter's Basilica
on 21 October 2012.[6][7] Various miracles and supernatural
events are attributed to her intercession.
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Early life and education [edit]

Tekakwitha is the name the girl was given by her Mohawk people. It translates to "She who bumps into
things."[8] She was born around 1656 in the Mohawk village of Ossernenon in western New York state. A
nineteenth-century claim that Auriesville developed at the site of Ossernenon has been disproved by
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archeological findings, according to Dean R. Snow and other specialists in Native American history in New
York.[9]

She was the daughter of Kenneronkwa, a Mohawk chief, and Kahenta, an Algonquin woman, who had been
captured in a raid, then adopted and assimilated into the tribe. Kahenta had been baptized Catholic and
educated by French missionaries in Trois-Rivières, east of Montreal. Mohawk warriors captured her and took
her to their homeland.[10] Kahenta eventually married Kenneronkwa.[11] Tekakwitha was the first of their two
children. A brother followed.

Tekakwitha's original village was highly diverse, as the Mohawk were absorbing many captured natives of other
tribes, particularly their competitors the Huron, to replace people who died from European diseases or warfare.
While from different backgrounds, such captives were adopted into the tribe to become full members and were
expected to fully assimilate as Mohawk.

The Mohawk suffered a severe smallpox epidemic from 1661 to 1663, causing high fatalities. When Tekakwitha
was around four years old, her baby brother and both her parents died of smallpox. She survived, but was left
with facial scars and impaired eyesight.[12] She was adopted by her father's sister and her husband, a chief of
the Turtle Clan. Before the epidemic, in 1659 some Mohawk had founded a new village on the north side of the
river, which they called Caughnawaga[9] ("at the wild water" in the Mohawk language).[13] Survivors of
Ossernenon moved to that village.

The Jesuits’ account of Tekakwitha said that she was a modest girl who avoided social gatherings; she covered
much of her head with a blanket because of the smallpox scars. They said that, as an orphan, the girl was
under the care of uninterested relatives. But, according to Mohawk practices, she was probably well taken care
of by her clan, her mother and uncle's extended family, with whom she lived in the longhouse. She became
skilled at traditional women’s arts, which included making clothing and belts from animal skins; weaving mats,
baskets and boxes from reeds and grasses; and preparing food from game, crops and gathered produce. She
took part in the women's seasonal planting and intermittent weeding. As was the custom, she was pressured to
consider marriage around age thirteen, but she refused.[11]

Upheaval and invasions [edit]

Tekakwitha grew up in a period of upheaval, as the Mohawk interacted with French and Dutch colonists, who
were competing in the lucrative fur trade. The Mohawk originally traded with the Dutch, who had settled in
Albany and Schenectady. The French traded with and were allied with the Huron.

Trying to make inroads in Iroquois territory, the French attacked the Mohawk in present-day central New York in
1666. After driving the people from their homes, the French burned the three Mohawk villages on the south side
of the river, destroying the longhouses, wigwams, and the women's corn and squash fields. Tekakwitha, around
ten years old, fled with her new family into a cold October forest.[14]

After the defeat by the French forces, the Mohawk were forced into a peace treaty that required them to accept
Jesuit missionaries in their villages. The Jesuits established a mission near Auriesville, New York. While there,
the Jesuits studied Mohawk and other native languages in order to reach the people. They spoke of Christianity
in terms with which the Mohawk could identify. In his work on Tekakwitha, Darren Bonaparte notes the parallels
between some elements of Mohawk and Christian belief. For instance, the Jesuits used the word Karonhià:ke,
the Mohawk name for Sky World, as the word for heaven in the Lord’s Prayer in Mohawk. "This was not just a
linguistic shortcut, but a conceptual bridge from one cosmology to another."[12]

The Mohawk crossed their river to rebuild Caughnawaga on the north bank, west of the present-day town of
Fonda, New York. In 1667, when Tekakwitha was 11 years old, she met the Jesuit missionaries Jacques Frémin,
Jacques Bruyas, and Jean Pierron, who had come to the village.[15] Her uncle opposed any contact with them
because he did not want her to convert to Christianity. One of his older daughters had already left
Caughnawaga to go to Kahnawake, the Catholic mission village across the St. Lawrence River from Montreal.

In the summer of 1669, several hundred Mohican warriors, advancing from the east, launched a dawn attack on
Caughnawaga. Rousing quickly to the defense, Mohawk villagers fought off the invaders, who kept
Caughnawaga under siege for three days. Tekakwitha, now around 13 years old, joined other girls to help
priest Jean Pierron tend to the wounded, bury the dead, and carry food and water to the defending warriors on
the palisades.

When reinforcements arrived from other Mohawk villages, the defenders drove the Mohican warriors into
retreat. The victorious Mohawk pursued the Mohican warriors, attacking them in the forest, killing over 80 and
capturing several others. Returning to Caughnawaga amid widespread celebration, the victors tortured the
captive Mohicans—thirteen men and four women—for two afternoons in succession, planning to execute them
on the third. Pierron, tending to the captives, implored the torturers to stop, but they ignored him. Pierron
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instructed the captives in Catholic doctrine as best he could and baptized them before they died under
torture.[16]

Feast of the Dead [edit]

Later in 1669, the Iroquois Feast of the Dead, held every ten years, was convened at Caughnawaga. Some
Oneida people came, along with Onondaga led by their famous sachem Garakontié. The remains of
Tekakwitha's parents, along with the many others who had died in the previous decade, were to be carefully
exhumed, so that their souls could be released to wander to the spirit land to the west.[17]

According to a 1936 book about Tekakwitha, Pierron attacked the beliefs and logic of the Feast of the Dead.
The assembled Iroquois, upset over his remarks, ordered him to be silent. But Pierron continued, telling the
Iroquois to give up their "superstitious" rites. Under Garakontié's protection, Pierron finished his speech. He
demanded that, to secure continued friendship with the French, the Iroquois give up their Feast of the Dead,
their faith in dreams as a guide to action, and the worship of their war god. At length, the assembled Iroquois
relented. Exchanging gifts with priest Pierron, they promised to give up the customs he had denounced.[18]

Garakontié later converted to Christianity.

A chief converts [edit]

In 1671, Mohawk chief Ganeagowa, who had led his warriors to victory against the Mohican, returned from a
long hunting trip in the north to announce he had become a Christian. He had come upon the Catholic Iroquois
village set up by Jesuits at La Prairie, southeast of Montreal. There he made friendly contact with priest Jacques
Frémin, who had served as a missionary in Mohawk country. Influenced by the Catholic faith of the Iroquois
villagers and of his own wife Satékon, Ganeagowa received instruction for several months from Frémin, who
accepted him into the Church.[19]

Family pressures [edit]

By the time Tekakwitha turned 17 around 1673, her adoptive mother (her father's sister) and aunt (uncle's
sister) had become concerned over her lack of interest in marriage. They tried to arrange her marriage to a
young Mohawk man by instructing him to sit down beside her. They indicated to Tekakwitha that the young man
wanted to marry her. Accordingly, they pressured her to offer him a certain dish made with corn.[20] Iroquois
custom regarded this as a woman's sign of openness to marriage. Tekakwitha fled the cabin and hid from her
family in a nearby field. Tekakwitha was said to have been punished by her aunts with ridicule, threats, and
harsh workloads. But Tekakwitha continued to resist marriage.[21] Eventually, her aunts gave up their efforts to
get her to marry.

In the spring of 1674 at age eighteen, Tekakwitha met the Jesuit priest Jacques de Lamberville, who was visiting
in the village. Most of the women were out harvesting corn, but Tekakwitha had injured her foot and was in the
cabin.[20] In the presence of others, Tekakwitha told him her story and her desire to become a Christian. After
this she started studying the catechism with him.[11]

Conversion and Kahnawake [edit]

Lamberville wrote in his journal in the years after her death about Tekakwitha. This text described her, before
she was baptized, as a girl who was mild-mannered and behaved very well. Lamberville also stated that Kateri
did everything she could in order to stay holy in a secular society, which often caused minor conflicts with her
longhouse residents. These conflicts suggested no violence, which contradicts future texts.[22]

Judging her ready, Lamberville baptized Tekakwitha at the age of 19, on Easter Sunday, April 18, 1676.[23]

Tekakwitha was baptized "Catherine" after St. Catherine of Siena (Kateri was the Mohawk form of the
name).[24][25]

After Kateri was baptized, she remained in Caughnawauga for another 6 months. Some Mohawks opposed her
conversion and accused her of sorcery.[15] Lamberville suggested that she go to the Jesuit mission of
Kahnawake, located south of Montreal on the St. Lawrence River, where other native converts had gathered.
Catherine joined them in 1677.[26]

Tekakwitha was said to have put thorns on her sleeping mat and to have lain on them while praying for the
conversion and forgiveness of her kinsmen. Piercing the body to draw blood was a traditional practice of the
Mohawk and other Iroquois nations. She lived at Kahnawake the remaining two years of her life. She learned
more about Christianity under her mentor Anastasia, who taught her about the practice of repenting for one’s
sins. When the women learned of religious sisters, they wanted to form their own convent and created an
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Sculpture of Kateri Tekakwitha

informal association of devout women.[citation needed]

Father Cholonec wrote that Tekakwitha said:

I have deliberated enough. For a long time my decision on what I will do has been made. I have
consecrated myself entirely to Jesus, son of Mary, I have chosen Him for husband and He alone will
take me for wife.[15]

The Church considers that in 1679, with her decision on the Feast of the Annunciation, her conversion was truly
completed and she became the "first virgin" among the Mohawk.[15]

Mission du Sault St. Louis: Kahnawake [edit]

The Jesuits had founded Kahnawake for the religious conversion of the natives. When it began, the natives
built their traditional longhouses for residences. They also built a longhouse to be used as a chapel by the
Jesuits. As a missionary settlement, Kahnawake was at risk of being attacked by members of the Iroquois
Confederacy who had not converted to Catholicism.[11] (While it attracted other Iroquois, it was predominantly
Mohawk, the major tribe in eastern New York.)

After Catherine's arrival, she shared the longhouse of her older sister and her husband. She would have known
other people in the longhouse who had migrated from their former village of Gandaouagué (also spelled
Caughnawaga). Her mother’s close friend, Anastasia Tegonhatsiongo, was clan matron of the longhouse.
Anastasia and other Mohawk women introduced Tekakwitha to the regular practices of Christianity.[11]

Chauchetière and Cholenec [edit]

Claude Chauchetière and Pierre Cholenec were Jesuit priests who played important roles in Tekakwitha’s life.
Both were based in New France and in Kahnawake. Chauchetière was the first to write a biography of
Tekakwitha’s life, followed by Cholenec, in 1695 and 1696, respectively.[11] Cholenec arrived in New France in
1672, before Chauchetière.[27] Cholenec introduced whips, hair shirts and iron girdles, traditional items of
Catholic mortification, to the converts at Kahnawake. He wanted them to adopt these rather than use Mohawk
ritual practices.[11] Both Chauchetière and Tekakwitha arrived in Kahnawake the same year, in 1677.

He later wrote about having been very impressed by her, as he had not expected a native to be so pious.[28]

Chauchetière came to believe that Catherine Tekakwitha was a saint. Jesuits generally thought that the natives
needed Christian guidance to be set on the right path. Chauchetière acknowledged that close contact with and
deeper knowledge of the natives in Kahnawake changed some of his set notions about the people and about
differences among human cultures.[11] In his biography of Kateri, he stressed her "charity, industry, purity, and
fortitude."[29] In contrast, Cholenec stressed her virginity, perhaps to counter white stereotypes at the time
characterizing Indian women as promiscuous.[29]

Penances [edit]

Tekakwitha believed in the value of offered suffering. She did not eat
very much and was said to add undesirable tastes to her food. She
would lie on a mat with thorns. There was a custom among some Native
American peoples of the time of piercing oneself with thorns in
thanksgiving for some good or an offering for the needs of one's self or
others. Knowing the terrible burns given to prisoners, she burned
herself. Her spiritual counselor, Anastasia, seems to have encouraged
her penances. With her friend Marie-Thérèse, Tekakwitha readily took
up penances. Her health had always been poor and it weakened. Marie-
Thérèse sought the help of Chauchetière. He scolded the young
women, saying that penance must be used in moderation. He told the
two that they must have him approve their penances lest they become
unreasonable. Tekakwitha listened to the priest. From then on,
Tekakwitha practiced whatever penance the priest would allow her, but
nothing more.[citation needed]

Friendship with Marie-Thérèse [edit]

Upon her arrival in the Christian community, Catherine befriended Marie Thérèse Tegaianguenta. They prayed
together often. Marie Skarichions told Catherine and Marie-Thérèse about women religious. Through their
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mutual quest, the two women had a strong "spiritual friendship," as described by the Jesuits.[11] The two women
influenced a circle of associates. When they asked the Jesuits for permission to form a group of native
disciples, they were told they were too "young in faith" for such a group. The women continued to practice their
faith together.[citation needed]

Death and appearances [edit]

Around Holy Week of 1680, friends noted that Tekakwitha's health was failing. When people knew she had but
a few hours left, villagers gathered together, accompanied by the priests Chauchetière and Cholenec, the latter
providing the last rites.[11] Catherine Tekakwitha died at around 15:00 (3 p.m.) on Holy Wednesday, April 17,
1680, at the age of 23 or 24, in the arms of her friend Marie-Therèse. Chauchetière reports her final words
were, "Jesus, Mary, I love you."[30]

After her death, the people noticed a physical change. Cholenec later wrote, "This face, so marked and
swarthy, suddenly changed about a quarter of an hour after her death, and became in a moment so beautiful
and so white that I observed it immediately."[citation needed] Her smallpox scars were said to disappear.

Tekakwitha purportedly appeared to three individuals in the weeks after her death; her mentor Anastasia
Tegonhatsiongo, her friend Marie-Therèse Tegaiaguenta, and Chauchetière. Anastasia said that, while crying
over the death of her spiritual daughter, she looked up to see Catherine "kneeling at the foot" of her mattress,
"holding a wooden cross that shone like the sun." Marie-Thérèse reported that she was awakened at night by a
knocking on her wall, and a voice asked if she were awake, adding, "I’ve come to say good-bye; I’m on my way
to heaven." Marie-Thérèse went outside but saw no one; she heard a voice murmur, "Adieu, Adieu, go tell the
father that I’m going to heaven." Chauchetière meanwhile said he saw Catherine at her grave; he said she
appeared in "baroque splendour; for two hours he gazed upon her" and "her face lifted toward heaven as if in
ecstasy."[11]

Chauchetière had a chapel built near Kateri's gravesite. By 1684, pilgrimages had begun to honour her there.
The Jesuits turned her bones to dust and set the ashes within the "newly rebuilt mission chapel." This
symbolized her presence on earth, and her remains were sometimes used as relics for healing.

Epitaph [edit]

Tekakwitha's gravestone reads:

Kateri Tekakwitha

Ownkeonweke Katsitsiio Teonsitsianekaron

The fairest flower that ever bloomed among red men.

The first account of Kateri Tekakwitha was not published until 1715. Because of Tekakwitha's notable path to
chastity, she is often referred to as a lily, a traditional symbol of purity associated with the Virgin Mary since the
medieval period. Religious images of Tekakwitha are often decorated with a lily and cross, with feathers or turtle
as cultural accessories alluding to her Native American birth. Colloquial terms for Tekakwitha are The Lily of the
Mohawks (most notable), the Mohawk Maiden, the Pure and Tender Lily, the Flower among True Men, the Lily
of Purity and The New Star of the New World. Her tribal neighbors referred to her as "the fairest flower that ever
bloomed among the redmen."[31] Her virtues are considered an ecumenical bridge between Mohawk and
European cultures.

Religious veneration [edit]

For some time after her death, Tekakwitha was considered an honorary yet unofficial patroness of Montreal,
Canada, and Indigenous peoples of the Americas. Fifty years after her death, a convent for Native American
nuns opened in Mexico. They have prayed for her and supported her canonization.

Indian Catholic missions and bishops in the 1880s wrote a petition pushing for the veneration of Tekakwitha. In
that petition, they stated that she was pure and holy in addition to being a gift unto the Native Americans. They
asked for the venerations of Tekakwitha as well as Jesuit priest Isaac Jogues and Brother René Goupil, two
Catholic missionaries who had been slain by the Mohawks in Osernnenon a few decades before Kateri’s birth.
They concluded their petition by stating that these venerations will help encourage Catholicism among other
Native Americans.[32]

The process for Tekakwitha's canonization was initiated by United States Catholics at the Third Plenary Council
of Baltimore in 1884, followed by Canadian Catholics. January 3, 1943, Pope Pius XII declared her venerable.
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Statue Kateri Tekakwitha, Cathedral
Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi, Santa
Fe, New Mexico

Statue of Kateri Tekakwitha by
Joseph-Émile Brunet at the Basilica of
Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupré, near Quebec
City

She was beatified as Catherine Tekakwitha on June 22, 1980, by Pope
John Paul II.[33]

On December 19, 2011, the Congregation for the Causes of Saints
certified a second miracle through her intercession, signed by Pope
Benedict XVI, which paved the way for pending canonization.[34] On
February 18, 2012, Pope Benedict XVI decreed that Tekakwitha be
canonized. Speaking in Latin, he used the form "Catharina Tekakwitha";
the official booklet of the ceremony referred to her in English and Italian,
as "Kateri Tekakwitha".[35] She was canonized on October 21, 2012, by
Pope Benedict XVI.[30] In the official canonization rite booklet,
"Catherine" is used in the English and French biographies and "Kateri"
in the translation of the rite itself.[36] She is the first Native American
woman of North America to be canonized by the Catholic Church.[37][38]

Tekakwitha is featured in four national shrines in the United States: the
National Shrine of Blessed Kateri Tekakwitha in Fonda, New York; the
National Shrine of the North American Martyrs in Auriesville, New York;
the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in
Washington, D.C.; and The National Shrine of the Cross in the Woods,
an open-air sanctuary in Indian River, Michigan. The design of the latter
shrine was inspired by Kateri's habit of placing small wooden crosses
throughout the woods. One statue on the grounds shows her cradling a
cross in her arms, surrounded by turtles.[39]

A statue of Tekakwitha is installed outside the Basilica of Sainte-Anne-
de-Beaupré in Quebec, Canada. Another is installed at the Cathedral
Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Tekakwitha has been featured in recently created religious works. In
2007, the Grand Retablo, a 40-foot-high work by Spanish artisans, was
installed behind the main altar of the Mission Basilica San Juan
Capistrano in Orange County, California. It features Catherine
Tekakwitha, Junipero Serra, St. Joseph, and Francis of Assisi.[40][41]

A bronze statue of Kateri kneeling in prayer was installed in 2008,
created by artist Cynthia Hitschler,[42] along the devotional walkway
leading to the Shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe, La Crosse,
Wisconsin.[43]

A life-size statue of Kateri is located at the National Shrine Basilica of
Our Lady of Fatima in Lewiston, New York.
A bronze figure of Kateri is included on the bronze front doors of St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York City.[44]

The Maryknoll Sisters at Ossining, New York, have had a statue of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha on their grounds
since 1939. It was a gift from the family of Mary Theodore Farley, a Sister of Maryknoll. The statue honors
the Maryknoll Sisters' origins as a U.S. mission congregation.[45]

A statue of St. Kateri Tekakwitha was installed in the courtyard of St. Patrick's church in the St. Stanislaus
Kostka parish of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.[46]

A garden section of the Holy Cross Chapel Mausoleum in North Arlington, New Jersey, has been dedicated
to the memory of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha; a life-size bronze statue of the saint releasing a flight of doves
was installed here.[47]

A Place of Hope Shrine of St. Kateri is located in Paris, Stark County, Ohio. It was dedicated by Victoria
Summers (Oneida) to honor the miracles of St. Kateri Tekakwitha.[48]

A larger-than-life statue of St. Kateri stands in St. Vincent de Paul Catholic Church in Rogers, Arkansas.
A mosaic image of St. Kateri is on the wall of St. Mary of the Cataract Catholic Church in Niagara Falls, New
York.
A bronze statue by artist Kaye Guerin Marks, based on the drawing by Father Chauchetière, is located at
Saint Kateri Tekakwitha Catholic Church in Sisseton, South Dakota.

Miracles [edit]

Joseph Kellogg was a Protestant child captured by Natives in the eighteenth century and eventually returned to
his home. Twelve months later, he caught smallpox. The Jesuits helped treat him, but he was not recovering.
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A statue of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha
in Saint John Neumann Catholic
Church, Sunbury, Ohio

They had relics from Tekakwitha’s grave, but did not want to use them
on a non-Catholic. One Jesuit told Kellogg that, if he would become a
Catholic, help would come to him. Joseph did so. The Jesuit gave him a
piece of decayed wood from Kateri's coffin, which is said to have made
him heal. The historian Allan Greer takes this account to mean that
Tekakwitha was known in 18th-century New France, and she was
already perceived to have healing abilities.[11]

Other miracles were attributed to Kateri: Father Rémy recovered his
hearing and a nun in Montreal was cured by using items formerly
belonging to Catherine. Such incidents were evidence that Catherine
was possibly a saint. Following the death of a person, sainthood is
symbolized by events that show the rejection of death. It is also
represented by a duality of pain and a neutralisation of the other’s pain
(all shown by her reputed miracles in New France).[11] Chauchetière told
settlers in La Prairie to pray to Catherine for intercession with illnesses.
Due to the Jesuits' superior system of publicizing material, his words and
Catherine’s fame were said to reach Jesuits in China and their
converts.[11]

As people believed in her healing powers, some collected earth from
her gravesite and wore it in bags as a relic. One woman said she was
saved from pneumonia ("grande maladie du rhume"); she gave the pendant to her husband, who was healed
from his disease.[11]

On December 19, 2011, Pope Benedict XVI approved the second miracle needed for Kateri's canonization.[49]

The authorized miracle dates from 2006, when a young boy in Washington state survived a severe flesh-eating
bacterium. Doctors had been unable to stop the progress of the disease by surgery and advised his parents he
was likely to die. The boy received the sacrament of Anointing of the Sick from a Catholic priest. As the boy is
half Lummi Indian, the parents said they prayed to Tekakwitha for divine intercession, as did their family and
friends, and an extended network contacted through their son's classmates.[50] Sister Kateri Mitchell visited the
boy's bedside and placed a relic of Tekakwitha, a bone fragment, against his body and prayed together with his
parents.[51] The next day, the infection stopped its progression.[52]

Controversy [edit]

Mohawk scholar Orenda Boucher noted that despite extensive support for canonization of Tekakwitha, some
traditional Mohawk see her as a connection to the worst aspects of colonialism. They do not believe that she
embodied nor reflected traditional Mohawk womanhood.[53]

American Protestants directed a negative response towards Tekakwitha’s veneration. Historian Allan Greer,
who studied connections between Tekakwitha and anti-Catholicism in America, stated that Catholics needed her
in a society that viewed the Church as foreign. Protestants were afraid that the canonizations of US saints would
bring more Catholic power into America, while the Catholics wanted to solidify the Church more into society.
Protestant newspapers such as the Methodist Review warned its readers to beware of these canonizations.[54]

Cultural references [edit]

The historian K. I. Koppedrayer has suggested that the Catholic Church fathers' hagiography of Tekakwitha
reflected "some of the trials and rewards of the European presence in the New World."[15] She captured the
imagination of some observers. Based on accounts from two Jesuit priests who knew her, at least 300 books
have been published in more than 20 languages on the life of Kateri Tekakwitha.[12]

In addition, Tekakwitha has been featured in late 20th-century novels and at least one from the 21st century,
which have explored the role of religion and colonialism in the New World:

Leonard Cohen, Beautiful Losers (1966);
William T. Vollmann, Fathers and Crows (1992), second novel of the Seven Dreams: A Book of North
American Landscapes series, includes her as a character, together with French colonists and priests.
Victor O'Connell, Eaglechild (2016) a modern story in which a Spanish countess travels to Quebec to ask
the saint to be the spiritual head of mother's council designed to raise her only child as part of her grand
scheme to make restitution for the harm done to the aboriginal peoples of the Americas by her family and
other colonists. A key scene in the plot of the novel takes place in the church at Khanawake and it raises
issues about customary adoptions.
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Blessed Kateri devotional medal

Novelist Diane Glancy (who is of Cherokee descent) was the first Native American writer to make Tekakwitha the
main focus of an historical novel, The Reason for Crows.[55]

In an episode of French/Spanish animation series Clémentine, the time-travelling main character Clémentine
Dumant meets and befriends a younger version of Tekakwitha. She is portrayed as a shy teenage girl who is
isolated and harassed by her peers after her conversion, but with Clémentine's help she earns their love and
respect.

Brooklyn-based Irish singer-songwriter Niall Connolly includes a song titled "Lily of the Mohawks " on his 2013
album, Sound . The song was inspired when he noticed an image of Kateri Tekakwitha on the door of St.
Patrick's Cathedral, New York City.

Legacy [edit]

After Tekakwitha’s beatification in 1980, Paula E. Holmes in the late
1990s interviewed several elderly Native American women about their
childhoods and hearing stories from their ancestors about Tekakwitha.
One woman retold her time in a church where her grandmother told her
that she prayed to Kateri for her, one semiretired nurse from New
Mexico told Holmes about her aunt’s fondness of Kateri and how people
would travel to New York to learn about her, and the nurse’s cousin told
Holmes how her mother kept pictures of Kateri wrapped in fur and gave
her a Tekakwitha medal. Holmes then stated that Kateri is "as part of
their Indian familiar and familial heritage."[56]

Clarence A. Walworth (d. 1900) was one of the biggest pushers for
Tekakwitha’s veneration. Because Walworth was so interested in Native
American history, he researched Tekakwitha’s life and promoted her
cause with his niece, Ellen. He then personally financed a $1,000
granite monument in Kahnawake out of a gesture for international co-
operation for her veneration.[57]

In traditional fashion, numerous churches, schools and other Catholic institutions have been named for her,
particularly since her canonization, including several Catholic elementary schools. Among these are St. Kateri
Tekakwitha Catholic Elementary School in Kitchener,[58] Kateri Tekakwitha Catholic Elementary School in
Markham,[59] St. Kateri Tekakwitha Catholic Elementary School in Hamilton,[60] Saint Kateri Tekakwitha Catholic
School in Orléans (Ottawa),[61] and St. Kateri Tekakwitha School in Calgary, Alberta.[62] Saint Kateri is the
patron saint of John Cabot Catholic Secondary School in Mississauga.

The St. Kateri Tekakwitha School in Niskayuna, New York, was so named after her canonization. The St. Kateri
Tekakwitha Parish, located in adjacent Schenectady, was founded by merging the Our Lady of Fatima and St.
Helen's churches in late 2012. A cluster parish was formed in Irondequoit, New York, in 2010, taking the name
Blessed Kateri Parish; the name was later changed to Saint Kateri after her canonization. Kateri Residence, an
Archdiocese of New York Catholic Charities nursing home in Manhattan, New York, is named for her.

The St. Kateri Tekakwitha Church in Valencia, California, holds a statue of her in the church.[63][64] A statue of
Saint Kateri Tekakwitha is placed at the steps of Holy Cross School at San Buenaventura Mission in southern
California to honor the local Native American Chumash people, who helped build and sustain the Mission until
the 1840s.[65]

Tekakwitha is featured at Camp Ondessonk, a Catholic youth camp in southern Illinois. One of the cabin units is
named after her. She is one of the namesakes of Camp Ondessonk's honor society, The Lodges of Ondessonk
and Tekakwitha.

Each year since 1939, the Tekakwitha Conference meets annually in order to support Native Americans’
conversions into and practices of Catholicism. At each conference, people gather in Kateri Circles, named in
honor of her, in order to pray together and help each other become better Catholics. In 1991, the Conference
reported 130 registered Kateri Circles.[32]

The chapel of Welsh Family Hall at the University of Notre Dame, built in 1997, is dedicated to Kateri
Tekakwitha.

Tekakwitha island (French: île Tekakwitha) in the St-Lawrence River, part of the Kahnawake reserve, is named
after her.
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Katharine Drexel

Saint
Katharine Drexel

St. Katharine Drexel

Foundress
Born November 26, 1858

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.

Died March 3, 1955 (aged 96)
Bensalem, Pennsylvania, U.S.

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified November 20, 1988 by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized October 1, 2000 by Pope John
Paul II

Major shrine Cathedral Basilica of Saints
Peter and Paul, Philadelphia,
U.S.

Patronage Philanthropy, racial justice

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Katharine Drexel (November 26, 1858 – March 3, 1955) was an
American heiress, philanthropist, religious sister, educator, and
founder. She was canonized by the Roman Catholic Church in
2000; her feast day is celebrated on March 3. She was the second
American to be canonized a saint and the first one born a U.S.
citizen. She was inducted into the National Women's Hall of Fame
in 2011.[1]
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Early life [edit]

Katharine Mary Drexel was born as Catherine Mary Drexel in
Philadelphia, the second child of investment banker Francis Anthony Drexel and Hannah Langstroth.[2] Hannah
died five weeks after her baby's birth. For two years Katharine and her sister, Elizabeth, were cared for by their
aunt and uncle, Ellen and Anthony Drexel. When Francis married Emma Bouvier in 1860 he brought his two
daughters home.[3] A third daughter, Louisa, was born in 1863.

The girls were educated at home by private tutors. Their father believed they should learn geography first
hand; accordingly, their parents took the girls on periodic tours of the United States and Europe.[4] Three times
a week, the Drexel family distributed food, clothing, and rent assistance from their family home at 1503 Walnut
Street in Philadelphia. When widows or single women were too proud to come to the Drexels for assistance, the
family quietly sought them out.[5] As Emma Drexel taught her daughters, "Kindness may be unkind if it leaves a
sting behind."[6]

As a young and wealthy woman, Drexel made her social debut in 1878. However, watching her stepmother's
three-year struggle with terminal cancer taught her the Drexel money could not buy safety from pain or death.
Her life took a profound turn. She had always been interested in the plight of Native Americans, having been
appalled by what she read in Helen Hunt Jackson’s A Century of Dishonor.[7] When her family traveled to the
Western states in 1884, Katharine Drexel saw the plight and destitution of the Native Americans. She wanted to
do something specific to help. Thus began her lifelong personal and financial support of numerous missions
and missionaries in the United States.[8] After her father died in February 1885, Katharine and her sisters
contributed money to help the St. Francis Mission on South Dakota’s Rosebud Reservation.

Heiress [edit]

For many years she took spiritual direction from a longtime family friend, Father James O’Connor, a
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St. Benedict the Moor School, St.
Augustine (c. 1898), paid for by St.
Katharine Drexel

Philadelphia priest who later was appointed vicar apostolic of Nebraska. When Kate wrote him of her desire to
join a contemplative order, Bishop O’Connor suggested, "Wait a while longer....... Wait and pray."[6]

Katharine and her sisters Elizabeth and Louise were still mourning their father when they sailed to Europe in
1886. Their high-powered banker father left behind a $15.5 million estate and instructions to divide it among his
three daughters after expenses and specific charitable donations. However, to prevent his daughters from
falling prey to "fortune hunters", Francis Drexel crafted his will so that his daughters controlled income from his
estate, but upon their deaths, their inheritance would flow to their children. The will stipulated that if there were
no grandchildren, upon his daughters’ deaths, Drexel's estate would be distributed to several religious orders
and charities—the Society of Jesus, the Christian Brothers, the Religious of the Sacred Heart, a Lutheran
hospital and others. Because their father's charitable donations totaled about $1.5 million, the sisters shared
the income produced by $14 million—about $1,000 a day for each woman. In current dollars, the estate would
be worth about $400 million.[6]

Her father had been on the board of both St. John's Orphan Asylum for Boys and St. Joseph's Female Orphan
Asylum. Louise was particularly concerned as to the future of the young men after they left the orphanage. She
and Elizabeth founded the St. Francis Industrial School at Eddington, Pennsylvania in honor of their father.[9]

Elizabeth died in 1890 from complications of childbirth.

In 1889, Louisa would marry General Edward Morrell. The Morrells "…actively promoted and advanced the
welfare of African Americans throughout the country. The Morrells used their wealth to build magnificent
institutions that served and aided the education and upward mobility of African Americans. Gen. Morrell took
charge of the Indian work, while Katharine Drexel was in her novitiate."[10]

Religious vocation [edit]

In January 1887, the sisters were received in a private audience by Pope Leo XIII. They asked him for
missionaries to staff some Indian missions that they had been financing. To their surprise, the Pope suggested
that Katharine become a missionary herself. Although Drexel had already received marriage proposals, "…after
consultation with her spiritual director, Bishop James O'Connor, she made the decision to give herself totally to
God, along with her inheritance, through service to American Indians and Afro-Americans."[11] Her uncle,
Anthony Drexel, tried to dissuade her from entering religious life, but she entered the Sisters of Mercy Convent
in Pittsburgh in May 1889 to begin her six-month postulancy. Her decision rocked Philadelphia social circles.
The Philadelphia Public Ledger carried a banner headline: "Miss Drexel Enters a Catholic Convent—Gives Up
Seven Million".[7]

Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament [edit]

On February 12, 1891, Drexel professed her first vows as a religious,
dedicating herself to work among the American Indians and African-
Americans in the western and southwestern United States.[11] She took
the name Mother Katharine, and, joined by thirteen other women, soon
established a religious congregation, the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament. The small community used the Drexel summer home St.
Michel, in Torresdale until a convent was built. In 1892, the sisters
moved into St. Elizabeth's Convent. Mother Frances Cabrini had
advised Drexel about the "politics" of getting her new Order’s Rule
approved by the Vatican bureaucracy in Rome.[7] A few months later,
Philadelphia Archbishop Ryan blessed the cornerstone of the new
motherhouse under construction in Bensalem, Pennsylvania. In the first
of many incidents that indicated Drexel's convictions for social justice
were not shared by all, a stick of dynamite was discovered near the
site.[6]

Requests for help and advice reached Mother Katharine from various parts of the United States. After three and
a half years of training, she and her first band of nuns opened a boarding school, St. Catherine's Indian School,
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. In 1897, Mother Drexel asked the friars of St. John the Baptist Province of the Order
of Friars Minor (Franciscans) in Cincinnati, Ohio, to staff a mission among the Navajos in Arizona and New
Mexico on a 160-acre tract of land she had purchased two years earlier. Mother Katharine Drexel stretched the
Cincinnati friars apostolically since most of them previously had worked in predominantly German-American
parishes.

A few years later, she also helped finance the work of the friars among the Pueblo Native Americans in New
Mexico. In 1910, Drexel financed the printing of 500 copies of A Navaho-English Catechism of Christian Doctrine
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Entrance to the Drexel shrine in
Bensalem, PA

St. Elizabeth's Convent

for the Use of Navaho Children, written by Fathers Anselm, Juvenal, Berard and Leopold Osterman. About a
hundred friars from St. John the Baptist Province started Our Lady of Guadalupe Province in 1985.
Headquartered in Albuquerque, New Mexico, they continue to work on the Navajo reservation with the Sisters of
the Blessed Sacrament.[12]

In all, Drexel established 145 missions, 50 schools for African Americans, and 12 schools for Native Americans.
Xavier University of Louisiana, the only historically black Catholic college in the US, also owes its existence to
Drexel and the Sisters.[13]

Death and legacy [edit]

Mother Katharine Drexel died at the age of 96, on March 3, 1955, at her order's motherhouse in Cornwells
Heights, Pa., where she was buried until 2018.[14]

Because neither of her biological sisters had children, after Mother Katharine's death, pursuant to their father's
will, the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament no longer had the Drexel fortune available to support their
ministries.[6] Nonetheless, the order continues to pursue their original apostolate, working with African-
Americans and Native Americans in 21 states and Haiti.

Veneration [edit]

Her cause for beatification was introduced in 1966. Pope John Paul II formally declared Drexel "Venerable" on
January 26, 1987, and beatified her on November 20, 1988, after concluding that Robert Gutherman was
miraculously cured of deafness in 1974 after his family prayed for Mother Drexel's intercession.[14] Mother
Drexel was canonized on October 1, 2000, one of only a few U.S. born saints and the second natural-born U.S.
citizen saint (Elizabeth Ann Seton was the first native-born U.S. citizen canonized, in 1975). Canonization
occurred after the Vatican determined that two-year-old Amy Wall had been miraculously healed of nerve
deafness in both ears through Katharine Drexel's intercession in 1994.[6]

The Vatican cited fourfold aspects of Drexel's legacy:

a love of the Eucharist and perspective on the unity of all peoples;
courage and initiative in addressing social inequality among minorities – one hundred years before such
concern aroused public interest in the United States;
her belief in quality education for all and efforts to achieve it;
and selfless service, including the donation of her inheritance, for the victims of injustice.[11]

St. Katharine Drexel Mission Center and Shrine [edit]
See also: List of shrines § United States

The Saint Katharine Drexel Mission Center and National Shrine is located
in Bensalem, Pennsylvania.[15] The Mission Center offers retreat programs,
historic site tours, days of prayer, presentations about Katharine Drexel, as
well as lectures and seminars related to her legacy. Furniture, photo
displays, and other artifacts tell the story of St. Katharine Drexel, the
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament.

Her tomb lies under the main altar
in St. Elizabeth Chapel. With also
artifacts and relics she used, or
had.[16] Originally known as St.

Elizabeth's Convent, it was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places in 1978.[17] Much of the art displayed in St. Elizabeth Chapel are
works by or about Native American, African and Haitian artists, and
musicians.

On May 3, 2016, Sister Donna Breslin, president of the order,
announced that the 44-acre property in Bensalem, including the motherhouse and shrine, as well as 2,200
acres in Powhatan, Virginia, would be offered for sale. The shrine closed at the end of 2017. St. Katharine's
remains were moved to the Cathedral Basilica of Saints Peter and Paul in Philadelphia, where she and her
family worshiped when she was a child.[18]

Namesakes [edit]

Numerous Catholic parishes, schools, and churches bear the name of St. Katharine Drexel.
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Parishes [edit]

St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Ione, California
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Martell, California
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Cape Coral, Florida[19]

St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Venice, Florida
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Weston, Florida
St. Katharine Drexel Mission of Trenton, Georgia
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Cascade, Idaho
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Springfield, Illinois
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Sugar Grove, Illinois
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Frederick, Maryland
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Roxbury, Massachusetts
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Ramsey, Minnesota
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Alton, New Hampshire
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Burlington, New Jersey
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Egg Harbor Township, New Jersey
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Buffalo, New York
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Chester, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Lansford, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Pleasant Mount, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Sioux Falls, South Dakota
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Hempstead, Texas
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin[20]

St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Kaukauna, Wisconsin
St Katharine Drexel Parish of New Orleans, f/k/a Holy Ghost Parish
St. Joseph's Shrine of St. Katharine Drexel, Columbia, Virginia[21]

Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Church's shrine of St. Katharine Drexel, Carencro, Louisiana

Schools [edit]

St. Katharine Drexel was instrumental in the establishment of Blessed Sacrament Catholic School, Beaumont,
Texas, and Sacred Heart Catholic School, Port Arthur, Texas. Both schools were staffed by the Sisters of the
Blessed Sacrament.

St. Katharine Drexel helped establish St. Joseph Indian Normal School, now called Drexel Hall on the campus of
St. Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Indiana. The Indian Normal School operated for eight years, from 1888 to
1896.

St. Katharine Drexel founded St. Michael Indian School, serving grades K–12 in St. Michaels, Arizona, in 1902.

In 1912, she founded St. Mark School, the first in New York City for African-American Catholic children,
personally funding it at the cost of $500,000. The school at the time would accommodate 500 pupils.

St. Katharine Drexel also founded St. Peter Claver Catholic School in Macon, Georgia in 1913 with the help of
Bishop Benjamin Kiely and Father Ignatius Lissner.

Schools named in her honor include:

Katharine Drexel Elementary School of Broussard, Louisiana
St. Katharine Drexel School of St. Cloud and Sauk Rapids, Minnesota
St. Katharine Drexel School of St. Louis
St. Katharine Drexel School of Philadelphia
St. Katharine Drexel School of Sioux Falls, South Dakota
St. Katharine Drexel School of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin
St. Katharine Drexel Regional Catholic School of Holland, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Preparatory High School New Orleans
St. Katharine Drexel School of Wichita, Kansas
St. Katharine Drexel Adult Learning Center – Catholic Charities of Tulsa, Oklahoma
St. Katharine Drexel Preparatory – Catholic Diocese of Richmond, Virginia
St. Katharine Drexel School (previously St. Germaine School) of Pittsburgh
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Churches and chapels [edit]

Katharine-Drexel Kapelle , Dornbirn, Austria -- the birthplace of Drexel's grandfather Francis Martin Drexel
St. Katharine Drexel Chapel and Retirement Center, El Reno, Oklahoma
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Church, New Orleans
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Mission, Maple, North Carolina
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Church, Martell, California
St. Katharine Drexel Summer Chapel, Harpswell, Maine
St. Katharine Drexel Chapel Drexel university campus Philadelphia,PA
St. Katharine Drexel Chapel (on the campus of Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans)[22]

The choir loft window in the Chapel of Our Lady of the Sioux, Saint Joseph's Indian School, Chamberlain, South
Dakota, donated by the Drexel Family.

Streets [edit]

Drexel Road, Tucson, Arizona[23]

Drexel Drive, New Orleans, LA

Drexel Avenue, Oak Creek, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. (Drexel Towne Centre, Oak Creek, Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin.)

Other [edit]

The St. Katharine Drexel Region of the Secular Franciscan Order
Katharine Drexel library located on Knights Road in Philadelphia, PA.[24]

See also [edit]

United States portal Biography portal Saints portal Catholicism portal

Saint Katharine Drexel, patron saint archive
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
Xavier University of Louisiana
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1991

1993

Ethel Percy Andrus · Antoinette Blackwell · Emily Blackwell · Shirley Chisholm · Jacqueline Cochran · Ruth Colvin ·
Marian Wright Edelman · Alice Evans · Betty Friedan · Ella Grasso · Martha Wright Griffiths · Fannie Lou Hamer ·
Dorothy Height · Dolores Huerta · Mary Jacobi · Mae Jemison · Mary Lyon · Mary Mahoney · Wilma Mankiller ·
Constance Baker Motley · Georgia O'Keeffe · Annie Oakley · Rosa Parks · Esther Peterson · Jeannette Rankin ·
Ellen Swallow Richards · Elaine Roulet · Katherine Siva Saubel · Gloria Steinem · Helen Stephens · Lillian Wald ·
Madam C. J. Walker · Faye Wattleton · Rosalyn S. Yalow · Gloria Yerkovich

1994

Bella Abzug · Ella Baker · Myra Bradwell · Annie Jump Cannon · Jane Cunningham Croly · Catherine East ·
Geraldine Ferraro · Charlotte Perkins Gilman · Grace Hopper · Helen LaKelly Hunt · Zora Neale Hurston ·
Anne Hutchinson · Frances Wisebart Jacobs · Susette La Flesche · Louise McManus · Maria Mitchell ·
Antonia Novello · Linda Richards · Wilma Rudolph · Betty Bone Schiess · Muriel Siebert · Nettie Stevens ·
Oprah Winfrey · Sarah Winnemucca · Fanny Wright

1995

Virginia Apgar · Ann Bancroft · Amelia Bloomer · Mary Breckinridge · Eileen Collins · Elizabeth Hanford Dole ·
Anne Dallas Dudley · Mary Baker Eddy · Ella Fitzgerald · Margaret Fuller · Matilda Joslyn Gage · Lillian Moller Gilbreth
· Nannerl O. Keohane · Maggie Kuhn · Sandra Day O'Connor · Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin · Pat Schroeder ·
Hannah Greenebaum Solomon

1996
Louisa May Alcott · Charlotte Anne Bunch · Frances Xavier Cabrini · Mary A. Hallaren · Oveta Culp Hobby ·
Wilhelmina Cole Holladay · Anne Morrow Lindbergh · Maria Goeppert Mayer · Ernestine Louise Potowski Rose ·
Maria Tallchief · Edith Wharton

1998

Madeleine Albright · Maya Angelou · Nellie Bly · Lydia Moss Bradley · Mary Steichen Calderone ·
Mary Ann Shadd Cary · Joan Ganz Cooney · Gerty Cori · Sarah Grimké · Julia Ward Howe · Shirley Ann Jackson ·
Shannon Lucid · Katharine Dexter McCormick · Rozanne L. Ridgway · Edith Nourse Rogers · Felice Schwartz ·
Eunice Kennedy Shriver · Beverly Sills · Florence Wald · Angelina Grimké Weld · Chien-Shiung Wu

2000–2009

2000

Faye Glenn Abdellah · Emma Smith DeVoe · Marjory Stoneman Douglas · Mary Dyer · Sylvia A. Earle ·
Crystal Eastman · Jeanne Holm · Leontine T. Kelly · Frances Oldham Kelsey · Kate Mullany · Janet Reno ·
Anna Howard Shaw · Sophia Smith · Ida Tarbell · Wilma L. Vaught · Mary Edwards Walker · Annie Dodge Wauneka ·
Eudora Welty · Frances E. Willard

2001
Dorothy H. Andersen · Lucille Ball · Rosalynn Carter · Lydia Maria Child · Bessie Coleman · Dorothy Day ·
Marian de Forest · Althea Gibson · Beatrice A. Hicks · Barbara Holdridge · Harriet Williams Russell Strong ·
Emily Howell Warner · Victoria Woodhull

2002 Paulina Kellogg Wright Davis · Ruth Bader Ginsburg · Katharine Graham · Bertha Holt · Mary Engle Pennington ·
Mercy Otis Warren

2003
Linda G. Alvarado · Donna de Varona · Gertrude Ederle · Martha Matilda Harper · Patricia Roberts Harris ·
Stephanie L. Kwolek · Dorothea Lange · Mildred Robbins Leet · Patsy Takemoto Mink · Sacagawea · Anne Sullivan ·
Sheila E. Widnall

2005 Florence Ellinwood Allen · Ruth Fulton Benedict · Betty Bumpers · Hillary Clinton · Rita Rossi Colwell ·
Mother Marianne Cope · Maya Y. Lin · Patricia A. Locke · Blanche Stuart Scott · Mary Burnett Talbert

2007 Eleanor K. Baum · Julia Child · Martha Coffin Pelham Wright · Swanee Hunt · Winona LaDuke ·
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross · Judith L. Pipher · Catherine Filene Shouse · Henrietta Szold

2009 Louise Bourgeois · Mildred Cohn · Karen DeCrow · Susan Kelly-Dreiss · Allie B. Latimer · Emma Lazarus ·
Ruth Patrick · Rebecca Talbot Perkins · Susan Solomon · Kate Stoneman

2010–2019

2011 St. Katharine Drexel · Dorothy Harrison Eustis · Loretta C. Ford · Abby Kelley Foster · Helen Murray Free ·
Billie Holiday · Coretta Scott King · Lilly Ledbetter · Barbara A. Mikulski · Donna E. Shalala · Kathrine Switzer

2013 Betty Ford · Ina May Gaskin · Julie Krone · Kate Millett · Nancy Pelosi · Mary Joseph Rogers · Bernice Sandler ·
Anna Schwartz · Emma Willard

2015 Tenley Albright · Nancy Brinker · Martha Graham · Marcia Greenberger · Barbara Iglewski · Jean Kilbourne ·
Carlotta Walls LaNier · Philippa Marrack · Mary Harriman Rumsey · Eleanor Smeal

2017 Matilda Cuomo · Temple Grandin · Lorraine Hansberry · Victoria Jackson · Sherry Lansing · Clare Boothe Luce ·
Aimee Mullins · Carol Mutter · Janet Rowley · Alice Waters

2019 Gloria Allred · Angela Davis · Sarah Deer · Jane Fonda · Nicole Malachowski · Rose O'Neill · Louise Slaughter ·
Sonia Sotomayor · Laurie Spiegel · Flossie Wong-Staal

Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Philadelphia

Ordinaries

Bishops: · Michael Francis Egan · Henry Conwell · Francis Kenrick · John Neumann
Archbishops: · James Frederick Wood · Patrick John Ryan · Edmond Francis Prendergast ·
Dennis Joseph Dougherty · John Francis O'Hara · John Krol · Anthony Bevilacqua ·
Justin Rigali · Charles J. Chaput · Nelson J. Perez
Auxiliary Bishops, current: · Edward Michael Deliman · Michael J. Fitzgerald ·
John J. McIntyre · Timothy C. Senior
Auxiliary Bishops, former: · Cletus Joseph Benjamin · Michael Francis Burbidge ·
Joseph R. Cistone · Michael Joseph Crane · Edward Peter Cullen · Louis A. DeSimone ·
Francis James Furey · John Joseph Graham · Edward Hughes · Hugh L. Lamb ·
Martin Nicholas Lohmuller · Robert P. Maginnis · Joseph Francis Martino ·
Joseph Carroll McCormick · John Joseph McCort · Gerald Vincent McDevitt ·
Joseph P. McFadden · Joseph Mark McShea · Gerald O'Hara · Francis B. Schulte ·
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Katharine Drexel

Saint
Katharine Drexel

St. Katharine Drexel

Foundress
Born November 26, 1858

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.

Died March 3, 1955 (aged 96)
Bensalem, Pennsylvania, U.S.

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified November 20, 1988 by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized October 1, 2000 by Pope John
Paul II

Major shrine Cathedral Basilica of Saints
Peter and Paul, Philadelphia,
U.S.

Patronage Philanthropy, racial justice

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Katherine Drexel)

Katharine Drexel (November 26, 1858 – March 3, 1955) was an
American heiress, philanthropist, religious sister, educator, and
founder. She was canonized by the Roman Catholic Church in
2000; her feast day is celebrated on March 3. She was the second
American to be canonized a saint and the first one born a U.S.
citizen. She was inducted into the National Women's Hall of Fame
in 2011.[1]
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Early life [edit]

Katharine Mary Drexel was born as Catherine Mary Drexel in
Philadelphia, the second child of investment banker Francis Anthony Drexel and Hannah Langstroth.[2] Hannah
died five weeks after her baby's birth. For two years Katharine and her sister, Elizabeth, were cared for by their
aunt and uncle, Ellen and Anthony Drexel. When Francis married Emma Bouvier in 1860 he brought his two
daughters home.[3] A third daughter, Louisa, was born in 1863.

The girls were educated at home by private tutors. Their father believed they should learn geography first
hand; accordingly, their parents took the girls on periodic tours of the United States and Europe.[4] Three times
a week, the Drexel family distributed food, clothing, and rent assistance from their family home at 1503 Walnut
Street in Philadelphia. When widows or single women were too proud to come to the Drexels for assistance, the
family quietly sought them out.[5] As Emma Drexel taught her daughters, "Kindness may be unkind if it leaves a
sting behind."[6]

As a young and wealthy woman, Drexel made her social debut in 1878. However, watching her stepmother's
three-year struggle with terminal cancer taught her the Drexel money could not buy safety from pain or death.
Her life took a profound turn. She had always been interested in the plight of Native Americans, having been
appalled by what she read in Helen Hunt Jackson’s A Century of Dishonor.[7] When her family traveled to the
Western states in 1884, Katharine Drexel saw the plight and destitution of the Native Americans. She wanted to
do something specific to help. Thus began her lifelong personal and financial support of numerous missions
and missionaries in the United States.[8] After her father died in February 1885, Katharine and her sisters
contributed money to help the St. Francis Mission on South Dakota’s Rosebud Reservation.

Heiress [edit]
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St. Benedict the Moor School, St.
Augustine (c. 1898), paid for by St.
Katharine Drexel

For many years she took spiritual direction from a longtime family friend, Father James O’Connor, a
Philadelphia priest who later was appointed vicar apostolic of Nebraska. When Kate wrote him of her desire to
join a contemplative order, Bishop O’Connor suggested, "Wait a while longer....... Wait and pray."[6]

Katharine and her sisters Elizabeth and Louise were still mourning their father when they sailed to Europe in
1886. Their high-powered banker father left behind a $15.5 million estate and instructions to divide it among his
three daughters after expenses and specific charitable donations. However, to prevent his daughters from
falling prey to "fortune hunters", Francis Drexel crafted his will so that his daughters controlled income from his
estate, but upon their deaths, their inheritance would flow to their children. The will stipulated that if there were
no grandchildren, upon his daughters’ deaths, Drexel's estate would be distributed to several religious orders
and charities—the Society of Jesus, the Christian Brothers, the Religious of the Sacred Heart, a Lutheran
hospital and others. Because their father's charitable donations totaled about $1.5 million, the sisters shared
the income produced by $14 million—about $1,000 a day for each woman. In current dollars, the estate would
be worth about $400 million.[6]

Her father had been on the board of both St. John's Orphan Asylum for Boys and St. Joseph's Female Orphan
Asylum. Louise was particularly concerned as to the future of the young men after they left the orphanage. She
and Elizabeth founded the St. Francis Industrial School at Eddington, Pennsylvania in honor of their father.[9]

Elizabeth died in 1890 from complications of childbirth.

In 1889, Louisa would marry General Edward Morrell. The Morrells "…actively promoted and advanced the
welfare of African Americans throughout the country. The Morrells used their wealth to build magnificent
institutions that served and aided the education and upward mobility of African Americans. Gen. Morrell took
charge of the Indian work, while Katharine Drexel was in her novitiate."[10]

Religious vocation [edit]

In January 1887, the sisters were received in a private audience by Pope Leo XIII. They asked him for
missionaries to staff some Indian missions that they had been financing. To their surprise, the Pope suggested
that Katharine become a missionary herself. Although Drexel had already received marriage proposals, "…after
consultation with her spiritual director, Bishop James O'Connor, she made the decision to give herself totally to
God, along with her inheritance, through service to American Indians and Afro-Americans."[11] Her uncle,
Anthony Drexel, tried to dissuade her from entering religious life, but she entered the Sisters of Mercy Convent
in Pittsburgh in May 1889 to begin her six-month postulancy. Her decision rocked Philadelphia social circles.
The Philadelphia Public Ledger carried a banner headline: "Miss Drexel Enters a Catholic Convent—Gives Up
Seven Million".[7]

Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament [edit]

On February 12, 1891, Drexel professed her first vows as a religious,
dedicating herself to work among the American Indians and African-
Americans in the western and southwestern United States.[11] She took
the name Mother Katharine, and, joined by thirteen other women, soon
established a religious congregation, the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament. The small community used the Drexel summer home St.
Michel, in Torresdale until a convent was built. In 1892, the sisters
moved into St. Elizabeth's Convent. Mother Frances Cabrini had
advised Drexel about the "politics" of getting her new Order’s Rule
approved by the Vatican bureaucracy in Rome.[7] A few months later,
Philadelphia Archbishop Ryan blessed the cornerstone of the new
motherhouse under construction in Bensalem, Pennsylvania. In the first
of many incidents that indicated Drexel's convictions for social justice
were not shared by all, a stick of dynamite was discovered near the
site.[6]

Requests for help and advice reached Mother Katharine from various parts of the United States. After three and
a half years of training, she and her first band of nuns opened a boarding school, St. Catherine's Indian School,
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. In 1897, Mother Drexel asked the friars of St. John the Baptist Province of the Order
of Friars Minor (Franciscans) in Cincinnati, Ohio, to staff a mission among the Navajos in Arizona and New
Mexico on a 160-acre tract of land she had purchased two years earlier. Mother Katharine Drexel stretched the
Cincinnati friars apostolically since most of them previously had worked in predominantly German-American
parishes.
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Entrance to the Drexel shrine in
Bensalem, PA

St. Elizabeth's Convent

A few years later, she also helped finance the work of the friars among the Pueblo Native Americans in New
Mexico. In 1910, Drexel financed the printing of 500 copies of A Navaho-English Catechism of Christian Doctrine
for the Use of Navaho Children, written by Fathers Anselm, Juvenal, Berard and Leopold Osterman. About a
hundred friars from St. John the Baptist Province started Our Lady of Guadalupe Province in 1985.
Headquartered in Albuquerque, New Mexico, they continue to work on the Navajo reservation with the Sisters of
the Blessed Sacrament.[12]

In all, Drexel established 145 missions, 50 schools for African Americans, and 12 schools for Native Americans.
Xavier University of Louisiana, the only historically black Catholic college in the US, also owes its existence to
Drexel and the Sisters.[13]

Death and legacy [edit]

Mother Katharine Drexel died at the age of 96, on March 3, 1955, at her order's motherhouse in Cornwells
Heights, Pa., where she was buried until 2018.[14]

Because neither of her biological sisters had children, after Mother Katharine's death, pursuant to their father's
will, the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament no longer had the Drexel fortune available to support their
ministries.[6] Nonetheless, the order continues to pursue their original apostolate, working with African-
Americans and Native Americans in 21 states and Haiti.

Veneration [edit]

Her cause for beatification was introduced in 1966. Pope John Paul II formally declared Drexel "Venerable" on
January 26, 1987, and beatified her on November 20, 1988, after concluding that Robert Gutherman was
miraculously cured of deafness in 1974 after his family prayed for Mother Drexel's intercession.[14] Mother
Drexel was canonized on October 1, 2000, one of only a few U.S. born saints and the second natural-born U.S.
citizen saint (Elizabeth Ann Seton was the first native-born U.S. citizen canonized, in 1975). Canonization
occurred after the Vatican determined that two-year-old Amy Wall had been miraculously healed of nerve
deafness in both ears through Katharine Drexel's intercession in 1994.[6]

The Vatican cited fourfold aspects of Drexel's legacy:

a love of the Eucharist and perspective on the unity of all peoples;
courage and initiative in addressing social inequality among minorities – one hundred years before such
concern aroused public interest in the United States;
her belief in quality education for all and efforts to achieve it;
and selfless service, including the donation of her inheritance, for the victims of injustice.[11]

St. Katharine Drexel Mission Center and Shrine [edit]
See also: List of shrines § United States

The Saint Katharine Drexel Mission Center and National Shrine is located
in Bensalem, Pennsylvania.[15] The Mission Center offers retreat programs,
historic site tours, days of prayer, presentations about Katharine Drexel, as
well as lectures and seminars related to her legacy. Furniture, photo
displays, and other artifacts tell the story of St. Katharine Drexel, the
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament.

Her tomb lies under the main altar
in St. Elizabeth Chapel. With also
artifacts and relics she used, or
had.[16] Originally known as St.

Elizabeth's Convent, it was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places in 1978.[17] Much of the art displayed in St. Elizabeth Chapel are
works by or about Native American, African and Haitian artists, and
musicians.

On May 3, 2016, Sister Donna Breslin, president of the order,
announced that the 44-acre property in Bensalem, including the motherhouse and shrine, as well as 2,200
acres in Powhatan, Virginia, would be offered for sale. The shrine closed at the end of 2017. St. Katharine's
remains were moved to the Cathedral Basilica of Saints Peter and Paul in Philadelphia, where she and her
family worshiped when she was a child.[18]

Namesakes [edit]
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Numerous Catholic parishes, schools, and churches bear the name of St. Katharine Drexel.

Parishes [edit]

St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Ione, California
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Martell, California
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Cape Coral, Florida[19]

St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Venice, Florida
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Weston, Florida
St. Katharine Drexel Mission of Trenton, Georgia
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Cascade, Idaho
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Springfield, Illinois
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Sugar Grove, Illinois
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Frederick, Maryland
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Roxbury, Massachusetts
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Ramsey, Minnesota
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Alton, New Hampshire
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Burlington, New Jersey
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Egg Harbor Township, New Jersey
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Buffalo, New York
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Chester, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Lansford, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Pleasant Mount, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Sioux Falls, South Dakota
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Hempstead, Texas
St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin[20]

St. Katharine Drexel Parish of Kaukauna, Wisconsin
St Katharine Drexel Parish of New Orleans, f/k/a Holy Ghost Parish
St. Joseph's Shrine of St. Katharine Drexel, Columbia, Virginia[21]

Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Church's shrine of St. Katharine Drexel, Carencro, Louisiana

Schools [edit]

St. Katharine Drexel was instrumental in the establishment of Blessed Sacrament Catholic School, Beaumont,
Texas, and Sacred Heart Catholic School, Port Arthur, Texas. Both schools were staffed by the Sisters of the
Blessed Sacrament.

St. Katharine Drexel helped establish St. Joseph Indian Normal School, now called Drexel Hall on the campus of
St. Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Indiana. The Indian Normal School operated for eight years, from 1888 to
1896.

St. Katharine Drexel founded St. Michael Indian School, serving grades K–12 in St. Michaels, Arizona, in 1902.

In 1912, she founded St. Mark School, the first in New York City for African-American Catholic children,
personally funding it at the cost of $500,000. The school at the time would accommodate 500 pupils.

St. Katharine Drexel also founded St. Peter Claver Catholic School in Macon, Georgia in 1913 with the help of
Bishop Benjamin Kiely and Father Ignatius Lissner.

Schools named in her honor include:

Katharine Drexel Elementary School of Broussard, Louisiana
St. Katharine Drexel School of St. Cloud and Sauk Rapids, Minnesota
St. Katharine Drexel School of St. Louis
St. Katharine Drexel School of Philadelphia
St. Katharine Drexel School of Sioux Falls, South Dakota
St. Katharine Drexel School of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin
St. Katharine Drexel Regional Catholic School of Holland, Pennsylvania
St. Katharine Drexel Preparatory High School New Orleans
St. Katharine Drexel School of Wichita, Kansas
St. Katharine Drexel Adult Learning Center – Catholic Charities of Tulsa, Oklahoma
St. Katharine Drexel Preparatory – Catholic Diocese of Richmond, Virginia
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St. Katharine Drexel School (previously St. Germaine School) of Pittsburgh

Churches and chapels [edit]

Katharine-Drexel Kapelle , Dornbirn, Austria -- the birthplace of Drexel's grandfather Francis Martin Drexel
St. Katharine Drexel Chapel and Retirement Center, El Reno, Oklahoma
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Church, New Orleans
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Mission, Maple, North Carolina
St. Katharine Drexel Catholic Church, Martell, California
St. Katharine Drexel Summer Chapel, Harpswell, Maine
St. Katharine Drexel Chapel Drexel university campus Philadelphia,PA
St. Katharine Drexel Chapel (on the campus of Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans)[22]

The choir loft window in the Chapel of Our Lady of the Sioux, Saint Joseph's Indian School, Chamberlain, South
Dakota, donated by the Drexel Family.

Streets [edit]

Drexel Road, Tucson, Arizona[23]

Drexel Drive, New Orleans, LA

Drexel Avenue, Oak Creek, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. (Drexel Towne Centre, Oak Creek, Milwaukee
County, Wisconsin.)

Other [edit]

The St. Katharine Drexel Region of the Secular Franciscan Order
Katharine Drexel library located on Knights Road in Philadelphia, PA.[24]

See also [edit]

United States portal Biography portal Saints portal Catholicism portal

Saint Katharine Drexel, patron saint archive
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
Xavier University of Louisiana
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Inchcailloch (Old Irish: Innis na
Cailleach; island of the old woman),
burial place of Saint Kentigerna

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Kentigerna)

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(January 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Caintigern (died 734), or Saint Kentigerna, was a daughter of Cellach
Cualann, King of Leinster, and of Caintigern, daughter of Conaing
Cuirre. Her feast is listed in the Aberdeen Breviary for 7 January.

Her husband is said to have been Feriacus regulus of Monchestre. Mac
Shamhrain identifies him with the Feradach hoa Artúr of Dál Riata, the
possible grandson of King Arthur who signed the Cáin Adomnáin at Birr
in 697 and supposes that he was a king in Dál Riata.

Along with her brother St. Comgan and her son St. Fillan, the widowed
Caintigern is said to have lived as a hermit, first in Strath Fillan, then in
the Lennox, on the island of Inchcailloch on Loch Lomond.
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Saint Kerrill aka Caireall mac Curnain was a Christian missionary in what is now east County Galway, alive in
the mid-to-late 5th century.
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Origins [edit]

Caireall mac Curnain was a member of the Soghain people of Ireland, specifically those located in the kingdom
of that name in what is now east County Galway. Dubhaltach Mac Fhirbhisigh identified them as part of a larger
group called the Cruithin, and stated of them:

"Of the Cruithin of Ireland are the Dál Araidhi (Dál nAraidi), the seven Lóigisi of Leinster, the seven Soghain of
Ireland, and every Conaille (see Conaille Muirtheimne) that is in Ireland."

The Soghain of Connacht were described by Seán Mór Ó Dubhagáin in his poem Triallam timcheall na Fodla
where he states that:

"The six Sogain let us not shun/their kings are without oblivion/Good the host of plundering excursions/to whom
the spear-armed Sogain is hereditary."

While the Book of Lecan lists their six branches as Cinel Rechta, Cinel Trena, Cinel Luchta, Cinel Fergna, Cinel
Domaingen and Cinel Deigill.

Kerrill's genealogy is given as Caireall mac Curnain mac Treana mac Fionnchada mac Nair mac Earca mac
Tiobraide mac Sodhain Salbhuidhe mac Fiacha Araidhe. His grandfather, Treana mac Fionnchada, was the
eponym of the Cinel Trena, who were apparently located close to Knockma as evinced by the placename Tír
Mhic Trena (the land of the sons of Trena).

Mission [edit]

Local tradition maintains that Saint Patrick did extensive missionary work among the Soghain. Kerrill was a
disciple of Saint Benan of Kilbennan, Tuam. Benen was born in Tír Ailill, County Sligo, though his mother was
from Kilbennan. Benen's grandfather, Lughaidh mac Netach, gave his fort at Kilbennan to St. Patrick to
establish a fort over which he placed Benen, who set it up as a training school for evangelists.

Kerrill was apparently with Patrick when the latter founded a church at Tawnagh, Lough Arrow. Patrick made
Kerrill a bishop and placed him in charge of Tawnagh. He also led the nuns who were under the care of
Mathona, Benen's sister.

Kerrill was later translated to Soghain, much of which Patrick had apparently reserved for him to evangelise.

Legends told about Kerrill include his fight with an Oll-phéist (terrible serpent) which was devastating the area
about Cloonkeen. According to Joseph Mannion the story "is an echo of the enormous struggle which took
place between Christianity and Paganism and the defeat of the Oll-phéist by St. Kerrill symbolises his success
as a Christian missionary in the area. The 'monster' in question, in all probability, refers to some pagan deity
that was worshipped at this place in pre-Christian times ... Many similar stories are told ... at different locations
throughout the country."
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Kerrill is portrayed as having a rivalry with St Connell, whose eccleastical territory bounded Kerrill's. One
outcome was a mutual cursing, in which Connell said May there be blood shed on every fair day in Kilconnell to
which Connell replied May there be a funeral every Monday in Cloonkeen. To this day no funerals are held in
Cloonkeenkerrill on Monday.

Connell has been mistaken for Conainne, a female missionary and founder of Kilconnell.

A miracle told of Kerrill stated that his intercessions with God allowed Cianóg ní Cicharáin to become pregnant
after years of a childless marriage. She bore two daughters, who were the respective ancestors of Brian Boru
and the Ó Conchobair Kings of Connacht.

Kerrill was important enough to be rated the second Patrick of that fifth (i.e., province).

There is a 14th Century Roman Catholic Church named Cille Choirill in Glen Spean, north of Ben Nevis, in the
Lochaber district of the Scottish Highlands. Local tradition maintains that it is named for the same St Kerrill
whom it is believed, evangelized in the area before returning to Clonkeenkerril in East Galway. Though the
scholarship now may doubt the connection between the Irish Cruithin and the Scottish Picts, is it not interesting
that Kerril was from the Soghain Cruithin people then went to preach to people fairly inland in the Scottish
Highlands and therefore probably still Pictish in culture?
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Saint Kessog
Born c. 460

at Cashel, Tipperary, Ireland

Died March 10, 520
Bandry, Scotland

Venerated in Orthodox Church, Roman
Catholic Church,
Scottish Episcopal Church

Feast March 10

Attributes in a soldier's habit, holding a
bow bent with an arrow in it

Patronage Lennox and Scotland

St Kessog's Church, Luss

"Tom na Chessaig"

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Kessog was an Irish missionary of the mid-sixth century
active in the Lennox area and southern Perthshire. Son of the king
of Cashel in Ireland, Kessog is said to have worked miracles, even
as a child. He left Ireland and became a missionary bishop in
Scotland. Using Monks' Island in Loch Lomond as his
headquarters, he evangelized the surrounding area until he was
martyred, supposedly at Bandry, where a heap of stones was
known as St Kessog's Cairn. Kessog was killed in 520 AD.

The St Kessog's church in Luss on the banks of Loch Lomond is
named after Kessog and the church contains an effigy of the saint.
Kessog is claimed to have brought Christianity to the area around
Luss in 510 AD and 1500 years of continuous Christian presence
in the area was celebrated in 2010.

Elsewhere in Scotland, the medieval parish churches of Auchterarder
and Comrie, both in Perthshire, were dedicated to Kessog, and may
have been founded by him or one of his followers. A 19th century
church in Callander is named St Kessog's and a nearby circular mound
by the River Teith is named in pseudo-Gaelic as "Tom na Chessaig",
meaning "the Hill of Kessog".

The Kessock area of Inverness is named after the saint, as is the
Kessog oil field in the North Sea.

Soldiers had a special veneration for him and he's portrayed in military
dress with arrows and then bended bow. As late as 1695 his bell, a
sacred relic was listed among the funeral investitures of the Earldom of
Perth.
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Ketevan the Martyr

Saint Ketevan

Queen Ketevan in Gremi

Queen of Kakheti
Tenure 1601–1602

Born c. 1560

Died 13 September 1624
Shiraz

Burial Alaverdi Monastery

Spouse David I

Issue Teimuraz I
Vakhtang
Helena
Marta

Dynasty Bagrationi-Mukhrani

Father Ashotan I, Prince of Mukhrani

Religion Georgian Orthodox Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people with the same name, see Ketevan.

Ketevan the Martyr (Georgian:  , ketevan
tsamebuli) (c. 1560 – September 13, 1624) was a queen of
Kakheti, a kingdom in eastern Georgia. She was regent of Kakheti
during the minority of her son Teimuraz I of Kakheti from 1605 to
1614. She was killed at Shiraz, Iran, after prolonged tortures by
the Safavid suzerains of Georgia for refusing to give up the
Christian faith and convert to Islam.
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Life [edit]

Ketevan was born to Prince Ashotan of Mukhrani (Bagrationi) and
married Prince David of Kakheti, the future David I, king of Kakheti
from 1601 to 1602.

After David's death, she engaged in religious building and charity.
However, when David's brother Constantine I killed his reigning
father, Alexander II, and usurped the crown with the Safavid
Iranian support in 1605, Ketevan rallied the Kakhetian nobles
against the patricide and routed Constantine's loyal force. The
usurper died in battle. According to the Safavid official and
chronicler, Fażli Ḵuzāni, Ketevan showed characteristic mercy to
Constantine's surviving supporters and his Qizilbash officers. She
ordered that the wounded enemy soldiers be treated accordingly
and accepted in service if they desired. The Muslim merchants,
who suffered in the war, were compensated and set free. Ketevan
had Constantine's body laid in rest and sent to Ardebil.

After the uprising she negotiated with Shah Abbas I of Iran who was the suzerain over Georgia, to confirm her
underage son, Teimuraz I, as king of Kakheti, while she assumed the function of a regent.

In 1614, sent by Teimuraz as a negotiator to Shah Abbas, Ketevan effectively surrendered herself as an
honorary hostage in a failed attempt to prevent Kakheti from being attacked by the Iranian armies. She was
held in Shiraz for several years until Abbas I, in an act of revenge for the recalcitrance of Teimuraz, ordered the
queen to renounce Christianity, and upon her refusal, had her tortured to death with red-hot pincers in 1624.

Portions of her relics were clandestinely taken by the St. Augustine Portuguese Catholic missioners,
eyewitnesses of her martyrdom, to Georgia where they were interred at the Alaverdi Monastery.[1] The rest of
her remains were said to have been buried at the Church of St. Augustine in Goa, India. After several
expeditions to Goa in the 21st century to search for the remains, they were believed to be found in late
2013.[2][2][3][4]

Sainthood [edit]

Queen Ketevan was canonized by Patriarch Zachary of Georgia (1613–1630), and September 13
(corresponding to September 26 in the modern Gregorian calendar) was instituted by the Georgian Orthodox
Church as the day of her commemoration.[citation needed]

The account of Ketevan's martyrdom related by the Augustinians missioners were exploited by her son,
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The scene of the martyrdom of
Queen Ketevan. A fresco at the Graça
Convent, Lisbon.

Replicas of the relic of Queen St.
Ketevan in Goa.

Teimuraz, in his poem The Book and Passion of Queen Ketevan (     , ts'igni da
ts'ameba ketevan dedoplisa; 1625) as well as by the German author Andreas Gryphius in his classical tragedy
Catharina von Georgien (1657).[5] The Georgian monk Grigol Dodorkeli-Vakhvakhishvili of the David Gareja
Monastery was another near-contemporaneous author whose writings, a hagiographic work as well as several
hymns, focus on Ketevan's life and martyrdom. The Scottish poet William Forsyth composed the poem The
Martyrdom of Kelavane (1861), based on Jean Chardin's account of Ketevan's death.[6]

Relics and archaeological findings [edit]

The importance of Queen Ketevan for the Georgian people has led to a
relic "hunt" during the last decades, notably in Goa. Since 1989, various
delegations coming from Georgia have worked together with the
Archaeological Survey of India to try to locate Ketevan's grave within the
ruins of the Augustinian convent of Our Lady of Grace, at Old Goa,
Goa. These efforts were thwarted because the teams were unable to
correctly interpret the Portuguese documents that provided clues as to
Ketevan's burial place.

These historical sources stated that Ketevan's palm and arm bone
fragments were kept inside a stone urn beneath a specific window within
the Chapter Chapel of the Augustinian convent. In May 2004, the
Chapter Chapel and window mentioned in the sources were found
during a collaboration work between Portuguese and Overseas Citizen
of India architect Sidh Losa Mendiratta and the Archaeological Survey
of India, Goa-circle (at the time when Nizammudin Taher was
superintendent archaeologist). Although the stone urn itself was
missing, its coping stone and a number of bone fragments were found
close to the window mentioned in the Portuguese sources.[7]

Dr. Niraj Rai, Manvendra Singh and Dr. Gyaneshwer Chaubey of the
CSIR-Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad, India
carried out ancient DNA analysis on these human bone remains
excavated from the St. Augustine convent by sequencing and
genotyping of the Mitochondrial DNA. The investigations of the remains
revealed an unusual mtDNA haplogroup U1b, which is absent in India, but present in Georgia and surrounding
regions. Since the genetic analysis corroborates archaeological and literary evidence, it is likely that the
excavated bone belongs to Queen Ketevan of Georgia.[8] However, it is important to keep in mind that
Ketevan's palm and arm bone fragments were kept in the same urn as the complete remains of two European
missionaries, friar Jerónimo da Cruz and friar Guilherme de Santo Agostinho. Therefore, it would be crucial to
determine the sex and the kind of bone of the fragments tested in order to have conclusive results. According to
a story in India's Mint on Sunday newspaper, "additional tests confirmed that the U1b bone came from a woman.
So, in 2013, it was established that the bone found in two pieces in 2005 was consistent with being from a
Georgian woman".[9]
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Kevin of Glendalough

Saint Kevin of Glendalough

St Kevin and the Blackbird,
reputed to have nested in his hand

Born 498 (reputedly)
Ireland

Died 3 June 618

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church (cultus
confirmation)

Canonized 1903 (cultus confirmed)

Feast 3 June

Attributes blackbird

Patronage blackbirds, Archdiocese of
Dublin, Glendalough,
Kilnamanagh

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"St Kevin" redirects here. For Patron saint of the island of Inisheer, see Caomhán of Inisheer.

Saint Kevin (modern Irish Caoimhín; Old Irish Cóemgen,
Caemgen; latinized Coemgenus; 498 (reputedly)–3 June 618) is
an Irish saint, known as the founder and first abbot of Glendalough
in County Wicklow, Ireland.[1] His feast day is 3 June.
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Early life [edit]

His life is not well-documented, as no contemporaneous material
survives.

There is a late medieval Latin Vita, preserved among the records
of the Franciscan Convent in Dublin, edited by John Colgan as
part of the Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae.[2] According to this account,
Kevin (like St. Columba) was of noble birth, the son of Coemlog
and Coemell of Leinster. This account stated he was born in 498
AD at the Fort of the White Fountain and baptized by Saint Cronan
of Roscrea. His given name Coemgen (anglicized Kevin) means
"fair-begotten", or "of noble birth".[3] A tradition cited in the 17th
century makes Kevin the pupil of Saint Petroc of Cornwall, who
had come to Leinster about 492. This tradition is not found in the
extant late medieval and early modern hagiography of the saint and appears to be based in a Vita breviora
which the Bollandist editors obtained from Henry Fitzsimon, but which is no longer extant.[4]

The Vita also contains a number of legends, which according to Colgan's co-editor Francis Baert are of
"doubtful veracity" but were kept in the 17th-century edition for as they were assumed to date still to the
medieval period.[5] For example, the text includes an infancy legend involving a white cow said to have come to
his parents' house every morning and evening and supplied the milk for the baby.

Glendalough [edit]

Main article: Glendalough

Glendalough, or the Glen of two Lakes, is one of the most important sites of monastic ruins in Ireland. Before
the arrival of St. Kevin this glen would have been desolate and remote and would have been ideal for a
secluded retreat.

Hermitage [edit]

Kevin was ordained by Bishop Lugidus and, following his ordination, he moved on to Glendalough in order to
avoid the company of his followers. He lived as a hermit in a partially man made cave (sometimes incorrectly
described as a Bronze age tomb) now known as St. Kevin's Bed, to which he was led, in the account of the Vita,
by an angel.
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St. Kevin's bed

The chapel of St Kevin at
Glendalough

St Kevin's Church, with the Round
Tower of Glendalough in the
background at right.

St. Kevin's Bed can best be described as a man-made cave cut in the rock face very close to the edge of the
mountain. It overlooks the upper lake from a height of about 30 feet (10
metres). The approach to the cave is very difficult, with access to it
through a rectangular space and a short passageway 3 ft. (1 metre)
high and 2½ ft. wide. The inner or main part of the cave is just 4 ft. wide
(1.5 metres) and less than 3 ft.(1 metre) high. It is reasonable to
assume that the cave could only have been used as a sleeping place,
and would have been impossible for an adult to stand upright in, so it is
quite likely that St Kevin only used it as his bed, or a place for pious
prayer or meditation. Dr. Leask expresses the opinion that this cave was constructed long before Kevin's time
and it was probably the first and oldest piece of work to be undertaken by man in the glen.[citation needed]

There is a legend which claims that St Laurence O'Toole used the "bed" as he frequently made penitential visits
to Glendalough, especially during the season of Lent. Michael Dwyer, the famous Wicklow rebel, is reputed to
have taken shelter in the "bed" while he was on the run from British soldiers. The story goes that he escaped
capture one morning by diving into the lake and swimming to the opposite side. Today, it is highly dangerous to
try to approach the "bed" from the side of Lugduff mountain. Visitors, in the interests of their own safety, should
be content with a distant view of it.

Monastery [edit]

Kevin lived the life of a hermit there with an extraordinary closeness to
nature. His companions were the animals and birds all around him. He
lived as a hermit for seven years wearing only animal skins, sleeping on
stones and eating very sparingly.

He went barefoot and spent his time in prayer. Disciples were soon
attracted to Kevin and a further settlement enclosed by a wall, called
Kevin's Cell, was established nearer the lakeshore. By 540 Saint Kevin's
fame as a teacher and holy man had spread far and wide. Many people
came to seek his help and guidance. In time Glendalough grew into a
renowned seminary of saints and scholars and the parent of several
other monasteries.

In 544, Kevin went to the Hill of Uisneach in County Westmeath to visit the holy abbots, Sts. Columba, Comgall
and Cannich. He then proceeded to Clonmacnoise, where St. Cieran had died three days before. Having firmly
established his community, he retired into solitude for four years, and only returned to Glendalough at the
earnest entreaty of his monks.[3] Until his death around 618, Kevin presided over his monastery in Glendalough,
living his life by fasting, praying and teaching. St Kevin is one of the patron saints of the diocese of Dublin.

He belonged to the second order of Irish saints.[3] Eventually, Glendalough, with its seven churches, became
one of the chief pilgrimage destinations in Ireland.

Legacy and veneration [edit]

Kevin of Glendalough was canonized by Pope Pius X on 9 December
1903 (cultus confirmation).

One of the most widely known poems of the Nobel prizewinner Seamus
Heaney, 'St Kevin and the Blackbird', relates the story of Kevin holding
out his hand with trance-like stillness while a blackbird builds a nest in it,
lays eggs, the eggs hatch and the chicks fledge.[6] A series of paintings
by the Welsh artist Clive Hicks-Jenkins around 2009 depicted the story
of Kevin and the blackbird, by way of Heaney's poem.[7]

Kevin is remembered in popular culture as an ascetic. This is
commemorated in a folk song about him which describes a legend claiming that he drowned a woman who
attempted to seduce him. This was recorded and made popular by The Dubliners. The opening verse is as
follows: "In Glendalough, there lived an auld saint, renowned for his learning and piety, his manners were
curious and quaint, and he looked upon girls with disparity."

The independent film-maker Kevin Smith refers irreverently to his namesake "Saint Kevin" and the key events of
his life in the introduction to Sold Out: A Threevening with Kevin Smith, his 2008 live Q & A show.

Kevin is referenced several times in Finnegans Wake by James Joyce. The longest episode is found in Pt IV,
pgs 604–607 (Faber & Faber, Viking editions). It was one of the earliest-drafted "vignettes" and much revised
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St Keyne's well, Cornwall

The Well of St. Keyne; by
Thomas Creswick

Plaque at St Keyne's well

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Keyne (/keɪn, kiːnə/;[1][2] also referred to as Keane, Kayane[3] Keyna, Cenau,
Cenedion,[4] Ceinwen[4][5]) was a 5th-century holy woman and hermitess who
said to have traveled widely through what is now South Wales and Cornwall.
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Sources [edit]

Numerous dedications to Saint Keyne exist in areas as diverse as South Wales, Anglesey, Somerset,
Hertfordshire, and Cornwall.[6] The only literary source on the life of Saint Keyne is the Vita Sanctae Keynae,
which was edited by John of Tynemouth and included in his Sanctilogium Angliae Walliae Scotiae et Hiberniae
in the 14th century.[7] Unfortunately, this account is probably not trustworthy, as it was recorded nearly 800
years after her death. No other contemporary sources about her or her life have survived.

Life [edit]

Keyne was one of the 12 daughters of the Welsh king King Brychan of
Brycheiniog[7] in what is now South Wales (A different source, De Situ
Brecheniauc, says that he actually had 24 daughters, all of whom were
saints).[6] Although she was a great beauty and received many offers of
marriage, Keyne took a vow of virginity and pursued a religious life (hence her
Welsh name, Cain Wyry, or Keyne the Maiden).[7] Her vita reports that she
traveled widely, and is said to have founded several oratories,[7] including
Llangeinor in mid Glamorgan, Llangunnor and Llangain in Dyfed, and Rockfield
(Llangennon) in Runston, Gwent.[4] Eventually she is said to have crossed the
Severn into Cornwall, where she resided as a hermitess for many years. The
village of St Keyne in Cornwall, is named after her, and is the site of a church
and a holy well which also takes her name.

Around 490, she is alleged to have visited her
nephew Saint Cadoc at St Michael's Mount.[4]

Cadoc persuaded her to return to Wales, and healing spring marked the
location where she settled and eventually died. She died a virgin on 5 October
in either 490 or 505. Llangeinor in Glamorgan has been proposed as a likely
spot, as an ancient well is situated there, which is still said to have healing
properties.[7]

Legacy [edit]

Saint Keyne's feast is celebrated on 8 October, although it is also recorded as
30 September. She was the original patron saint of what is now St Martin-by-
Looe (Penndrumm) and is linked with the River Kenwyn in Truro. However, her
most enduring and romanticized legacy is linked to the holy well that takes its
name from her, located in St Keyne, Cornwall. According to legend, whichever
partner in a marriage drinks from the well first will have the upper hand in the
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marriage, and rule over the other. This story was known in the Middle Ages, and was memorialized in Robert
Southey's poem "The Well of St Keyne."[8]

Some sources credit her as the patron saint of Keynsham in Somerset, where she is said to resided near the
banks of the Avon, which was swarming with serpents and uninhabitable. After Saint Keyne issued a fervent
prayer, the serpents were transformed to stone, and the area became habitable.[9] (Today, these are
considered to be the fossilized remains of ammonites). However, a similar miracle is also attributed to St. Hilda,
and it has been suggested that Keynsham instead takes its name from "Ceagin's (Caega) Hamm."[10]

Interpretations [edit]

The Edwardian scholar G.H. Doble found it hard to accept that a woman could have traveled so far or founded
so many settlements, and therefore she "quite may well have been a man."[6] He believed that the journeyings
were more in character with male saints from this period, a sentiment which was shared by the scholar Alban
Butler,[7] who believed a number of female saints had actually been men. This view has been challenged by
scholars such as Jane Cartwright, who states that this is indicative of a school of thought in which male saints
are much more likely to be real historical figures than female saints, and that maleness alone is greater
evidence of historicity than femaleness.[6]

St. Keyne's well [edit]

The holy well of Saint Keyne is located about 0.8 kilometres (0.5 mi) southeast of St. Keyne's Church in
Cornwall, and is now in a small housing made of dressed granite. The original housing was built in the 16th
century, it was rebuilt in 1936 after the adjoining lane was widened.[11] The plaque next to the well describes the
spell which Saint Keyne is said to have cast upon the water of the well. The plaque reads: "The legend of Saint
Keyne Well. Saint Keyne was a princess who lived about 600 AD. She laid on the waters of this well a spell thus
described by Richard Carew in 1602 AD—'The quality that man or wife / Whom chance or choice attaines / First
of this sacred stream to drinke / Thereby the mastery gains.'"

In Victorian times the well had the reputation of conferring supremacy to the marriage partner who first tasted it.
There is also a ballad called The Well of St Keyne[12] written by Robert Southey; it is set to an adaptation of the
air of the Helston Furry Dance.[13]

See also [edit]

St Ceinwen's Church, Cerrigceinwen – a church in Anglesey dedicated to her
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Khosrovidukht (sister of Tiridates III of Armenia)

An idealized image of
[Khosrovidukht from the early 20th
century.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 8th century poet, see Khosrovidukht.

Khosrovidukht also known as Xosroviduxt (Armenian:
Խոսրովիդուխտ, flourished second half of 3rd century & first half of 4th
century) was a Princess of the Arsacid dynasty of Armenia,[1] one of the
client-kingdoms of the Roman Empire while being an eponymous branch
of the Arsacid dynasty of Parthia. She is regarded as a prominent figure
in Armenian society and is a significant figure in Christianity in Armenia.

Khosrovidukht was the known daughter of King Khosrov II of Armenia[2]

by an unnamed mother and her known sibling was her brother Tiridates
III of Armenia who ruled Armenia from 287-330. The name
Khosrovidukht was a dynastic name in the Arsacid royal house[1] as she
was the namesake of her father and her paternal great-grandfather
Khosrov I, a previous ruling Armenian King.[3]
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Biography [edit]

She was born in an unknown city in Armenia. In 252, her father and the remainder of her family were
assassinated by Anak a Parthian agent under the orders of King Ardashir I. After the capture and execution of
Anak, in order to protect and preserve the Armenian sovereignty the Roman authorities took her brother as an
infant to be raised and reared in Rome, while Khosrovidukht was taken to be raised in Caesarea Mazaca,
Cappadocia.[4] The foster parents of Khosrovidukht were Awtay a nobleman from the family of the Amatuni and
Awtay’s wife a noblewoman whose name is unknown was from the family of the Slkunik.[5]

In the year 287, Tiridates III was restored to the Armenian throne by the Roman emperor Diocletian, which the
country was previously ruled by the Parthian Kings and later by the Sassanids Kings who were expelled from
Armenia by her brother and his army. After her brother became Armenian King, Khosrovidukht returned to the
country with her foster family to be with her brother. At some date during his reign, Tiridates III erected at Garni
for his sister, a summer residence ornamented with columns and magnificent bas-reliefs, the commemorative
inscription was in Greek. The inscription reveals that the work was not done by Armenian hands.[6]

Khosrovidukht, Tiridates III and many Armenians in that period were followers of the religion of Zoroastrianism.
Zoroastrianism was the head religion of the Armenian state. In Tiridates III’s reign, Christian persecutions
occurred throughout the Roman Empire. As her brother was an ally to Rome, he participated in these events.
Tiridates III ordered the execution of many Christians, who opposed to worship the various pagan religions in
the Roman Empire. These Christians who Tiridates III had harshly persecuted lived in Armenia or had fled to the
country to escape the religious massacres. Among his victims, Tiridates III was responsible for the martyrdom of
the Hripsimeyan nuns and condemning Gregory the Illuminator to the Khor Virap a deep underground
dungeon.[7][8]

After the martyrdom of the Hripsimeyan nuns, Tiridates III had lost his sanity[7] and had become mentally ill.
Tiridates III adopted the behaviour of a wild boar, aimlessly wandering around in the forest. Out of concern for
her brother, Khosrovidukht did everything within her possibilities to bring her brother back to sanity.[9]

In her sleep, Khosrovidukht had a dream where a vision from God appeared to her.[10] She saw in her dream a
man in the likeness of light coming towards her and told her "there is no other cure for these torments that have
come upon you, unless you send to the city of Artashat and bring thence the prisoner Gregory. When he comes
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The baptism of Tiridates III

he will teach you the remedy for your ills."[10] Khosrovidukht had this
vision five times.[11] She came to speak to the people about her vision
and the populace heard this and they began to mock her words. They
began to say to her: "You too then are mad. Some demon has
possessed you. How is it, because it is fifteen years since they threw
him into the terribly pit, that you say he is alive? Where would even his
bones be? For on the same day when they put him down there, he
would have immediately dropped dead at the very sight of the
snakes."[12]

Following threats, that if unless she reported it immediately she would
suffer great torments and the king would become even worse,[11]

Khosrovidukht came forward again in great fear and hesitation and told
Tiridates III about her vision.[11] Khosrovidukhts character was of a
modest maiden like a nun and she did not have an open mouth like
other women.[13]

When Khosrovidukht told her brother about her visions, Tiridates III sent
her foster father Awtay straight away to Artashat in order to release
Gregory out of the dungeon and deep pit.[11] When Gregory was
brought to Tiridates III, he was imprisoned for 15 years, and since he
was malnourished the odds of him being alive were slim. It is believed that Khosrovidukht or an other woman
secretly fed Gregory during his captivity.[2] While her brother ordered the persecutions of Christians,
Khosrovidukht and her sister-in-law Ashkhen most probably had already accepted Christianity through the
efforts of the Hripsimeyan nuns and others in the Armenian Christian underground.[7] There is a possibility that
Khosrovidukht and Ashkhen may have protected Christians from religious persecutions.

After Gregory was brought to Tiridates III, he was miraculously cured of his illness in 301.[14] Tiridates III was
persuaded by the power of the cure immediately proclaimed Christianity as the official religion of the state in
Armenia. Thus Armenia became the first nation to officially adopt Christianity[9] and Gregory was appointed
Catholicos of the Armenian Apostolic Church. As Tiridates III recovered from his illness he became a passionate
Christian and the Christian persecutions had ended. Sometime after Tiridates III's baptism, Gregory baptised
Tiridates III's family, his entire court and his army on the Euphrates river.[9][7]

From 301 onwards until her death, possibly around 330, Khosrovidukht and her family dedicated the rest of
their lives to the service of Jesus Christ.[7] As Tiridates III encouraged and supported the spread of Christianity,
Tiridates III, Khosrovidukht and Ashkhen participated in the construction of the Etchmiadzin Cathedral, Saint
Gayane Church, Saint Hripsime Church and the Shoghakat Church.[8] During the construction of Saint Gayane
and Saint Hripsime Churches, Ashkhen and Khosrovidukht donated their jewels for the expenses for the
church.[15]

Towards the end of her life, Khosrovidukht and Ashkhen retired to the castle of Garni.[2] Khosrovidukht,
Tiridates III and Ashkhen are Saints in the Armenian Apostolic Church and their feast day is on Saturday after
the fifth Sunday after Pentecost.[8] On this feast day To the Kings is sung.[2] Their feast day is usually around
June 30.

Gallery [edit]

Tiridates III with his wife
Ashkhen and sister
Khosrovidukht by
Naghash Hovnatan.
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Ciarán of Clonmacnoise

Ciarán of Clonmacnoise

A stained glass of St. Ciarán from St.
Brendan's Church, Birr, County Offaly, Ireland

Abbot of Clonmacnoise
Born c.516

County Roscommon, Ireland

Died 549
Clonmacnoise, County Offaly,
Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 9 September

Patronage Connacht[1]
Ciarán (left) and Diarmait mac
Cerbaill depicted on the Cross of the
Scriptures, driving in a stake at the
foundation of Clonmacnoise[6]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Kieran the Younger)

For the 5th-century bishop of Ossory, see Ciarán of Saigir.

Saint Ciarán of Clonmacnoise (c. 516 – c. 549),[2] supposedly
born Ciarán mac an tSaeir ("son of the carpenter"),[3][4] was one
of the Twelve Apostles of Ireland[5] and the first abbot of
Clonmacnoise. He is sometimes called Ciarán the Younger to
distinguish him from the 5th-century Saint Ciarán the Elder who
was bishop of Osraige. His name produced many variant spellings,
including Ceran, Kieran, Queran and Queranus.
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Life [edit]

Ciarán was born in around
516 in County
Roscommon, Connacht, in
Ireland.[3] His father was a
carpenter and chariot
maker.[7] As a boy, Ciarán
worked as a cattle
herder.[8]

He was a student of
Finian's at Clonard and in
time became a teacher,
himself.[3] Columba of Iona
said of Ciarán, “He was a
lamp, blazing with the light
of wisdom.”[8] In about 534,
he left Clonard for Inishmore where he studied under Enda of Aran, who
ordained him a priest and advised him to build a church and monastery
in the middle of Ireland.[3] Later, he travelled to Senan on Scattery

Island (in about 541). In 544, he finally settled in Clonmacnoise, where he founded the Monastery of
Clonmacnoise with ten fellow companions.[9] As abbot, he worked on the first buildings of the monastery;
however, he died about seven months later of a plague, in his early thirties.[3] His feast day is 9 September.[3]

Legends [edit]

Various legends are connected to St Ciarán. One of the most famous relates that it was his cow – which he took
with him as payment when he went to Clonard and gave milk to all at the Abbey – which supplied the parchment
for the Leobr na h'Uidre, Book of the Dun Cow, one of the oldest and most important Irish literary collections,
compiled by a Clonmacnoise scribe in 1106.[4]

One story tells that he lent his copy of the Gospel of St Matthew to fellow-student St Ninnidh. When Finnian
tested the class, Ciarán knew only the first half of the Gospel. The other students laughed and called him
“Ciarán half-Matthew.” St Finnian silenced them and said, “Not Ciarán half-Matthew, but Ciarán half-Ireland, for
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Clonmacnoise viewed from river

he will have half the country and the rest of us will have the other half.” [7]

Another tale relates that as a student, a young fox would take his writings to his master, until it was old enough
to eat his satchel. Yet another tale tells of the other Irish saints envying him to such a degree that every one of
them (apart from St Columba) prayed for his early death; and finally, he is supposed to have told his followers
that upon his death, they were to leave his bones upon the hillside, and to preserve his spirit rather than his
relics.[9]

Legacy [edit]

The monastery at Clonmacnoise became one of the most important
centres of learning and religious life in Ireland.[8] Unusually, the title of
abbot – which included the title "Comarba of Saint Ciarán" – at the
community was not hereditary, which reflected the humble origins of its
founder. It managed to survive the plunderings of the Viking raids and
the Anglo-Norman wars, and was only destroyed during the Dissolution
of the Monasteries, in 1552. The ruins still exist, and remain a centre of
civic and religious activity to this day.

The treasures of Ciarán's shrine were dispersed throughout the Medieval era; although the Clonmacnoise
Crozier still exists and is stored in the National Museum of Ireland.[9]

The Celtic scholar Charles Plummer suggested that Ciaran of Clonmacnoise was the patron saint of Cornwall
Saint Piran challenging the broadly accepted belief that he was Ciaran of Saigir. The difference in spelling is for
dialect or linguistical reasons between the two Insular Celtic languages. Brytonic was categorized as P-Celtic, as
it replaced the harder ‘c’ or k sound in the Goidelic languages with the softer letter ‘p’.[citation needed] On the other
hand, Goidelic was seen by scholars as being Q-Celtic, as the earliest Ogham inscriptions used a 'Q'
transcribed by Queirt, which represented the Apple Tree to phonetically pronounce the k sound, although Q
was later replaced by the letter 'C' in the Old Irish alphabet.[10][11][12]

Saint Ciarán of Clonmacnoise has a strong connection with Campbeltown, Argyll and Bute in Scotland. Pilgrims
frequently take place were tourists visit a cave associated with the Saint on Island Davaar. The Saint is believed
to have lived for a time in an area that would later become known as Campbeltown at the same time as the
legendary king Fergus Mór was establishing the kingdom of the Scottish Dál Riata, after invading Argyll from
Ireland.[13]

A primary school in Hartstown, Dublin 15 is named after Saint Ciarán.

See also [edit]

Ciarán of Saigir
Saint Cera
Early Irish Christianity
History of Roman Catholicism in Ireland
List of Catholic saints
Maolán
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List of Scottish monarchs

Monarchy of Scotland

Royal coat of arms

Idealised statue of Robert the Bruce

Details
First monarch Kenneth I MacAlpin

Last monarch Anne

Formation 843

Abolition 1 May 1707

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from King of Scotland)

This article is about Scottish monarchs until 1707. For British monarchs since the Union of Scotland and England in 1707, see
List of British monarchs.

The monarch of Scotland was the head of state of the Kingdom of Scotland.
According to tradition, the first King of Scots (Middle Scots: King of Scottis, Modern
Scots: King o Scots, Scottish Gaelic: Rìgh na h-Alba) was Kenneth I MacAlpin (Cináed
mac Ailpín), who founded the state in 843. The distinction between the Kingdom of
Scotland and the Kingdom of the Picts is rather the product of later medieval myth and
confusion from a change in nomenclature i.e. Rex Pictorum (King of the Picts) becomes
Rí Alban (King of Alba) under Donald II when annals switched from Latin to vernacular
around the end of the 9th century, by which time the word Alba in Scottish Gaelic had
come to refer to the Kingdom of the Picts rather than Great Britain (its older meaning).[1]

The Kingdom of the Picts just became known as Kingdom of Alba in Scottish Gaelic,
which later became known in Scots and English as Scotland; the terms are retained in
both languages to this day. By the late 11th century at the very latest, Scottish kings
were using the term rex Scottorum, or King of Scots, to refer to themselves in Latin. The
Kingdom of Scotland was merged with the Kingdom of England to form a single Kingdom
of Great Britain in 1707. Thus Queen Anne became the last monarch of the ancient
kingdoms of Scotland and England and the first of Great Britain, although the kingdoms
had shared a monarch since 1603 (see Union of the Crowns). Her uncle Charles II was
the last monarch to be crowned in Scotland, at Scone in 1651. He had a second
coronation in England ten years later.
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Family tree of Scottish monarchs
and pretenders.
Pretenders are italicized.

Royal Standard of the
King of Scots

 

William I – James VI

 

James VI – James VII

William II and Mary II

 

Anne

List of monarchs of Scotland [edit]

House of Alpin (848–1034) [edit]
See also: List of Kings of the Picts and House of Alpin

The reign of Kenneth MacAlpin begins what is often called the House of Alpin, an entirely
modern concept. The descendants of Kenneth MacAlpin were divided into two branches; the
crown would alternate between the two, the death of a king from one branch often hastened
by war or assassination by a pretender from the other. Malcolm II was the last king of the
House of Alpin; in his reign, he successfully crushed all opposition to him and, having no
sons, was able to pass the crown to his daughter's son, Duncan I, who inaugurated the House
of Dunkeld.

Modern English name
(Modern Gaelic name)
(Medieval Gaelic name)

Reign

Epithet Title Dynastic status

Kenneth I MacAlpin[2]

(Coinneach mac Ailpein)
(Cináed mac Ailpín / Ciniod m. Ailpin)[3]

843/848 – 13 February 858

An Ferbasach,
"The Conqueror"[4]

Rex Pictorum
("King of the Picts")

son of Alpin king of Dál
Riata

Donald I[5]

(Dòmhnall mac Ailpein)
(Domnall mac Ailpín)
858 – 13 April 862

Rex Pictorum
son of Alpin king of Dál
Riata, and brother of

Kenneth I

Constantine I[6]

(Còiseam mac Choinnich)
(Causantín mac Cináeda)

862–877

An Finn-Shoichleach, 
"The Wine-Bountiful"[7] Rex Pictorum Son of Kenneth I

Áed[8]

(Aodh mac Choinnich)
(Áed mac Cináeda)

877–878

Rex Pictorum Son of Kenneth I

Giric[9]

(Griogair mac Dhunghail)
(Giric mac Dúngail)

878–889

Mac Rath, 
"Son of Fortune"[10] Rex Pictorum Son of Donald I?

Eochaid
( )

(Eochaid mac Run)
878–889?*

Rex Pictorum grandson of Kenneth I*

Donald II[11]

(Dòmhnall mac Chòiseim)
(Domnall mac Causantín)

Dásachtach, 
"the Madman"[12]

Rí Alban
("King of Scotland")
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Constantine I
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889–900 ("King of Scots")
Constantine II[13]

(Còiseam mac Aoidh)
(Causantín mac Áeda)

900–943

An Midhaise, 
"the Middle Aged"[14]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Áed

Malcolm I[15]

(Maol Chaluim mac Dhòmhnaill)
(Máel Coluim mac Domnall)

An Bodhbhdercc, 
"the Dangerous Red"[16]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Donald II

Indulf[17][18]

( )
(Ildulb mac Causantín)

An Ionsaighthigh, 
"the Aggressor"[19]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Constantine II

Dub / Dubh or Duff[20]

(Dub mac Maíl Choluim)
(Dubh mac Mhaoil Chaluim)

962–967

Dén, 
"the Vehement"[21]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Malcolm I

Cuilén[22]

(Cailean)
(Cuilén mac Ilduilb)

967–971

An Fionn, 
"the White"[23]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Indulf

Amlaíb
(Amhlaigh)

(Amlaíb mac Ilduilb)
973–977¤

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Indulf

Kenneth II[24]

(Coinneach mac Mhaoil Chaluim)
(Cináed mac Maíl Choluim)

971–995

An Fionnghalach, 
"the Fratricide"[25]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Malcolm I

Constantine III[26]

(Còiseam mac Chailein)
(Causantín mac Cuiléin)

995–997

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Cuilén

Kenneth III[27]

(Coinneach mac Dhuibh)
(Cináed mac Duib)

997 – 25 March 1005

An Donn, 
"the Chief"/ "the Brown"[28]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Dub

Malcolm II[29]

(Maol Chaluim mac Choinnich)
(Máel Coluim mac Cináeda)

1005–1034

Forranach, 
"the Destroyer"[30]

Rí Alban
Rì nan Albannaich

Son of Kenneth II

*Eochiad was a son of Run, King of Strathclyde, but his mother was a daughter of Kenneth I. Evidence of his reign is unclear. He may
have never actually been king and if he was, he was co-king with Giric.

¤Amlaíb is known only by a reference to his death in 977, which reports him as King of Alba; since Kenneth II is known to have still
been King in 972–973, Amlaíb must have taken power between 973 and 977.

House of Dunkeld (1034–1286) [edit]
See also: House of Dunkeld

Duncan succeeded to the throne as the maternal grandson of Malcolm II. He was also the heir-general of Malcolm I, as his paternal
grandfather, Duncan of Atholl was the third son of Malcolm I. The House of Dunkeld was therefore closely related to the House of
Alpin. Duncan was killed in battle by Macbeth, who had a long and relatively successful reign. In a series of battles between 1057 and
1058, Duncan's son Malcolm III defeated and killed Macbeth and Macbeth's stepson and heir Lulach, claiming the throne. The
dynastic feuds did not end there: on Malcolm III's death in battle, his brother Donald III, known as "Bán", claimed the throne, expelling
Malcolm III's sons from Scotland. A civil war in the family ensued, with Donald III and Malcolm III's son Edmund opposed by Malcolm III's
English-backed sons, led first by Duncan II and then by Edgar. Edgar triumphed, sending his uncle and brother to monasteries. After
the reign of David I, the Scottish throne was passed according to rules of primogeniture, moving from father to son, or where not
possible, brother to brother.

Modern English name
(Modern Gaelic name)
(Medieval Gaelic name)

Reign

Epithet Title Marriage(s) Dynastic Status

Duncan I[31]

(Donnchadh mac Crìonain)
(Donnchad mac Crínáin)

1034–1040

An t-Ilgarach
"the Diseased"
or "the Sick"[32]

Rí Alban
Suthen

at least two sons
Grandson of Malcolm II

Macbeth[33]
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(MacBheatha mac Fhionnlaigh)
(Mac Bethad mac Findláich)

1040–1057

Rí Deircc
"the Red King"[34] Rí Alban

Gruoch of Scotland
no children

Son of Mormaer Findláech

Lulach[35]

(Lughlagh mac Gille Chomghain)
(Lulach mac Gille Comgaín)

1057–1058

Tairbith
"the Unfortunate"[34]

-
Fatuus

"the Foolish"[36]

Rí Alban
Unknown

two children

Son of Gille Coemgáin,
Mormaer of Moray and

Gruoch of Scotland
Step-son of Macbeth

Malcolm III[37]

(Maol Chaluim mac Dhonnchaidh)
(Máel Coluim mac Donnchada)

1058–1093

? Cenn Mór
("Canmore")

"Great Chief"[38]

Rí Alban / Scottorum
basileus

Ingibiorg
Finnsdottir
three sons

Margaret of
Wessex

1070
eight children

Son of Duncan I

Donald III[39]

(Dòmhnall mac Dhonnchaidh)
(Domnall mac Donnchada)

1093–1097

Bán, 
"the Fair"

Rí Alban
Unknown

at least one
daughter

Son of Duncan I

Duncan II[40]

(Donnchadh mac Mhaoil Chaluim)
(Donnchad mac Maíl Choluim)

1094

Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

Uchtreda of
Northumbria

one son
Son of Malcolm III

Edgar[41]

(Eagar mac Mhaoil Chaluim)
(Étgar mac Maíl Choluim)

1097–1107

Probus, 
"the Valiant"[42]

Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

None Son of Malcolm III

Alexander I[43]

(Alasdair mac Mhaoil Chaluim)
(Alaxandair mac Maíl Choluim)

1107–1124

"the Fierce"[44] Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

Sybilla of
Normandy
no children

Son of Malcolm III

David I[45]

(Dàibhidh mac Mhaoil Chaluim)
(Dabíd mac Maíl Choluim)

1124–1153

"the Saint"[46] Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

Maud, Countess of
Huntingdon

1113
four children

Son of Malcolm III

Malcolm IV[47]

(Maol Chaluim mac Eanraig)
(Máel Coluim mac Eanric)

1153–1165

Virgo
"the Maiden"

-
Cenn Mór, 

"Great Chief"[38]

Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

None Grandson of David I

William I
(Uilleam mac Eanraig)
(Uilliam mac Eanric)

1165–1214

"the Lion"
-

Garbh, 
"the Rough"[48]

Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

Ermengarde de
Beaumont

Woodstock Palace,
Oxford, England

5 September 1186
four children

Grandson of David I

Alexander II[49]

(Alasdair mac Uilleim)
(Alaxandair mac Uilliam)

1214–1249

Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

Joan of England
York Minster,

England
21 June 1221

no children

Marie de Coucy
Roxburgh

15 May 1239
one son

Son of William I

Alexander III[50]

(Alasdair mac Alasdair)
(Alaxandair mac Alaxandair)

1249–1286

Rí Alban / Rex
Scottorum

Margaret of
England

York Minster,
England

25 December 1251
three children

Yolande de Dreux
Jedburgh Abbey

Son of Alexander II
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15 October 1285
no children

House of Sverre (1286–1290) [edit]
See also: House of Sverre

The status of Margaret, Maid of Norway, as a Scottish monarch is debated by historians. One of her biographers, Archie Duncan,
argues that because she was "never inaugurated, she was never queen of Scots". Another, Norman H. Reid, insists that Margaret
was "accepted as queen" by her contemporaries but that, owing to the lack of Inauguration, "[her] reign never started".

Name Birth Death Dynastic status

Margaret[51]

the Maid of Norway
1286–1290

c. April 1283
Tønsberg, Norway

daughter of Eric II of Norway
and Margaret of Scotland

September/October 1290
St Margaret's Hope, Orkney

aged 7
granddaughter of Alexander III

First Interregnum (1290–1292) [edit]

Main article: Guardian of Scotland

Monarchy of Scotland restored [edit]

House of Balliol (1292–1296) [edit]
See also: House of Balliol

The death of Margaret of Norway began a two-year interregnum in Scotland caused by a succession crisis. With her death, the
descent of William I became extinct and there was no obvious heir. Thirteen candidates presented themselves; the most prominent
were John Balliol, great-grandson of William I's younger brother David of Huntingdon, and Robert de Brus, 5th Lord of Annandale,
David of Huntingdon's grandson. The Scottish magnates invited Edward I of England to arbitrate the claims. He did so but forced the
Scots to swear allegiance to him as overlord. Eventually, it was decided that John Balliol should become king. He proved weak and
incapable and, in 1296, was forced to abdicate by Edward I who then attempted to annex Scotland into the Kingdom of England.

Name Portrait Birth Marriage(s) Death Dynastic status

John Balliol[52]

Toom Tabard
("Empty Cloak")

(Iain Balliol)
1292–1296

c. 1249
Isabella de Warenne

9 February 1281
at least one son

c. 25 November
1314

Picardy, France

great-grandson of
David of Huntingdon
(brother of William I)

Second Interregnum (1296–1306) [edit]

Main article: Guardian of Scotland

Monarchy of Scotland restored (second time) [edit]

House of Bruce (1306–1371) [edit]
See also: Clan Bruce

For ten years, Scotland had no king. The Scots, however, refused to tolerate English rule. First William Wallace and then John
Comyn III and finally Robert the Bruce (the grandson of the 1292 competitor, Robert de Brus, 5th Lord of Annandale) fought against
the English. Bruce and his supporters had murdered their rival to the throne of Scotland, John III Comyn, Lord of Badenoch on 10
February 1306 at Greyfriars Church in Dumfries. Shortly after in 1306, Robert was crowned King of Scots at Scone. Robert Bruce
was then hunted down for his crime of murder, and subsequently, he escaped to the outskirt islands, leaving the country completely
leaderless, and the English invaded once again. Bruce would return a year later and gain support for his cause. His energy, and the
corresponding replacement of the vigorous Edward I with his weaker son Edward II in 1307, allowed Scotland to free itself from
English rule. At the Battle of Bannockburn in 1314, the Scots routed the English, and by 1328 the English had agreed by treaty to
accept Scottish independence. Robert's son, David, acceded to the throne as a child. The English renewed their war with Scotland,
and David was forced to flee the kingdom by Edward Balliol, son of King John, who managed to get himself crowned (1332–1356)
and to give away Scotland's southern counties to England before being driven out again. David spent much of his life in exile, first in
freedom with his ally, France, and then in prison in England. He was only able to return to Scotland in 1357. Upon his death,
childless, in 1371, the House of Bruce came to an end.

Name Portrait Birth Marriage(s) Death Dynastic status

Robert I[53]

11 July 1274
Turnberry Castle,

Ayrshire

Isabella of Mar
1295

one daughter 7 June 1329 great-great-grandson
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the Bruce
(Raibeart a

Briuis)
1306–1329

son of Robert de
Brus, 6th Lord of
Annandale and

Marjorie, Countess
of Carrick[54]

Elizabeth de Burgh
Writtle, Essex,

England
1302

four children

Manor of Cardross,
Dunbartonshire

aged 54

of David of Huntingdon
(brother of William I)

(election)

David II[55]

(Dàibhidh Bruis)
1329–1371

5 March 1324
Dunfermline
Palace, Fife

son of Robert I and
Elizabeth de Burgh

Joan of England
Berwick-upon-Tweed

17 July 1328
no children

Margaret Drummond
Inchmurdach, Fife
20 February 1364

no children

22 February 1371
Edinburgh Castle

aged 46

son of Robert I
(primogeniture)

Disputed claimant

House of Balliol (1332–1356) [edit]

Edward Balliol was the son of King John Balliol, who had himself ruled for four years following his election in the Great Cause.
Following his abdication, John Balliol lived out his life in obscurity in Picardy, France. During the minority of David II, Edward Balliol
seized the opportunity to assert his claim to the throne, and backed by the English, he defeated the forces of David's regency and
was himself crowned king at Scone in 1332. He was quickly defeated by loyalist forces and sent back to England. With English
support, he would mount two more attempts to seize the throne again, in 1333 and 1335, each time his actual control of the throne
was brief before being sent back to England, for the last time in 1336. When David returned from exile in 1341 to rule in his own right,
Edward lost most of his support. When David II was captured in battle in 1346, Edward made one last attempt to seize the throne for
himself but had little support and the campaign fizzled before it gained much traction. In 1356 he renounced all claims to the throne.

Name Portrait Birth Marriage(s) Death Claim

Edward
Balliol[56]

1332–1356
In opposition to

David II

1283
Son of John Balliol

and Isabella de
Warenne

None

1367
Doncaster, Yorkshire,

England
aged 83-84

Son of John Balliol,
candidate of the

English to replace the
exiled David II

House of Stewart/Stuart (1371–1651) [edit]
See also: House of Stuart

Robert the Stewart was a grandson of Robert I by the latter's daughter, Marjorie. Having been born in 1316, he was older than his
uncle, David II. Consequently, he was at his accession a middle-aged man, already 55, and unable to reign vigorously, a problem
also faced by his son Robert III, who also ascended in middle age at 53 in 1390, and suffered lasting damage in a horse-riding
accident. These two were followed by a series of regencies, caused by the youth of the succeeding five boy kings. Consequently, the
Stewart era saw periods of royal inertia, during which the nobles usurped power from the crown, followed by periods of personal rule
by the monarch, during which he or she would attempt to address the issues created by their minority and the long-term effects of
previous reigns. Governing Scotland became increasingly difficult, as the powerful nobility became increasingly intractable. James I's
attempts to curb the disorder of the realm ended in his assassination. James III was killed in a civil war between himself and the
nobility, led by his son. When James IV, who had governed sternly and suppressed the aristocrats, died in the Battle of Flodden, his
wife Margaret Tudor, who had been nominated regent for their young son James V, was unseated by noble feuding, and James V's
wife, Mary of Guise, succeeded in ruling Scotland during the regency for her young daughter Mary I only by dividing and conquering
the noble factions, distributing French bribes with a liberal hand. Finally, Mary I, the daughter of James V, found herself unable to
govern Scotland faced with the surliness of the aristocracy and the intransigence of the population, who favored Calvinism and
disapproved of her Catholicism. She was forced to abdicate, and fled to England, where she was imprisoned in various castles and
manor houses for eighteen years and finally executed for treason against the English queen Elizabeth I. Upon her abdication, her
son, fathered by Henry, Lord Darnley, a junior member of the Stewart family, became King as James VI.

James VI became King of England and Ireland as James I in 1603 when his cousin Elizabeth I died. Thereafter, although the two
crowns of England and Scotland remained separate, the monarchy was based chiefly in England. Charles I, James's son, found
himself faced with the Civil War. The resultant conflict lasted eight years and ended in his execution. The English Parliament then
decreed their monarchy to be at an end. The Scots Parliament, after some deliberation, broke their links with England and declared
that Charles II, son, and heir of Charles I, would become King. He ruled until 1651 when the armies of Oliver Cromwell occupied
Scotland and drove him into exile.

Name Portrait Birth Marriage(s) Death Dynastic status

Elizabeth Mure
1336 (uncertain
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Robert II[57]

the Stewart
(Raibeart II
Stiùbhairt)

1371–1390

2 March 1316
Paisley,

Renfrewshire
son of Walter

Stewart, 6th High
Steward of Scotland
and Marjorie Bruce

canonicity)
1349 (with Papal

dispensation)
ten children

Euphemia de
Ross

2 May 1355
four children

19 April 1390
Dundonald Castle,

Ayrshire
aged 74

grandson of Robert I
(primogeniture)

Robert III[58]

(born John
Stewart)

the Lame King
(Raibeart III

Stiùbhairt, An
Righ Bhacaigh)
1390–1406

c. 1337
Scone Palace, Perth
son of Robert II and

Elizabeth Mure

Anabella
Drummond

1367
seven children

4 April 1406
Rothesay Castle
aged about 69

son of Robert II
(primogeniture)

James I[59]

(Seumas I
Stiùbhairt)

1406–1437

late July 1394
Dunfermline Palace,

Fife
son of Robert III and
Anabella Drummond

Joan Beaufort
Southwark
Cathedral

2 February 1424
eight children

21 February 1437
Blackfriars, Perth

aged about 42
(assassinated)

son of Robert III
(primogeniture)

James II[60]

Fiery Face
(Seumas II
Stiùbhairt)

1437–1460

16 October 1430
Holyrood Abbey,

Edinburgh
son of James I and

Joan Beaufort

Mary of Guelders
Holyrood Abbey

3 July 1449
seven children

3 August 1460
Roxburgh Castle

aged 29

son of James I
(primogeniture)

James III[61]

(Seumas III
Stiùbhairt)

1460–1488

10 July 1451
Stirling Castle or St

Andrews Castle
son of James II and
Mary of Guelders

Margaret of
Denmark

Holyrood Abbey
13 July 1469
three children

11 June 1488
Sauchie Burn

aged 36

son of James II
(primogeniture)

James IV[62]

(Seumas IV
Stiùbhairt)

1488–1513

17 March 1473
Stirling Castle

son of James III and
Margaret of

Denmark

Margaret Tudor
Holyrood Abbey
8 August 1503

six children

9 September 1513
Flodden Field,

Northumberland, England
aged 40

son of James III
(primogeniture)

James V[63]

(Seumas V
Stiùbhairt)

1513–1542

15 April 1512
Linlithgow Palace,

West Lothian
son of James IV and

Margaret Tudor

Madeleine of
Valois

Notre Dame
Cathedral, Paris,

France
1 January 1537

no children

Mary of Guise
Notre Dame

Cathedral, Paris,
France

18 May 1538
three children

14 December 1542
Falkland Palace, Fife

aged 30

son of James IV
(primogeniture)

Mary I[64]

(Màiri Stiùbhairt)
1542–1567

8 December 1542
Linlithgow Palace

daughter of James V
and Mary of Guise

François II, King
of France

24 April 1558
no children

Henry Stuart,
Lord Darnley

Holyrood Palace,
Edinburgh
9 July 1565
one child

James Hepburn,

8 February 1587
Fotheringhay Castle,

Northamptonshire,
England

aged 44 (executed)

daughter of James V
(cognatic

primogeniture)
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4th Earl of
Bothwell

Holyrood Palace
15 May 1567
no children

James VI[65]

(Seumas VI
Stiùbhairt)

1567–1625

19 June 1566
Edinburgh Castle

son of Henry Stuart,
Lord Darnley and

Mary I

Anne of
Denmark

Old Bishop's
Palace, Oslo,

Norway
23 November

1589
seven children

27 March 1625
Theobalds House,

Hertfordshire, England
aged 58

son of Mary I
(primogeniture)

Charles I[66]

(Teàrlach I
Stiùbhairt)

1625–1649

19 November 1600
Dunfermline Palace,

Dunfermline
son of James VI and

Anne of Denmark

Henrietta Maria
of France

St Augustine's
Church,

Canterbury,
England

13 June 1625
nine children

30 January 1649
Palace of Whitehall,

Westminster, England
aged 48 (executed)

son of James VI
(primogeniture)

Charles II[67]

(Teàrlach II
Stiùbhairt)

1649–1651

29 May 1630
St James's Palace,

Westminster,
England

son of Charles I and
Henrietta Maria of

France

Catherine of
Braganza

Portsmouth,
England

14 May 1662
no children

6 February 1685
Palace of Whitehall,

Westminster, England
aged 54

son of Charles I
(primogeniture)

Third Interregnum (1651–1660) [edit]

Main article: Scotland under the Commonwealth

Monarchy of Scotland restored (third time) [edit]

House of Stuart restored (1660–1707) [edit]

With the Scottish Restoration, the Stuarts became Kings of Scotland once more but Scotland's rights were not respected. During the
reign of Charles II, the Scottish Parliament was dissolved and James was appointed Governor of Scotland. James II himself became
James VII in 1685. His Catholicism was not tolerated, and he was driven out of England after three years. In his place came his
daughter Mary and her husband William of Orange, the ruler of the Dutch Republic. The two were accepted as monarchs of Scotland
after a period of deliberation by the Scottish Parliament and ruled together as William II and Mary II.

An attempt to establish a Scottish colonial empire through the Darien Scheme, in rivalry to that of England, failed, leaving the Scottish
nobles who financed the venture for their profit bankrupt. This coincided with the accession of Queen Anne, daughter of James VII.
Anne had multiple children but none of these survived her, leaving as her heir her half-brother, James, then living in exile in France.
The English favored the Protestant Sophia of Hanover (a granddaughter of James VI) as heir. Many Scots preferred Prince James,
who as a Stuart was a Scot by ancestry, and threatened to break the Union of Crowns between England and Scotland by choosing
him for themselves. To preserve the union, the English elaborated a plan whereby the two Kingdoms of Scotland and England would
merge into a single Kingdom, the Kingdom of Great Britain, ruled by a common monarch, and with a single Parliament. Both national
parliaments agreed to this (the Scots albeit reluctantly, motivated primarily by the national finances), and some subterfuge as a total
majority of signatories were needed to ratify the Scottish parliament's assent, bribes, and payments. Thereafter, although monarchs
continued to rule over the nation of Scotland, they did so first as monarchs of Great Britain, and from 1801 of the United Kingdom.

Name Portrait Birth Marriage(s) Death Dynastic status

Charles II[67]

(Teàrlach II
Stiùbhairt)

1660–1685

29 May 1630
St James's Palace,

Westminster, England
son of Charles I and
Henrietta Maria of

France

Catherine of
Braganza

Portsmouth,
England

14 May 1662
no children

6 February 1685
Palace of Whitehall,

Westminster, England
aged 54

son of Charles I
(primogeniture)

James VII[68]

(Seumas VII

14 October 1633
St James's Palace,

Westminster, England

Anne Hyde
The Strand,

London, England
3 September

1660
eight children

16 September 1701
Château de Saint-
Germain-en-Laye,

son of Charles I
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Stiùbhairt)
1685–1688

son of Charles I and
Henrietta Maria of

France
Mary of Modena
Dover, England
21 November

1673
seven children

France
aged 67

(primogeniture)

Mary II[69]

(Màiri II Stiùbhairt)
1689–1694

30 April 1662
St James's Palace,

England
daughter of James VII

(II of England) and
Anne Hyde

St James's
Palace

4 November
1677

three children
(none survived

infancy)

28 December 1694
Kensington Palace,

England
aged 32

grandchildren of
Charles I (offered the

crown by the
Parliament)

William II[69]

(Uilleam Orains,
"William of
Orange")

1689–1702

4 November 1650
The Hague, Dutch

Republic
son of William II,

Prince of Orange and
Mary, Princess Royal

8 March 1702
Kensington Palace

aged 51

grandchildren of
Charles I (offered the

crown by the
Parliament)

Anne [70]

(Anna Stiùbhairt)
1702–1707

Queen of Great
Britain and Ireland

1707–1714

6 February 1665
St James's Palace

daughter of James VII
and Anne Hyde

George of
Denmark

St James's
Palace

28 July 1683
17 children

1 August 1714
Kensington Palace

aged 49

daughter of James VII
(primogeniture; Bill of

Rights 1689)

For the British monarchs see List of British monarchs.

Jacobite claimants [edit]

Main article: Jacobite succession

James VII continued to claim the thrones of England, Scotland, and Ireland. When he died in 1701, his son James inherited his
father's claims and called himself James VIII of Scotland and III of England and Ireland. He would continue to do so all his life, even
after the Kingdoms of England and Scotland were ended by their merging as the Kingdom of Great Britain. In 1715, a year after the
death of his sister, Queen Anne, and the accession of their cousin George of Hanover, James landed in Scotland and attempted to
claim the throne. He failed and was forced to flee back to the Continent. A second attempt by his son, Charles on behalf of his father,
in 1745, also failed. Both James's children died without legitimate issue, bringing the Stuart family to an end.

"James VIII", also known as The Old Pretender, son of James VII, was claimant from 1701 until he died in 1766.
"Charles III", also known as The Young Pretender and often called Bonnie Prince Charlie, son of James VIII, was claimant from his
father's death until his death in 1788 without legitimate issue.
"Henry I", brother of Charles III and youngest son of James VIII. Died unmarried in 1807.

After 1807, the Jacobite claims passed first to the House of Savoy (1807–1840), then to the Modenese branch of the House of
Habsburg-Lorraine (1840–1919), and finally to the House of Wittelsbach (since 1919). The current heir is Franz, Duke of Bavaria.
Neither he nor any of his predecessors since 1807 have pursued their claim.

Timeline of Scottish monarchs [edit]
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Acts of Union [edit]

See also: List of British monarchs

The Acts of Union were twin Parliamentary Acts passed during 1706 and 1707 by the Parliament of England and the Parliament of
Scotland, putting into effect the terms of the Treaty of Union, agreed on 22 July 1706, following prolonged negotiation between
Queen Anne's Commissioners representing both parliaments. The Acts joined the Kingdom of England and the Kingdom of Scotland
to form a united Kingdom of Great Britain.[71]

Scotland and England had shared a common monarch since the Union of the Crowns in 1603 when the Scottish king James VI
succeeded to the English throne. Although described as a Union of Crowns, before the Acts of Union of 1707, the crowns of the two
separate kingdoms had rested on the same head. Three unsuccessful attempts (in 1606, 1667, and 1689) were made to unite the
two kingdoms by Acts of Parliament, but it was not until the early 18th century that the idea had the will of both political
establishments to succeed, thereby bringing the two separate states together under a single parliament as well as a single monarch.

Coronation oath [edit]

The coronation oath was sworn by every Scottish monarch from James VI to Charles II and approved by the Estates of Parliament in
1567:

I, N.N., promise faithfully, in the presence of the eternal, my God, that I, enduring the whole Course of my Life, shall
serve the same Eternal, my God, to the utmost of my Power, accordingly as he required in his most Holy Word, revealed
and contained in the New and Old Testament; and according to the same Word shall maintain the true Religion of Jesus
Christ, the preaching of his Holy Word, and due and right administration of his Sacraments, now received and practised
within this Realm; and shall abolish and oppose all false Religion contrary to the same; and shall rule the People
committed to my Charge, according to the Will and Command of God, revealed in his foresaid Word, and according to
the lovable Laws and Constitutions received in this Realm, in no way repugnant to the said Word of the Eternal, my God;
and shall procure to my utmost to the Kirk of God and whole Christian people true and perfect Peace in all times coming;
the Rights and Rents, with all just privileges of the Crown of Scotland, I shall preserve and keep inviolate, neither shall I
transfer nor alienate the same; I shall forbid and repress in all Estates and all Degrees theft, Oppression and all kind of
Wrong; in all Judgements, I shall command and procure that Justice and Equity be kept to all creatures without
exception, as he be merciful to me and you that is the Lord and Father of all Mercies; and out of all my lands and empire
I shall be careful to root out all Heresy and Enemies to the true Worship of God, that shall be convicted by the true Kirk
of God of the foresaid Crimes; and these Things above-written I faithfully affirm by my solemn Oath.

The coronation oath is sworn by William II, Mary II and Anne was approved by the Parliament of Scotland on 18 April 1689.[72] The
oath was as follows:
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WE William and Mary, King and Queen of Scotland, faithfully promise and swear, by this our solemn Oath, in presence of
the Eternal God, that during the whole Course of our Life we will serve the same Eternal God, to the uttermost of our
Power, according as he has required in his most Holy Word, revealed and contained in the New and Old Testament; and
according to the same Word shall maintain the true Religion of Christ Jesus, the preaching of his Holy Word, and the
due and right Ministration of the Sacraments, now received and preached within the Realm of Scotland; and shall abolish
and gainstand all false Religion contrary to the same, and shall rule the People committed to our Charge, according to
the Will and Command of God, revealed in his aforesaid Word, and according to the laudable Laws and Constitutions
received in this Realm, no ways repugnant to the said Word of the Eternal God; and shall procure, to the utmost of our
power, to the Kirk of God, and whole Christian People, true and perfect Peace in all time coming. That we shall preserve
and keep inviolated the Rights and Rents, with all just Privileges of the Crown of Scotland, neither shall we transfer nor
alienate the same; that we shall forbid and repress in all Estates and Degrees, Reif, Oppression and all kind of Wrong.
And we shall command and procure, that Justice and Equity in all Judgments be kept to all Persons without exception, us
the Lord and Father of all Mercies shall be merciful to us. And we shall be careful to root out all Heretics and Enemies to
the true Worship of God, that shall be convicted by the true Kirk of God, of the aforesaid Crimes, out of our Lands and
Empire of Scotland. And we faithfully affirm the Things above-written by our solemn Oath.

See also [edit]

Scottish monarchs' family tree
Duke of Rothesay – The title of the heir apparent to the Scottish throne.
Holyrood Palace – The principal residence of the King of Scots.
His Grace – The style of address used by the King of Scots.
List of kings of Dál Riata
List of Kings of the Picts
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Notes [edit]

1. ^ Broun, Scottish Independence. pp. 71–97.
2. ^ "Kenneth I (r. 834–858)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
3. ^ Properly speaking, Coinneach should actually be Cionaodh, since Coinneach is

historically a separate name. However, in the modern language, both names have
converged.

4. ^ Skene, Chronicles, p. 83.
5. ^ "Donald I (r. 859–863)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
6. ^ "Constantine I (r. 863–877)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
7. ^ Skene, Chronicles, p. 85.
8. ^ "Aed (r. 877–878)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
9. ^ "Giric (r. 878–889)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.

10. ^ Skene, Chronicles, p. 87.
11. ^ "Donald II (r. 889–900)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
12. ^ Hudson, Celtic Kings, p. 58.
13. ^ "Constantine II (r. 900–943)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
14. ^ Skene, Chronicles, p. 91; Hudson, Celtic Kings, p. 65.
15. ^ "Malcolm I (r. 943–954)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
16. ^ Skene, Chronicles, p. 93.
17. ^ "Indulf (r. 954–962)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
18. ^ His name is a Gaelicisation of the Norse name Hildufr (or perhaps English Eadulf); it

occurs in various contemporary Gaelic forms, such as Iondolbh, found in the Duan
Albanach; Ildulb is used by some historians because it correctly represents the name
Hildulfr in Gaelic orthography; Eadwulf would perhaps be Idulb, hence that form is also
used sometimes. The name never came into wider use in the Scottish world, or the
Gaelic world more generally, and has no modern form. The name "Indulf" is a spelling
produced by later medieval French influence; Hudson, Celtic Kings, p, 89.

19. ^ Skene, Chronicles, p. 94.
20. ^ "Dubh or Duff (r. 962–967)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
21. ^ Duan Albanach, 23 here ; as Dub means "Black", "Dub the Black" is tautologous.
22. ^ "Culen or Colin (r. 967–971)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
23. ^ Skene, Chronicles, p. 95.
24. ^ "Kenneth II (r. 971–995)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
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46. ^ Later nickname. Latin Sanctus also means simply "Holy". David was never canonised.
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48. ^ Annals of Ulster, s.a. 1214.6; Annals of Loch Cé, s.a. 1213.10.
49. ^ "Alexander II (r. 1214-1249)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
50. ^ "Alexander III (r. 1249-1286)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
51. ^ "Margaret (r. 1286-1290)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
52. ^ "John Balliol (r. 1292-1296)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
53. ^ "Robert I (r. 1306-1329)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
54. ^ Robert The Bruce. Publisher: Heinemann. ISBN 0-431-05883-0.
55. ^ "Robert I (r. 1329-1371)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
56. ^ "Edward Balliol (r. for periods 1332-1356)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
57. ^ "Robert II (r. 1371-1390)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
58. ^ "Robert III (r. 1390-1406)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
59. ^ "James I (r. 1406-1437)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
60. ^ "James II (r. 1437-1460)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
61. ^ "James III (r. 1460-1488)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
62. ^ "James IV (r. 1488-1513)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
63. ^ "James V (r. 1513-1542)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
64. ^ "Mary, Queen of Scots (r. 1542-1567)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
65. ^ "James VI and I (r. 1567-1625)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
66. ^ "Charles I (r. 1625-1649)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
67.  ̂a b "Charles II (r. 1660-1685)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
68. ^ "James II (r. 1685-1688)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
69.  ̂a b "William II and III (r. 1689-1672) and Mary II (r. 1689-1694)" . royal.gov.uk.

Retrieved 1 July 2018.
70. ^ "Anne (r. 1702-1714)" . royal.gov.uk. Retrieved 1 July 2018.
71. ^ Welcome  Archived  15 October 2008 at the Wayback Machine parliament.uk,

accessed 7 October 2008
72. ^ Scottish Parliament Project .
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List of English monarchs

Great Britain during the early middle ages. Listed
in red are The Heptarchy, the collective name given to
the seven main Anglo-Saxon petty kingdoms located
in the southeastern two-thirds of the island that were
unified to form the Kingdom of England.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from King of the English)

This article is about English monarchs until 1707. For British monarchs since the Union of England and Scotland in 1707, see List of British monarchs.

This list of kings and queens of the Kingdom of England begins with Alfred the Great, who initially ruled Wessex, one of the seven Anglo-Saxon
kingdoms which later made up modern England. Alfred styled himself King of the Anglo-Saxons from about 886, and while he was not the first
king to claim to rule all of the English, his rule represents the start of the first unbroken line of kings to rule the whole of England, the House of
Wessex.[1]

Arguments are made for a few different kings thought to control enough Anglo-Saxon kingdoms to be deemed the first king of England. For
example, Offa of Mercia and Egbert of Wessex are sometimes described as kings of England by popular writers, but it is no longer the majority
view of historians that their wide dominions are part of a process leading to a unified England. Historian Simon Keynes states, for example, that
"Offa was driven by a lust for power, not a vision of English unity; and what he left was a reputation, not a legacy."[2] This refers to a period in the
late 8th century when Offa achieved a dominance over many of the kingdoms of southern England, but this did not survive his death in 796.[3][4]

In 829 Egbert of Wessex conquered Mercia, but he soon lost control of it. It was not until the late 9th century that one kingdom, Wessex, had
become the dominant Anglo-Saxon kingdom. Its king, Alfred the Great, was overlord of western Mercia and used the title King of the Angles and
Saxons, but he never ruled eastern and northern England, which was then known as the Danelaw, having earlier been conquered by the Danes
from Scandinavia. His son Edward the Elder conquered the eastern Danelaw, but Edward's son Æthelstan became the first king to rule the whole
of England when he conquered Northumbria in 927, and he is regarded by some modern historians as the first true king of England.[3][4] The title
"King of the English" or Rex Anglorum in Latin, was first used to describe Æthelstan in one of his charters in 928.

The Principality of Wales was incorporated into the Kingdom of England under the Statute of Rhuddlan in 1284, and in 1301 King Edward I
invested his eldest son, the future King Edward II, as Prince of Wales. Since that time, except for King Edward III, the eldest sons of all English
monarchs have borne this title.

After the death of Queen Elizabeth I without issue, in 1603, King James VI of Scotland also became James I of England, joining the crowns of
England and Scotland in personal union. By royal proclamation, James styled himself "King of Great Britain", but no such kingdom was actually
created until 1707, when England and Scotland united to form the new Kingdom of Great Britain, with a single British parliament sitting at
Westminster, during the reign of Queen Anne, marking the end of the Kingdom of England as a sovereign state.
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House of Wessex [edit]

For earlier monarchs of Wessex, see List of monarchs of Wessex.
Main article: House of Wessex

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Alfred the Great
(King of Wessex from 871)

c. 886
–

26 October 899

849

Son of Æthelwulf of Wessex
and Osburh

Ealhswith
Gainsborough

868
5 children

26 October 899
Aged about 50 or 51

Son of Æthelwulf of Wessex

Treaty of Wedmore

[5]

[6]

[7]

Edward the Elder
26 October 899

–
17 July 924

(24 years, 266 days)

c. 874

Son of Alfred
and Ealhswith

(1) Ecgwynn
c. 893

2 children

(2) Ælfflæd
c. 900

8 children

(3) Eadgifu
c. 919

4 children

17 July 924
Aged about 50

Son of Alfred [8]

Ælfweard[i]

c. 17 July 924
–

2 August 924[10]

(16 days)

c. 901[11]

Son of Edward the Elder
and Ælfflæd[11]

Unmarried?
No children

2 August 924[4]

Aged about 23[ii] Son of Edward the Elder

[13]

[14]

[15]

Æthelstan
924
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King of the Anglo-Saxons (924–927)
–

King of the English (927–939)
27 October 939
(14–15 years)

894

Son of Edward the Elder
and Ecgwynn

Unmarried
27 October 939
Aged about 45

Son of Edward the Elder
[16]

[17]

Edmund I
27 October 939

–
26 May 946

(6 years, 212 days)

c. 921

Son of Edward the Elder
and Eadgifu of Kent

(1) Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury
2 sons

(2) Æthelflæd of Damerham
944

No children

26 May 946
Pucklechurch

Killed in a brawl aged about 25
Son of Edward the Elder

[18]

[19]

[20]

Eadred
26 May 946

–
23 November 955

(9 years, 182 days)

c. 923

Son of Edward the Elder
and Eadgifu of Kent

Unmarried
23 November 955

Frome
Aged about 32

Son of Edward the Elder

[21]

[22]

[23]

Eadwig
23 November 955

–
1 October 959

(3 years, 313 days)

c. 940

Son of Edmund I
and Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury

Ælfgifu
No verified children

1 October 959
Aged about 19

Son of Edmund I

[24]

[25]

[26]

Edgar the Peaceful
1 October 959

–
8 July 975

(15 years, 281 days)

c. 943
Wessex

Son of Edmund I
and Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury

(1) Æthelflæd
c. 960
1 son

(2) Ælfthryth
c. 964
2 sons

8 July 975
Winchester

Aged 31
Son of Edmund I

[27]

[28]

[29]

Edward the Martyr
8 July 975

–
18 March 978

(2 years, 254 days)

c. 962

Son of Edgar the Peaceful
and Æthelflæd

Unmarried
18 March 978
Corfe Castle

Murdered aged about 16
Son of Edgar the Peaceful

[30]

[31]

(1st reign)[iii]

Æthelred
Æthelred the Unready

18 March 978
–

1013
(34–35 years)

c. 966

Son of Edgar the Peaceful
and Ælfthryth

(1) Ælfgifu of York
991

9 children

(2) Emma of Normandy
1002

3 children

23 April 1016
London

Aged about 48
Son of Edgar the Peaceful

[33]

[32]

[34]

House of Denmark [edit]

Main article: House of Knýtlinga

England came under the control of Sweyn Forkbeard, a Danish king, after an invasion in 1013, during which Æthelred abandoned the throne and went into exile in Normandy.

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Sweyn
Sweyn Forkbeard
25 December 1013

–
3 February 1014

(41 days)

c. 960
Denmark

Son of Harald Bluetooth
and Gyrid Olafsdottir of

Sweden

(1) Gunhild of Wenden
c. 990

7 children

(2) Sigrid the Haughty
c. 1000

1 daughter

3 February 1014
Gainsborough
Aged about 54

Right of conquest

[35]

[36]

[37]

House of Wessex (restored, first time) [edit]

Following the death of Sweyn Forkbeard, Æthelred the Unready returned from exile and was again proclaimed king on 3 February 1014. His son succeeded him after being chosen king by the
citizens of London and a part of the Witan,[38] despite ongoing Danish efforts to wrest the crown from the West Saxons.

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(2nd reign)

Æthelred
Æthelred the Unready

3 February 1014
–

23 April 1016
(2 years, 81 days)

c. 966

Son of Edgar the Peaceful
and Ælfthryth

(1) Ælfgifu of York
991

9 children

(2) Emma of Normandy
1002

3 children

23 April 1016
London

Aged about 48
Son of Edgar the Peaceful

[33]

[32]

[34]

Edmund Ironside
23 April 1016

–
30 November 1016

(222 days)

c. 990

Son of Æthelred
and Ælfgifu of York

Edith of East Anglia
2 children

30 November 1016
Glastonbury

Aged 26
Son of Æthelred

[38]

[39]

[40]

House of Denmark (restored) [edit]

Following the decisive Battle of Assandun on 18 October 1016, King Edmund signed a treaty with Cnut (Canute) under which all of England except for Wessex would be controlled by Cnut.[41] Upon
Edmund's death just over a month later on 30 November, Cnut ruled the whole kingdom as its sole king for nineteen years.

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Canute
Cnut the Great
18 October 1016

–
12 November 1035
(19 years, 26 days)

c. 995

Son of Sweyn Forkbeard
and Gunhilda of Poland

(1) Ælfgifu of Northampton
2 sons

(2) Emma of Normandy
1017

2 children

12 November 1035
Shaftesbury

Aged about 40

Son of Sweyn

Treaty of Deerhurst

[42]

[43]

Harold Harefoot
12 November 1035

–
17 March 1040[iv]

(4 years, 127 days)

c. 1016

Son of Cnut the Great
and Ælfgifu of Northampton

Ælfgifu?
1 son?

17 March 1040
Oxford

Aged about 24
Son of Cnut the Great

[45]

[44]

[46]
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Harthacnut
17 March 1040

–
8 June 1042

(2 years, 84 days)

1018

Son of Cnut the Great
and Emma of Normandy

Unmarried
8 June 1042

Lambeth
Aged about 24

Son of Cnut the Great

[47]

[48]

[49]

House of Wessex (restored, second time) [edit]

After Harthacnut, there was a brief Saxon Restoration between 1042 and 1066.

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Edward the Confessor
8 June 1042

–
5 January 1066

(23 years, 212 days)

c. 1003
Islip

Son of Æthelred
and Emma of Normandy

Edith of Wessex
23 January 1045

No children

5 January 1066
Westminster Palace

Aged about 63
Son of Æthelred [50]

House of Godwin [edit]

Main article: House of Godwin

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Harold Godwinson
6 January 1066

–
14 October 1066

(282 days)

c. 1022

Son of Godwin of Wessex
and Gytha Thorkelsdóttir

(1) Edith Swannesha
5 children

(2) Ealdgyth
c. 1064
2 sons

14 October 1066
Hastings

Died in the Battle of Hastings
aged 44

Supposedly named heir by
Edward the Confessor

Elected by the Witenagemot

[51]

Disputed claimant (House of Wessex) [edit]

After King Harold was killed at the Battle of Hastings, the Witan elected Edgar Ætheling as king, but by then the Normans controlled the country and Edgar never ruled. He submitted to King William
the Conqueror.

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(Title disputed)

Edgar Ætheling
15 October 1066

–
17 December 1066[v]

(64 days)

c. 1051

Son of Edward the Exile
and Agatha

Unmarried
1125 or 1126 
Aged about 75

Grandson of Edmund Ironside

Elected by the Witenagemot

[52]

[53]

House of Normandy [edit]

Main article: House of Normandy

In 1066, several rival claimants to the English throne emerged. Among them were Harold Godwinson (recognised as king by the Witenagemot after the death of Edward the Confessor), Harald
Hardrada (King of Norway who claimed to be the rightful heir of Harthacnut) and Duke William II of Normandy (vassal to the King of France, and first cousin once-removed of Edward the Confessor).
Harald and William both invaded separately in 1066. Godwinson successfully repelled the invasion by Hardrada, but ultimately lost the throne of England in the Norman conquest of England.

After the Battle of Hastings on 14 October 1066, William the Conqueror made permanent the recent removal of the capital from Winchester to London. Following the death of Harold Godwinson at
Hastings, the Anglo-Saxon Witenagemot elected as king Edgar Ætheling, the son of Edward the Exile and grandson of Edmund Ironside. The young monarch was unable to resist the invaders and
was never crowned. William was crowned King William I of England on Christmas Day 1066, in Westminster Abbey, and is today known as William the Conqueror, William the Bastard or William I.

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

William I
William the Conqueror[54]

25 December 1066
–

9 September 1087
(20 years, 259 days)

c. 1028
Falaise Castle

Son of Robert the Magnificent
and Herleva

Matilda of Flanders
Normandy

1053
9 children

9 September 1087
Rouen

Aged about 59[vi]

Supposedly named heir in
1052 by Edward the Confessor

First cousin once removed of
Edward the Confessor

Right of conquest

[55]

[56]

William II
William Rufus

26 September 1087[a]

–
2 August 1100

(12 years, 311 days)

c. 1056
Normandy

Son of William the Conqueror
and Matilda of Flanders

Unmarried
2 August 1100

New Forest
Shot with an arrow aged 44

Son of William I

Granted the Kingdom of
England over elder brother

Robert Curthose

[57]

[58]

Henry I
Henry Beauclerc
5 August 1100[b]

–
1 December 1135

(35 years, 119 days)

September 1068
Selby

Son of William the Conqueror
and Matilda of Flanders

(1) Matilda of Scotland
Westminster Abbey
11 November 1100

2 children

(2) Adeliza of Louvain
Windsor Castle

29 January 1121
No children

1 December 1135
Saint-Denis-en-Lyons

Aged 67[vii]

Son of William I

Seizure of the Crown (from
Robert Curthose)

[59] 
[58]

House of Blois [edit]

Main article: House of Blois

Henry I left no legitimate male heirs, his son William Adelin having died in the White Ship disaster. This ended the direct Norman line of kings in England. Henry named his eldest daughter, Matilda
(Countess of Anjou by her second marriage to Geoffrey Plantagenet, Count of Anjou, as well as widow of her first husband, Henry V, Holy Roman Emperor), as his heir. Before naming Matilda as
heir, he had been in negotiations to name his nephew Stephen of Blois as his heir. When Henry died, Stephen invaded England, and in a coup d'etat had himself crowned instead of Matilda. The
period which followed is known as The Anarchy, as parties supporting each side fought in open warfare both in Britain and on the continent for the better part of two decades.

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Stephen
Stephen of Blois

22 December 1135[c]

–
25 October 1154

(18 years, 308 days)

c. 1096
Blois

Son of Stephen II of Blois
and Adela of Normandy

Matilda of Boulogne
Westminster

1125
6 children

25 October 1154
Dover Castle

Aged about 58

Grandson of William I

Appointment / usurpation

[58]

[60]
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Disputed claimants [edit]

Matilda was declared heir presumptive by her father, Henry I, after the death of her brother on the White Ship, and acknowledged as such by the barons. Upon Henry I's death, the throne was
seized by Matilda's cousin, Stephen of Blois. During the ensuing Anarchy, Matilda controlled England for a few months in 1141—the first woman to do so—but was never crowned and is rarely listed
as a monarch of England.[viii]

Name Portrait Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(Title disputed)

Matilda
Empress Matilda

7 April 1141
–

1 November 1141
(209 days)

7 February 1102
Sutton Courtenay

Daughter of Henry I
and Edith of Scotland

(1) Henry V of the Holy Roman
Empire
Mainz

6 January 1114
No children

(2) Geoffrey Plantagenet
Le Mans Cathedral

22 May 1128
3 sons

10 September 1167
Rouen

Aged 65

Daughter of Henry I

Seizure of the Crown

[61]

[60]

Count Eustace IV of Boulogne (c. 1130 – 17 August 1153) was appointed co-king of England by his father, King Stephen, on 6 April 1152, in order to guarantee his succession to the throne (as
was the custom in France, but not in England). The Pope and the Church would not agree to this, and Eustace was not crowned. Eustace died the next year aged 23, during his father's lifetime, and
so never became king in his own right.[62]

House of Anjou [edit]

Main article: Angevin kings of England

King Stephen came to an agreement with Matilda in November 1153 with the signing of the Treaty of Wallingford, where Stephen recognised Henry, son of Matilda and her second husband Geoffrey
Plantagenet, Count of Anjou, as the designated heir. The royal house descended from Matilda and Geoffrey is widely known by two names, the House of Anjou (after Geoffrey's title as Count of
Anjou) or the House of Plantagenet, after his sobriquet. Some historians prefer to group the subsequent kings into two groups, before and after the loss of the bulk of their French possessions,
although they are not different royal houses.

The Angevins (from the French term meaning "from Anjou") ruled over the Angevin Empire during the 12th and 13th centuries, an area stretching from the Pyrenees to Ireland. They did not regard
England as their primary home until most of their continental domains were lost by King John. The direct, eldest male line from Henry II includes monarchs commonly grouped together as the House
of Plantagenet, which was the name given to the dynasty after the loss of most of their continental possessions, while cadet branches of this line became known as the House of Lancaster and the
House of York during the War of the Roses.

The Angevins formulated England's royal coat of arms, which usually showed other kingdoms held or claimed by them or their successors, although without representation of Ireland for quite some
time. Dieu et mon droit was first used as a battle cry by Richard I in 1198 at the Battle of Gisors, when he defeated the forces of Philip II of France[63][64] It has generally been used as the motto of
English monarchs since being adopted by Edward III.[63]

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Henry II
Henry Curtmantle

19 December 1154[d]

–
6 July 1189

(34 years, 200 days)

5 March 1133
Le Mans

Son of Geoffrey V of Anjou
and Matilda

Eleanor of Aquitaine
Bordeaux Cathedral

18 May 1152
8 children

6 July 1189
Chinon

Aged 56[ix]

Grandson of Henry I

Treaty of Wallingford

[65] 
[66]

Richard I
Richard the Lionheart

3 September 1189[e]

–
6 April 1199

(9 years, 216 days)

8 September 1157
Beaumont Palace

Son of Henry II
and Eleanor of Aquitaine

Berengaria of Navarre
Limassol

12 May 1191
No children

6 April 1199
Châlus

Shot by a quarrel aged
41[x]

Son of Henry II

Primogeniture

[67]

[66]

John
John Lackland
27 May 1199[f]

–
19 October 1216

(17 years, 146 days)

24 December 1166
Beaumont Palace

Son of Henry II
and Eleanor of Aquitaine

(1) Isabel of Gloucester
Marlborough Castle

29 August 1189
No children

(2) Isabella of Angoulême
Bordeaux Cathedral

24 August 1200
5 children

19 October 1216
Newark-on-Trent

Aged 49[xi]

Son of Henry II

Proximity of blood

[68] 
[69]

Henry II named his son, another Henry (1155–1183), as co-ruler with him but this was a Norman custom of designating an heir, and the younger Henry did not outlive his father and rule in his own
right, so he is not counted as a monarch on lists of kings.

Disputed claimant [edit]

Louis VIII of France briefly won two-thirds of England over to his side from May 1216 to September 1217 at the conclusion of the First Barons' War against King John. Prince Louis landed on the
isle of Thanet, off the north Kent coast, on 21 May 1216, and marched more or less unopposed to London, where the streets were lined with cheering crowds. At a grand ceremony in St. Paul's
Cathedral, on 2 June 1216, in the presence of numerous English clergy and nobles, the Mayor of London and Alexander II of Scotland, Prince Louis was proclaimed King Louis I of England (though
not crowned). In less than a month, King Louis I controlled more than half of the country and enjoyed the support of two-thirds of the barons. By signing the Treaty of Lambeth in September 1217,
Louis gained 10,000 marks and agreed he had never been the legitimate king of England.[70] King Louis I of England remains to this day one of the least known kings to have ruled over England.[71]

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim

(Title disputed)

Louis I of England
Louis VIII the Lion

2 June 1216
–

20 September 1217
(1 year, 111 days)

5 September 1187
Paris

Son of Philip II of France
and Isabella of Hainault

Blanche of Castile
Port-Mort

23 May 1200
13 children

8 November 1226
Montpensier

Aged 39

Right of conquest

Offered by the Barons
Grandson-in-law of Henry
II[72]

House of Plantagenet [edit]

Main article: House of Plantagenet

The House of Plantagenet takes its name from Geoffrey Plantagenet, Count of Anjou, husband of the Empress Matilda and father of Henry II. The name Plantagenet itself was unknown as a family
name per se until Richard of York adopted it as his family name in the 15th century. It has since been retroactively applied to English monarchs from Henry II onward. It is common among modern
historians to refer to Henry II and his sons as the "Angevins" due to their vast continental Empire, and most of the Angevin kings before John spent more time in their continental possessions than in
England.

It is from the time of Henry III, after the loss of most of the family's continental possessions, that the Plantagenet kings became more English in nature. The Houses of Lancaster and York are cadet
branches of the House of Plantagenet.
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Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Henry III
Henry of Winchester

28 October 1216[g]

–
16 November 1272
(56 years, 20 days)

1 October 1207
Winchester Castle

Son of John
and Isabella of Angoulême

Eleanor of Provence
Canterbury Cathedral

14 January 1236
5 children

16 November 1272
Westminster Palace

Aged 65

Son of John

Primogeniture

[73]

[69]

Edward I
Edward Longshanks
20 November 1272[h]

–
7 July 1307

(34 years, 230 days)

17 June 1239
Palace of Westminster

Son of Henry III
and Eleanor of Provence

(1) Eleanor of Castile
Abbey of Santa María la

Real de Las Huelgas
18 October 1254

16 children

(2) Margaret of France
Canterbury

10 September 1299
3 children

7 July 1307
Burgh by Sands

Aged 68

Son of Henry III

Primogeniture

[74]

[75]

Edward II
Edward of Caernarfon

8 July 1307[i]

–
20 January 1327

(19 years, 197 days)

25 April 1284
Caernarfon Castle

Son of Edward I
and Eleanor of Castile

Isabella of France
Boulogne Cathedral

24 January 1308
4 children

21 September 1327
Berkeley Castle

Murdered aged 43[xii]

Son of Edward I

Primogeniture

[77]

[78]

Edward III
25 January 1327[j]

–
21 June 1377

(50 years, 148 days)

13 November 1312
Windsor Castle

Son of Edward II
and Isabella of France

Philippa of Hainault
York Minster

25 January 1328
14 children

21 June 1377
Sheen Palace

Aged 64

Son of Edward II

Primogeniture

[79]

[78]

Richard II
22 June 1377[k]

–
29 September 1399
(22 years, 100 days)

6 January 1367
Bordeaux

Son of Edward the Black
Prince

and Joan of Kent

(1) Anne of Bohemia
14 January 1382

No children

(2) Isabella of Valois
Calais

4 November 1396
No children

14 February 1400
Pontefract Castle

Aged 33

Grandson of Edward III

Primogeniture

[80]

[81]

House of Lancaster [edit]
Main article: House of Lancaster

This house descended from Edward III's third surviving son, John of Gaunt. Henry IV seized power from Richard II (and also displaced the next in line to the throne, Edmund Mortimer (then aged 7), a
descendant of Edward III's second son, Lionel of Antwerp).

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Henry IV
Henry of Bolingbroke

30 September 1399[l]

–
20 March 1413

(13 years, 172 days)

15 April 1367
Bolingbroke Castle

Son of John of Gaunt
and Blanche of Lancaster

(1) Mary de Bohun
Arundel Castle
27 July 1380

6 children

(2) Joanna of Navarre
Winchester Cathedral

7 February 1403
No children

20 March 1413
Westminster Abbey

Aged 45

Grandson / heir male of
Edward III

Usurpation / agnatic
primogeniture

[82]

[83]

[81]

Henry V
21 March 1413[m]

–
31 August 1422

(9 years, 164 days)

16 September 1386
Monmouth Castle

Son of Henry IV
and Mary de Bohun

Catherine of Valois
Troyes Cathedral

2 June 1420
1 son

31 August 1422
Château de Vincennes

Aged 35

Son of Henry IV

Agnatic primogeniture

[84]

[85]

[86]

(1st reign)

Henry VI
1 September 1422[n]

–
4 March 1461

(38 years, 185 days)

6 December 1421
Windsor Castle

Son of Henry V
and Catherine of Valois

Margaret of Anjou
Titchfield Abbey

22 April 1445
1 son

21 May 1471
Tower of London

Allegedly murdered aged
49

Son of Henry V

Agnatic primogeniture

[87]

[86]

House of York [edit]
Main article: House of York

The House of York claimed the right to the throne through Edward III's second surviving son, Lionel of Antwerp, but it inherited its name from Edward's fourth surviving son, Edmund of Langley, first
Duke of York.

The Wars of the Roses (1455–1485) saw the throne pass back and forth between the rival houses of Lancaster and York.

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(1st reign)

Edward IV
4 March 1461[o]

–
3 October 1470

(9 years, 214 days)

28 April 1442
Rouen

Son of Richard of York
and Cecily Neville

Elizabeth Woodville
Grafton Regis
1 May 1464
10 children

9 April 1483
Westminster Palace

Aged 40

Great-great-grandson / heir
general of Edward III

Seizure of the Crown

Cognatic primogeniture

[88]

House of Lancaster (restored) [edit]

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(2nd reign)

Henry VI
3 October 1470

6 December 1421
Windsor Castle

Margaret of Anjou
Titchfield Abbey

21 May 1471
Tower of London Son of Henry V

[87]
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–
11 April 1471

(191 days)

Son of Henry V
and Catherine of Valois

22 April 1445
1 son

Allegedly murdered aged
49

Seizure of the Crown

House of York (restored) [edit]

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(2nd reign)

Edward IV
11 April 1471

–
9 April 1483

(11 years, 364 days)

28 April 1442
Rouen

Son of Richard of York
and Cecily Neville

Elizabeth Woodville
Grafton Regis
1 May 1464
10 children

9 April 1483
Westminster Palace

Aged 40

Great-great-grandson / heir
general of Edward III

Seizure of the Crown

Cognatic primogeniture

[88]

Edward V
9 April 1483

–
25 June 1483[xiii]

(78 days)

2 November 1470
Westminster

Son of Edward IV
and Elizabeth Woodville

Unmarried

Disappeared mid-1483
London

Allegedly murdered aged
12

Son of Edward IV

Cognatic primogeniture

[89]

[90]

[86]

Richard III
26 June 1483[p]

–
22 August 1485

(2 years, 58 days)

2 October 1452
Fotheringhay Castle

Son of Richard of York
and Cecily Neville

Anne Neville
Westminster Abbey

12 July 1472
1 son

22 August 1485
Bosworth Field

Killed in battle aged 32[xiv]

Great-great-grandson of
Edward III

Titulus Regius

[91]

[92]

House of Tudor [edit]

Main articles: House of Tudor and Tudor period

The Tudors descended in the female line from John Beaufort, one of the illegitimate children of John of Gaunt (third surviving son of Edward III), by Gaunt's long-term mistress Katherine Swynford.
Those descended from English monarchs only through an illegitimate child would normally have no claim on the throne, but the situation was complicated when Gaunt and Swynford eventually
married in 1396 (25 years after John Beaufort's birth). In view of the marriage, the church retroactively declared the Beauforts legitimate via a papal bull the same year.[93] Parliament did the same in
an Act in 1397.[94] A subsequent proclamation by John of Gaunt's legitimate son, King Henry IV, also recognised the Beauforts' legitimacy, but declared them ineligible ever to inherit the throne.[95]

Nevertheless, the Beauforts remained closely allied with Gaunt's other descendants, the Royal House of Lancaster.

John Beaufort's granddaughter Lady Margaret Beaufort was married to Edmund Tudor. Tudor was the son of Welsh courtier Owain Tudur (anglicised to Owen Tudor) and Catherine of Valois, the
widow of the Lancastrian King Henry V. Edmund Tudor and his siblings were either illegitimate, or the product of a secret marriage, and owed their fortunes to the goodwill of their legitimate half-
brother King Henry VI. When the House of Lancaster fell from power, the Tudors followed.

By the late 15th century, the Tudors were the last hope for the Lancaster supporters. Edmund Tudor's son became king as Henry VII after defeating Richard III at the Battle of Bosworth Field in
1485, winning the Wars of the Roses. King Henry married Elizabeth of York, daughter of Edward IV, thereby uniting the Lancastrian and York lineages. (See family tree.)

With Henry VIII's break from the Roman Catholic Church, the monarch became the Supreme Head of the Church of England and of the Church of Ireland. Elizabeth I's title became the Supreme
Governor of the Church of England.

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Henry VII
22 August 1485[q]

–
21 April 1509

(23 years, 243 days)

28 January 1457
Pembroke Castle

Son of Edmund Tudor
and Margaret Beaufort

Elizabeth of York
Westminster Abbey

18 January 1486
8 children

21 April 1509
Richmond Palace

Aged 52

Great-great-great-grandson
of Edward III

Right of conquest

[96]

Henry VIII
22 April 1509[r]

–
28 January 1547

(37 years, 282 days)

28 June 1491
Greenwich Palace

Son of Henry VII
and Elizabeth of York

(1) Catherine of Aragon
Greenwich

11 June 1509
1 daughter

(2) Anne Boleyn
Westminster Palace
25 January 1533[xv]

1 daughter

(3) Jane Seymour
Whitehall Palace

30 May 1536
1 son

3 further marriages
No more children

28 January 1547
Whitehall Palace

Aged 55

Son of Henry VII

Primogeniture

[97]

[98]

Edward VI
28 January 1547[s]

–
6 July 1553

(6 years, 160 days)

12 October 1537
Hampton Court Palace

Son of Henry VIII
and Jane Seymour

Unmarried
6 July 1553

Greenwich Palace
Aged 15

Son of Henry VIII

Primogeniture
[99]

Disputed claimant [edit]

Edward VI named Lady Jane Grey as his heir in his will, overruling the order of succession laid down by Parliament in the Third Succession Act. Four days after his death on 6 July 1553, Jane was
proclaimed queen—the first of three Tudor women to be proclaimed queen regnant. Nine days after the proclamation, on 19 July, the Privy Council switched allegiance and proclaimed Edward VI's
Catholic half-sister Mary queen. Jane was executed for treason in 1554, aged 16.

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(Title disputed)

Jane
10 July 1553

–
19 July 1553

(Overthrown after 9 days)

October 1537
Bradgate Park

Daughter of the 1st Duke
of Suffolk

and Frances Brandon

Guildford Dudley
The Strand

21 May 1553
No children

12 February 1554
Tower of London
Executed aged 16

Great-granddaughter of
Henry VII

Devise for the Succession

[100]

[101]

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Mary I
Bloody Mary
19 July 1553[t]

–

18 February 1516
Greenwich Palace

Philip II of Spain
Winchester Cathedral

25 July 1554

17 November 1558
St James's Palace

Daughter of Henry VIII

Third Succession Act
[102]
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17 November 1558
(5 years, 122 days)

Daughter of Henry VIII
and Catherine of Aragon

No children Aged 42

(Jure uxoris)

Philip
25 July 1554[xvi]

–
17 November 1558
(4 years, 116 days)

21 May 1527
Valladolid

Son of Charles V of the
Holy Roman Empire

and Isabella of Portugal

Mary I of England
Winchester Cathedral

25 July 1554
No children

3 other marriages
7 children

13 September 1598
El Escorial
Aged 71

Husband of Mary I

Act for the Marriage of
Queen Mary to Philip of

Spain

N/A

Under the terms of the marriage treaty between Philip I of Naples (Philip II of Spain from 15 January 1556) and Queen Mary I, Philip was to enjoy Mary's titles and
honours for as long as their marriage should last. All official documents, including Acts of Parliament, were to be dated with both their names, and Parliament was to be
called under the joint authority of the couple. An Act of Parliament gave him the title of king and stated that he "shall aid her Highness … in the happy administration of her
Grace's realms and dominions"[103] (although elsewhere the Act stated that Mary was to be "sole queen"). Nonetheless, Philip was to co-reign with his wife.[104]

As the new King of England could not read English, it was ordered that a note of all matters of state should be made in Latin or Spanish.[104][105][106] Coins were minted
showing the heads of both Mary and Philip, and the coat of arms of England (pictured right) was impaled with Philip's to denote their joint reign.[107][108] Acts were passed
in England which made it high treason to deny Philip's royal authority (see Treason Act 1554) and Ireland.[109] In 1555, Pope Paul IV issued a papal bull recognising Philip
and Mary as rightful King and Queen of Ireland.

Main article: Elizabethan era

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

Elizabeth I
17 November 1558[u]

–
24 March 1603

(44 years, 128 days)

7 September 1533
Greenwich Palace

Daughter of Henry VIII
and Anne Boleyn

Unmarried
24 March 1603

Richmond Palace
Aged 69

Daughter of Henry VIII

Third Succession Act
[110]

House of Stuart [edit]

Main articles: House of Stuart, Stuart period, Jacobean era, and Caroline era

Following the death of Elizabeth I in 1603 without issue, her first cousin twice removed, King James VI of Scotland, succeeded to the English throne as James I in the Union of the Crowns. James was
descended from the Tudors through his great-grandmother, Margaret Tudor, the eldest daughter of Henry VII and wife of James IV of Scotland. In 1604, he adopted the title King of Great Britain.
However, the two parliaments remained separate until the Acts of Union 1707.[111]

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

James I
24 March 1603[v]

–
27 March 1625

(22 years, 4 days)

19 June 1566
Edinburgh Castle

Son of Lord Darnley
and Mary I of Scotland

Anne of Denmark
Oslo

23 November 1589
7 children

27 March 1625
Theobalds House

Aged 58

Great-great-grandson /
heir general of Henry VII

[112]

Charles I
27 March 1625[w]

–
30 January 1649

(23 years, 310 days)

19 November 1600
Dunfermline Palace

Son of James I
and Anne of Denmark

Henrietta Maria of France
St Augustine's Abbey

13 June 1625
9 children

30 January 1649
Whitehall Palace

Executed aged 48

Son of James I

Cognatic primogeniture
[113]

Interregnum [edit]

Main articles: Commonwealth of England and Interregnum (1649–1660)

No monarch reigned between the execution of Charles I in 1649 and the Restoration of Charles II in 1660. Between 1649 and 1653, there was no single English head of state, as England was ruled
directly by the Rump Parliament with the English Council of State acting as executive power during a period known as the Commonwealth of England. After a coup d'etat in 1653, Oliver Cromwell
forcibly took control of England from Parliament. He dissolved the Rump Parliament at the head of a military force and England entered a period known as The Protectorate, under Cromwell's direct
control with the title Lord Protector.

It was within the power of the Lord Protector to choose his heir and Oliver Cromwell chose his eldest son, Richard Cromwell, to succeed him. Richard lacked both the ability to rule and the
confidence of the Army, and was forcibly removed by the English Committee of Safety under the leadership of Charles Fleetwood in May 1659. England again lacked any single head of state during
several months of conflict between Fleetwood's party and that of George Monck. Monck took control of the country in December 1659, and after almost a year of anarchy, the monarchy was formally
restored when Charles II returned from France to accept the throne of England. This was following the Declaration of Breda and an invitation to reclaim the throne from the Convention Parliament of
1660.

Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death
Lords Protector

Oliver Cromwell
16 December 1653

–
3 September 1658[114]

(4 years, 262 days)

25 April 1599
Huntingdon[114]

Son of Robert Cromwell
and Elizabeth Steward[115]

Elizabeth Bourchier
St Giles[116]

22 August 1620
9 children[114]

3 September 1658
Whitehall

Aged 59[114]

Richard Cromwell
Tumbledown Dick
3 September 1658

–
7 May 1659[117]

(247 days)

4 October 1626
Huntingdon

Son of Oliver Cromwell
and Elizabeth Bourchier[117]

Dorothy Maijor
May 1649

9 children[117]

12 July 1712
Cheshunt

Aged 85[118]

House of Stuart (restored) [edit]

Main article: Restoration (England)

After the Monarchy was restored, England came under the rule of Charles II, whose reign was relatively peaceful domestically, given the tumultuous time of the Interregnum years. Tensions still
existed between Catholics and Protestants. With the ascension of Charles's brother, the openly Catholic James II, England was again sent into a period of political turmoil.

James II was ousted by Parliament less than three years after ascending to the throne, replaced by his daughter Mary II and her husband (also his nephew) William III during the Glorious Revolution.
While James and his descendants would continue to claim the throne, all Catholics (such as James and his son Charles) were barred from the throne by the Act of Settlement 1701, enacted by
Anne, another of James's Protestant daughters. After the Acts of Union 1707, England as a sovereign state ceased to exist, replaced by the new Kingdom of Great Britain.
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Name Portrait Arms Birth Marriages Death Claim Ref.

(Recognised by Royalists in 1649)

Charles II
29 May 1660[x]

–
6 February 1685

(24 years, 254 days)

29 May 1630
St James's Palace

Son of Charles I
and Henrietta Maria of

France

Catherine of Braganza
Portsmouth

21 May 1662
No children

6 February 1685
Whitehall Palace

Aged 54

Son of Charles I

Cognatic primogeniture

English Restoration

[119]

[120]

James II
6 February 1685[y]

–
23 December 1688

(Overthrown after 3 years,
321 days)

14 October 1633
St James's Palace

Son of Charles I
and Henrietta Maria of

France

(1) Anne Hyde
The Strand

3 September 1660
8 children

(2) Mary of Modena
Dover

21 November 1673
7 children

16 September 1701
Château de Saint-Germain-

en-Laye
Aged 67

Son of Charles I

Cognatic primogeniture
[121]

Mary II
13 February 1689[z]

–
28 December 1694
(5 years, 319 days)

30 April 1662
St James's Palace

Daughter of James II
and Anne Hyde

William III of England
St James's Palace
4 November 1677

No children

28 December 1694
Kensington Palace

Aged 32

Daughter of James II

Offered the Crown by
Parliament

[122]

William III
William of Orange
13 February 1689[z]

–
8 March 1702

(13 years, 24 days)

4 November 1650
The Hague

Son of William II of Orange
and Mary of England

Mary II of England
St James's Palace
4 November 1677

No children

8 March 1702
Kensington Palace

Aged 51

Grandson of Charles I

Offered the Crown by
Parliament

[123]

[122]

Anne
8 March 1702[aa]

–
1 May 1707[124]

(5 years, 55 days)
(Queen of Great Britain until

1 August 1714)
(12 years, 147 days)

6 February 1665
St James's Palace

Daughter of James II
and Anne Hyde

George of Denmark
St James's Palace

28 July 1683
No surviving children

1 August 1714
Kensington Palace

Aged 49

Daughter of James II

Cognatic primogeniture

Bill of Rights 1689

[125]

After the Acts of Union 1707 See List of British monarchs.

Acts of Union [edit]

The Acts of Union 1707 were a pair of Parliamentary Acts passed during 1706 and 1707 by the Parliament of England and the Parliament of Scotland to put into effect the Treaty of Union agreed on
22 July 1706. The acts joined the Kingdom of England and the Kingdom of Scotland (previously separate sovereign states, with separate legislatures but with the same monarch) into the Kingdom of
Great Britain.[126]

England, Scotland, and Ireland had shared a monarch for more than a hundred years, since the Union of the Crowns in 1603, when King James VI of Scotland inherited the English and Irish thrones
from his first cousin twice removed, Queen Elizabeth I. Although described as a Union of Crowns, until 1707 there were in fact two separate crowns resting on the same head.

There had been attempts in 1606, 1667, and 1689, to unite England and Scotland by Acts of Parliament but it was not until the early 18th century that the idea had the support of both political
establishments behind it, albeit for rather different reasons.

Timeline of English monarchs [edit]

Titles [edit]

Main article: Style of the British sovereign

The standard title for all monarchs from Æthelstan until the time of King John was Rex Anglorum ("King of the English"). In addition, many of the pre-Norman kings assumed extra titles, as follows:

Æthelstan: Rex totius Britanniae ("King of the Whole of Britain")
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Edmund the Magnificent: Rex Britanniæ ("King of Britain") and Rex Anglorum cæterarumque gentium gobernator et rector ("King of the English and of other peoples governor and director")
Eadred: Regis qui regimina regnorum Angulsaxna, Norþhymbra, Paganorum, Brettonumque ("Reigning over the governments of the kingdoms of the Anglo-Saxons, Northumbrians, Pagans, and
British")
Eadwig the Fair: Rex nutu Dei Angulsæxna et Northanhumbrorum imperator paganorum gubernator Breotonumque propugnator ("King by the will of God, Emperor of the Anglo-Saxons and
Northumbrians, governor of the pagans, commander of the British")
Edgar the Peaceful: Totius Albionis finitimorumque regum basileus ("King of all Albion and its neighbouring realms")
Cnut the Great: Rex Anglorum totiusque Brittannice orbis gubernator et rector ("King of the English and of all the British sphere governor and ruler") and Brytannie totius Anglorum monarchus
("Monarch of all the English of Britain")

In the Norman period Rex Anglorum remained standard, with occasional use of Rex Anglie ("King of England"). The Empress Matilda styled herself Domina Anglorum ("Lady of the English").

From the time of King John onwards all other titles were eschewed in favour of Rex or Regina Anglie.

In 1604 James I, who had inherited the English throne the previous year, adopted the title (now usually rendered in English rather than Latin) King of Great Britain. The English and Scottish
parliaments, however, did not recognise this title until the Acts of Union of 1707 under Queen Anne (who was Queen of Great Britain rather than king).[xvii]

See also [edit]

Alternative successions of the English crown
Bretwalda
Demise of the Crown
English monarchs' family tree
Family tree of English and British monarchs
Heptarchy
List of English consorts
List of British monarchs
List of Irish monarchs
List of monarchs of the British Isles by cause of death
List of monarchs of Wessex, AD 519 to 927
Lists of monarchs in the British Isles
List of rulers of the United Kingdom and predecessor states
List of rulers of Wales
List of Scottish monarchs
Line of succession to the British throne, a list of people
Mnemonic verses of monarchs in England
Succession to the British throne, a historical overview and current rules

Notes [edit]

i. ^ There is some evidence that Ælfweard of Wessex may have been king in 924, between his father Edward the Elder and his brother Æthelstan, although he was not crowned. A 12th-century list of kings gives
him a reign length of four weeks, though one manuscript of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle says he died only 16 days after his father.[9] However, the fact that he ruled is not accepted by all historians. Also, it is
unclear whether—if Ælfweard was declared king—it was over the whole kingdom or of Wessex only. One interpretation of the ambiguous evidence is that when Edward died, Ælfweard was declared king in
Wessex and Æthelstan in Mercia.[4]

ii. ^ Ælfweard is buried at Winchester.[12]

iii. ^ Æthelred was forced to go into exile in mid-1013, following Danish attacks, but was invited back following Sweyn Forkbeard's death in 1014.[32]

iv. ^ Harold was only recognised as Regent until 1037, when he was recognised as king.[44]

v. ^ After reigning for approximately 9 weeks, Edgar Atheling submitted to William the Conqueror, who had gained control of the area to the south and immediate west of London.[52]

vi. ^ William I is buried at the Abbey of Saint-Étienne (French: Abbaye aux Hommes) in France.
vii. ^ Henry I is buried at Reading Abbey.
viii. ^ Matilda is not listed as a monarch of England in many genealogies within texts, including Carpenter, David (2003). A Struggle for Mastery. p. 533.; Warren, W.L. (1973). Henry II . p. 176 .; and Gillingham,

John (1984). The Angevin Empire. p. x..
ix. ^ Henry II is buried at Fontevraud Abbey.
x. ^ Richard II was buried at Rouen Cathedral. His body currently lies at Fontevraud Abbey.
xi. ^ John is buried at Worcester Cathedral.
xii. ^ The date of Edward II's death is disputed by historian Ian Mortimer, who argues that he may not have been murdered, but held imprisoned in Europe for several more years.[76]

xiii. ^ Edward V was deposed by Richard III, who usurped the throne on the grounds that Edward was illegitimate. He was never crowned.[89]

xiv. ^ The body of Richard III was exhumed and reburied in Leicester Cathedral in 2015.
xv. ^ Edward Hall and Raphael Holinshed both record an earlier secret wedding between Henry and Anne, which was conducted in Dover on 15 November 1532.
xvi. ^ Philip was not meant to be a mere consort; rather, the status of Mary I's husband was envisioned as that of a co-monarch during her reign. (See Act for the Marriage of Queen Mary to Philip of Spain.)

However the extent of his authority and his status are ambiguous. The Act says that Philip shall have the title of king and "shall aid her Highness ... in the happy administration of her Grace's realms and
dominions", but elsewhere says that Mary shall be the sole Queen.

xvii. ^ After the personal union of the crowns, James was the first to style himself King of Great Britain, but the title was rejected by the English Parliament and had no basis in law. The Parliament of Scotland also
opposed it.[127] (See also Union Flag.)
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Coronations [edit]

a. ^ William II was crowned on 26 September 1087.
b. ^ Henry I was crowned on 5 August 1100.
c. ^ Stephen was crowned on 22 December 1135.
d. ^ Henry II was crowned on 19 December 1154 with his queen, Eleanor of Aquitaine.
e. ^ Richard I was crowned on 3 September 1189.
f. ^ John was crowned on 27 May 1199.

g. ^ Henry III was crowned on 28 October 1216.
h. ^ Edward I was crowned on 19 August 1274 with Queen Eleanor.
i. ^ Edward II was crowned on 25 February 1308 with Queen Isabella.
j. ^ Edward III was crowned on 1 February 1327.

k. ^ Richard II was crowned on 16 July 1377.
l. ^ Henry IV was crowned on 13 October 1399.

m. ^ Henry V was crowned on 9 April 1413.
n. ^ Henry VI was crowned on 6 November 1429.
o. ^ Edward IV was crowned on 28 June 1461.
p. ^ Richard III was crowned on 6 July 1483 with Queen Anne.
q. ^ Henry VII was crowned on 30 October 1485.
r. ^ Henry VIII was crowned on 24 June 1509 with Queen Catherine.
s. ^ Edward VI was crowned on 20 February 1547.
t. ^ Mary I was crowned on 1 October 1553.
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t. ^ Mary I was crowned on 1 October 1553.
u. ^ Elizabeth I was crowned on 15 January 1559.
v. ^ James I was crowned on 25 July 1603 with Queen Anne.

w. ^ Charles I was crowned on 2 February 1626.
x. ^ Charles II was crowned on 23 April 1661.
y. ^ James II was crowned on 23 April 1685 with Mary of Modena.
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Kinga of Poland

Saint Kinga of Poland

Born 5 March 1234
Esztergom, Kingdom of Hungary

Died 24 July 1292 (aged 68)
Stary Sącz, Kingdom of Poland

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 11 June 1690 by Pope Alexander
VIII

Canonized 16 June 1999 by Pope John Paul
II

Feast 24 July

Attributes depicted as an abbess; crown

Patronage Poland, Lithuania

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Kunegunda" redirects here. For other uses, see Kunegunda (disambiguation).

Kinga of Poland (also known as Cunegunda; Polish: Święta
Kinga, Hungarian: Szent Kinga) (5 March 1234 – 24 July 1292) is
a saint in the Catholic Church and patroness of Poland and
Lithuania.[1][2]
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Biography [edit]

She was born in Esztergom, Kingdom of Hungary, the daughter of
King Béla IV of Hungary and Maria Laskarina. She was a niece of
Elizabeth of Hungary and great-niece of Hedwig of Andechs.
Kinga's sisters were Margaret of Hungary and Jolenta of Poland.
She reluctantly married Bolesław V ("the Chaste") and became
princess when her husband ascended the throne as High Duke of
Poland.[3] Despite the marriage, the devout couple took up a vow
of chastity. The marriage was largely arranged by, and the vow of
chastity patterned after that of Bolesław's sister, Salomea of
Poland.[4]

During her reign Kinga got involved in charitable works such as
visiting the poor and helping the lepers. When her husband died in
1279, she sold all her material possessions and gave the money
to the poor. She soon did not want any part in governing the
kingdom which was left to her, and decided to become a Poor
Clare nun in the monastery at Sandec (Stary Sącz). She would spend the rest of her life in contemplative prayer
and did not allow anyone to refer to her past role as Grand Duchess of Poland. She died on 24 July 1292, aged
68.

Veneration [edit]

Pope Alexander VIII beatified Kinga in 1690. In 1695, she was made chief patroness of Poland and Lithuania.
On 16 June 1999, she was canonized by Pope John Paul II.[5]

Legend [edit]

Legend has it that Kinga threw her engagement ring into the Maramures salt mine in what was then Hungary.
The ring miraculously traveled along with salt deposits to Wieliczka, where it was rediscovered. On this spot the
miners erected a statue of Saint Kinga, carved entirely from salt, which is 101 meters under the Earth's
surface.[6]
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Sources [edit]

1. ^ "Katolikus.hu St Kinga" . www.katolikus.hu. Archived from the original  on 3 March 2016. Retrieved
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Kingdom of Italy

Kingdom of Italy
Regno d'Italia

1861–1946

Flag
Coat of arms

Motto: FERT
(Motto for the House of Savoy)

Anthem: 
(1861–1943; 1944–1946)
Marcia Reale d'Ordinanza
("Royal March of Ordinance")

(1943–1944)
La Leggenda del Piave

("The Legend of Piave")

Capital Turin (1861–1865)
Florence (1865–1871)
Rome (1871–1946)

Common languages Italian

Arbëresh
Catalan
German
Griko
Slovene
Croatian
French
Franco-Provençal
Friulian
Ladin
Occitan
Sardinian
Sicilian
Neapolitan
Calabrian Greek
Judeo-Italian
Northern Romani
Emilian-Romagnol
Ligurian
Lombard
Piedmontese

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Kingdom of Italy (1861–1946). For other uses, see Kingdom of Italy
(disambiguation).

The Kingdom of Italy (Italian: Regno d'Italia) was a state which
existed from 1861 — when King Victor Emmanuel II of Sardinia was
proclaimed King of Italy — until 1946, when civil discontent led an
institutional referendum to abandon the monarchy and form the
modern Italian Republic. The state was founded as a result of the
unification of Italy under the influence of the Savoy-led Kingdom of
Sardinia, which can be considered its legal predecessor state.

Italy declared war on Austria in alliance with Prussia in 1866 and
received the region of Veneto following their victory. Italian troops
entered Rome in 1870, thereby ending more than one thousand
years of Papal temporal power. Italy entered into a Triple Alliance
with Germany and Austria-Hungary in 1882, following strong
disagreements with France about the respective colonial
expansions. However, even if relations with Berlin became very
friendly, the alliance with Vienna remained purely formal as the
Italians were keen to acquire Trentino and Trieste, corners of
Austria-Hungary populated by Italians. So during World War I, Italy
accepted the British invitation to join the Allied Powers, as the
western powers promised territorial compensation (at the expense
of Austria-Hungary) for participation that was more generous than
Vienna's offer in exchange for Italian neutrality. Victory in the war
gave Italy a permanent seat in the Council of the League of
Nations.

"Fascist Italy" is the era of National Fascist Party government from
1922 to 1943 with Benito Mussolini as head of government. The
fascists imposed totalitarian rule and crushed the political and
intellectual opposition, while promoting economic modernization,
traditional social values and a rapprochement with the Roman
Catholic Church. According to Payne (1996), "[the] Fascist
government passed through several relatively distinct phases".
The first phase (1923–1925) was nominally a continuation of the
parliamentary system, albeit with a "legally-organized executive
dictatorship". Then came the second phase, "the construction of
the Fascist dictatorship proper, from 1925 to 1929". The third
phase, with less activism, was 1929 to 1934. The fourth phase,
1935–1940, was characterized by an aggressive foreign policy:
war against Ethiopia, launched from Italian Eritrea and Italian
Somaliland, which resulted in its annexation;[3] confrontations with
the League of Nations, leading to sanctions; growing economic
autarky; and the signing of the Pact of Steel. The war itself (1940–
1943) was the fifth phase with its disasters and defeats, while the
rump Salò Government under German control was the final stage
(1943–1945).[4]

Italy was an important member of the Axis powers in World War II,
battling on several fronts with initial success. However, after the
German-Italian defeat in Africa and in the Soviet Union and the
subsequent Allied landings in Sicily, King Victor Emmanuel III
placed Mussolini under arrest, and the Fascist Party in areas

The Kingdom of Italy in 1936
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Venetian
Tuscan

Religion Roman Catholicism
97% of the population

Government Constitutional
monarchy
(1861–1922; 1943–1946)

Constitutional
monarchy under a
fascist one-party
totalitarian dictatorship
(1922–1943)

Military occupation
(Southern Italy)
(1943–1945)
Italian Social Republic
(Northern Italy)
(1943–1945)

King  
• 1861–1878 Victor Emmanuel II
• 1878–1900 Umberto I
• 1900–1946 Victor Emmanuel III
• 1946 Umberto II
Prime Minister  
• 1861 (first) Count of Cavour
• 1922–1943 Benito Mussolini[a]

• 1945–1946 (last) Alcide De Gasperi[b]

Legislature Parliament
• Upper house Senate
• Lower house Chamber of Deputies

History  
• Unification 17 March 1861
• Treaty of Vienna 3 October 1866
• Capture of Rome 20 September 1870
• Triple Alliance 20 May 1882
• Treaty of London 26 April 1915
• March on Rome 31 October 1922
• Pact of Steel 22 May 1939
• Tripartite Pact 27 September 1940
• Fall of Fascism 25 July 1943
• Republic 2 June 1946
Area
1861[1] 250,320 km2

(96,650 sq mi)
1936[1] 310,190 km2

(119,770 sq mi)

Population
• 1861[1] 21,777,334
• 1936[1] 42,993,602

GDP (PPP) 1939 estimate
• Total 151 billion

(2.82 trillion in 2019)

Currency Lira (₤)

Preceded by Succeeded by
1861:
Kingdom of
Sardinia
Kingdom of the
Two Sicilies
1866:
Kingdom of
Lombardy–
Venetia
1870:
Papal States
1924:
Free State of
Fiume

1929:
Vatican

City
1946:

Italian
Republic

Free
Territory of

Trieste
SFR

Yugoslavia

Today part of  Italy
 Croatia
 Slovenia
 France[2]

a.  ̂Il Duce from 1925.
b.  ̂While the Kingdom of Italy ended in 1946,

de Gasperi continued as Prime Minister of the

(south of Rome) controlled by the Allied invaders was shut down.
The new government signed an armistice in September 1943.
German forces immediately occupied northern Italy with Fascists'
help, setting up the Italian Social Republic, a collaborationist
puppet state still led by Mussolini and his Fascist loyalists. As a
consequence, the country descended into civil war, with the Italian
Co-belligerent Army and the resistance movement contended the
Social Republic's forces and its German allies. Shortly after the
war and the liberation of the country, civil discontent led to the
institutional referendum on whether Italy would remain a monarchy
or become a republic. Italians decided to abandon the monarchy
and form the Italian Republic, the present-day Italian state.
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The Kingdom of Italy claimed all of the territory which covers
present-day Italy and even more. The development of the
Kingdom's territory progressed under Italian re-unification until
1870. The state for a long period of time did not include Trieste or
Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol, which were annexed in 1919 and
remain Italian territories today. The Triple Entente promised to
grant to Italy – if the state joined the Allies in World War I – several
territories including former Austrian Littoral, western parts of
former Duchy of Carniola, Northern Dalmazia and notably Zara,
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Republic until 1953.

Map of the Kingdom of Italy at its
greatest extent in 1943

King Umberto II behind of the Flag
of Kingdom of Italy

Sebenico and most of the
Dalmatian islands (except Krk
and Rab), according to the secret London Pact of 1915.[5]

After the compromise was nullified under pressure of President Woodrow
Wilson with the Treaty of Versailles, Italian claims on Northern Dalmazia
were voided. During World War II, the Kingdom gained additional territory: it
gained Corsica, Nizza and Savoia from France after its surrender in 1940,
territory in Slovenia and Dalmazia from Yugoslavia after its breakup in 1941
and Monaco in 1942. After World War II, the borders of present-day Italy
were founded and the Kingdom abandoned its land claims.[6]

The Italian Empire also gained territory until the end of World War II
through colonies, protectorates, military occupations and puppet states.
These included Eritrea, Italian Somaliland, Libya, Ethiopia (occupied by
Italy from 1936 to 1941), Albania, British Somaliland, Greece (occupied in

World War II), Tunisia, Croatia (Italian and German client state in World War II), Kosovo (occupied in World War
II), Montenegro (occupied in World War II) and a 46-hectare concession from China in Tianjin (see Italian
concession in Tianjin).[7]

Government [edit]

The Kingdom of Italy was theoretically a constitutional monarchy.
Executive power belonged to the monarch, who exercised his power
through appointed ministers. The legislative branch was a bicameral
Parliament comprising an appointive Senate and an elective Chamber
of Deputies. The kingdom's constitution was the Statuto Albertino, the
former governing document of the Kingdom of Sardinia. In theory,
ministers were solely responsible to the king. However, by this time it
was impossible for a king to appoint a government entirely of his own
choosing or keep it in office, against the express will of Parliament.

Members of the Chamber of Deputies were elected by plurality voting
system elections in uninominal districts. A candidate needed the support
of 50% of those voting and of 25% of all enrolled voters to be elected
on the first round of balloting. If not all seats were filled on the first
ballot, a runoff was held shortly afterwards for the remaining vacancies.

After a brief multinominal experimentation in 1882, proportional representation into large, regional, multi-seat
electoral constituencies was introduced after World War I. Socialists became the major party, but they were
unable to form a government in a parliament split into three different factions, with Christian populists and
classical liberals. Elections took place in 1919, 1921 and 1924: in this last occasion, Mussolini abolished
proportional representation, replacing it with the Acerbo Law, by which the party that won the largest share of
the votes got two-thirds of the seats, which gave the Fascist Party an absolute majority of the Chamber seats.

Between 1925 and 1943, Italy was a quasi-de jure Fascist dictatorship, as the constitution formally remained in
effect without alteration by the Fascists, though the monarchy also formally accepted Fascist policies and
Fascist institutions. Changes in politics occurred, consisting of the establishment of the Grand Council of
Fascism as a government body in 1928, which took control of the government system, as well as the Chamber
of Deputies being replaced with the Chamber of Fasces and Corporations as of 1939.

Monarchs [edit]

The monarchs of the House of Savoy who led Italy were:

Victor Emmanuel II (r. 1861–1878) – last King of Sardinia and first king of united Italy
Umberto I (r. 1878–1900) – approved the Triple Alliance with Germany and Austria-Hungary, assassinated
in 1900 by the anarchist Gaetano Bresci
Victor Emmanuel III (r. 1900–1946) – King of Italy during the First World War and during the Fascist regime
of Benito Mussolini
Umberto II (r. 1946) – the last King of Italy who was pressured to call a referendum on whether Italy would
retain the monarchy, but Italians voted to become a republic instead of a constitutional monarchy

Military structure [edit]

King of Italy – supreme commander of the Italian Royal Army, Navy and later Air Force from 1861 to 1938
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Italian unification between 1815
and 1870

Count Camillo Benso
of Cavour, the first Prime
Minister of the unified Italy

Victor Emmanuel II, the
first King of the united Italy

and 1943 to 1946
First Marshal of the Empire – supreme commander of the Italian Royal Army, Air Force, Navy and the
Voluntary Militia for National Security from 1938 to 1943 during the Fascist era, held by both Victor
Emmanuel III and Benito Mussolini
Regio Esercito (Royal Army)
Regia Marina (Royal Navy)
Regia Aeronautica (Royal Air Force)
Milizia Volontaria per la Sicurezza Nazionale (Voluntary Militia for National Security also known as the
"Blackshirts") – militia loyal to Mussolini during the Fascist era, abolished in 1943

Unification process (1848–1870) [edit]

Main article: Italian Unification

The creation of the Kingdom of Italy was the result of concerted efforts of
Italian nationalists and monarchists loyal to the House of Savoy to establish
a united kingdom encompassing the entire Italian Peninsula.

After the Revolutions of 1848, the apparent leader of the Italian unification
movement was Italian revolutionary Giuseppe Garibaldi, renowned for his
extremely loyal followers.[8] Garibaldi led the Italian republican drive for
unification in Southern Italy, but the Northern Italy monarchy of the House
of Savoy in the Kingdom of Sardinia, a state with an important Italian
population, whose government was led by Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour,
also had ambitions of establishing a united Italian state. Though the
Kingdom had no physical connection to Rome (seen by all as the natural
capital of Italy, but still capital of the Papal States), the Kingdom had
successfully challenged Austria in the Second Italian War of Independence,
liberating Lombardy-Venetia from Austrian rule. The Kingdom also had established important alliances which
helped it improve the possibility of Italian unification, such as with the United Kingdom and France in the
Crimean War. Sardinia was dependent on French protection and in 1860 Sardinia was forced to cede territory
to France to maintain relations, including Garibaldi's birthplace, Nizza.

Cavour moved to challenge republican unification efforts by Garibaldi by organizing
popular revolts in the Papal States and used these revolts as a pretext to invade
the country, even though the invasion angered the Roman Catholics, whom he told
that the invasion was an effort to protect the Roman Catholic Church from the anti-
clerical secularist nationalist republicans of Garibaldi. Only a small portion of the
Papal States around Rome remained in the control of Pope Pius IX.[9] Despite their
differences, Cavour agreed to include Garibaldi's Southern Italy allowing it to join
the union with the Kingdom of Sardinia in 1860. Subsequently, the Parliament
declared the creation of the Kingdom of Italy on 18 February 1861 (officially
proclaiming it on 17 March 1861)[10] composed of both Northern Italy and Southern
Italy. King Victor Emmanuel II of Savoy was then declared King of Italy, though he
did not renumber himself with the assumption of the new title. This title had been
out of use since the abdication of Napoleon I of France on 6 April 1814.

Following the unification of most of Italy, tensions
between the royalists and republicans erupted. In April 1861, Garibaldi entered the
Italian parliament and challenged Cavour's leadership of the government, accusing
him of dividing Italy and spoke of the threat of civil war between the Kingdom in the
North and Garibaldi's forces in the South. On 6 June 1861, the Kingdom's
strongman Cavour died. During the ensuing political instability, Garibaldi and the
republicans became increasingly revolutionary in tone. Garibaldi's arrest in 1862
set off worldwide controversy.[11]

In 1866, Otto von Bismarck, Minister President of Prussia, offered Victor Emmanuel
II an alliance with the Kingdom of Prussia in the Austro-Prussian War. In exchange,
Prussia would allow Italy to annex Austrian-controlled Veneto. King Emmanuel
agreed to the alliance and the Third Italian War of Independence began. Italy fared
poorly in the war with a badly-organized military against Austria, but Prussia's
victory allowed Italy to annex Veneto. At this point, one major obstacle to Italian
unity remained: Rome.
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Giuseppe Garibaldi, a
major military leader
during Italian unification

In 1870, Prussia went to war with France, igniting the Franco-Prussian War. To
keep the large Prussian Army at bay, France abandoned its positions in Rome –
which protected the remnants of the Papal States and Pius IX – in order to fight the
Prussians. Italy benefited from Prussia's victory against France by being able to
take over the Papal States from French authority. Rome was captured by the
Kingdom of Italy after several battles and guerrilla-like warfare by Papal Zouaves
and official troops of the Holy See against the Italian invaders. Italian unification
was completed and shortly afterward Italy's capital was moved to Rome. Economic
conditions in the united Italy were poor.[12] There were no industry or transportation
facilities, extreme poverty (especially in the "Mezzogiorno"), high illiteracy and only
a small percent of wealthy Italians had the right to vote. The unification movement
had largely been dependent on the support of foreign powers and remained so
afterwards.

Following the capture of Rome in 1870 from French forces of Napoleon III, Papal troops and Zouaves, relations
between Italy and the Vatican remained sour for the next sixty years with the Popes declaring themselves to be
prisoners in the Vatican. The Roman Catholic Church frequently protested the actions of the secular and
anticlerical-influenced Italian governments, refused to meet with envoys from the King and urged Roman
Catholics not to vote in Italian elections.[13] It would not be until 1929 that positive relations would be restored
between the Kingdom of Italy and the Vatican after the signing of the Lateran Pacts.

Unifying multiple bureaucracies [edit]

A major challenge for the prime ministers of the new Kingdom of Italy was integrating the political and
administrative systems of the seven different major components into a unified set of policies. The different
regions were proud of their own historic patterns and could not easily be fitted into the Sardinian model. Cavour
started the planning, but died before it was fully developed—indeed, the challenges of administration the
various bureaucracies are thought to have hastened his death. The easiest challenge was to harmonize the
administrative bureaucracies of Italy's regions. They practically all followed the Napoleonic precedent, so
harmonization was straightforward. The second challenge was to develop a parliamentary system. Cavour and
most liberals up and down the peninsula highly admired the British system, so it became the model for Italy to
this day. Harmonizing the Army and Navy were much more complex, chiefly because the systems of recruiting
soldiers and selecting and promoting officers were so different and needed to be grandfathered in over
decades. The disorganization helps explain why the Italian naval performance in the 1866 war was so abysmal.
The military system was slowly integrated over several decades. The multiple educational system likewise
proved complicated for there were few common elements. Shortly before his death, Cavour appointed
Francesco De Sanctis as minister of education. De Sanctis was an eminent scholar from the University of
Naples who proved an able and patient administrator. The addition of Veneto in 1866 and Rome in 1870 further
complicated the challenges of bureaucratic coordination.[14]

Culture and society [edit]

Italian society after unification and throughout most of the Liberal Period was sharply divided along class,
linguistic, regional and social lines.[15] The north–south divide is still present.

On 20 September 1870, the military forces of the King of Italy overthrew what little was left of the Papal States,
capturing in particular the city of Rome. The following year, the capital was moved from Florence to Rome. For
the next 59 years after 1870, the Church denied the legitimacy of the Italian King's dominion in Rome, which it
claimed rightfully belonged to the Papal States. In 1929, the dispute was settled by the Lateran Treaty, in which
the King recognized Vatican City as an independent state and paid a large sum of money to compensate the
Church for the loss of the Papal States.

Liberal governments generally followed a policy of limiting the role of the Roman Catholic Church and its clergy
as the state confiscated church lands.[16] Similar policies were supported by such anticlerical and secular
movements as republicanism, socialism, anarchism,[17] Freemasonry,[18] Lazzarettism[19] and Protestantism.

Common cultural traits in Italy in this time were social conservative in nature, including a strong belief in the
family as an institution and patriarchal values. In other areas, Italian culture was divided: aristocrats and upper
middle class families in Italy at this time were highly traditional in nature and they emphasized honor above all,
with challenges to honor ending in duels. After unification, a number of descendants of former royal nobility
became residents of Italy, comprising 7,400 noble families. Many wealthy landowners maintained a feudal-like
tight control over "their" peasants. Italian society in this period remained highly divided along regional and local
sub-societies which often had historical rivalries with each other.[20]
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A factory machinery exposition in
Turin, set in 1898, during the period of
early industrialization, National
Exhibition of Turin, 1898

A 1899 FIAT
advertisement

In 1860, Italy lacked a single national language: toscano (Tuscan), which is what we now know as Italian, was
only used as a literary language and in Tuscany, while outside other languages were dominant. Even the
kingdom's first king, Victor Emmanuel II, was known to speak almost entirely in Piedmontese[citation needed] and
French, even to his cabinet ministers. Illiteracy was high, with the 1871 census indicating that 61.9% of Italian
men were illiterate and 75.7% of Italian women were illiterate. This illiteracy rate was far higher than that of
western European countries in the same time period and also no national popular press was possible due to the
multiplicity of regional languages.[21]

Italy had very few public schools upon unification, so the Italian government in the Liberal Period attempted to
increase literacy by establishing state-funded schools to teach the official Italian language.[22]

Living standards were low during the Liberal Period, especially in southern Italy, due to various diseases such
as malaria and epidemics that occurred during the period. As a whole, there was initially a high death rate in
1871 at 30 people dying per 1,000 people, though this reduced to 24.2 per 1,000 by the 1890s. In addition, the
mortality rate of children dying in their first year after birth in 1871 was 22.7 percent while the number of
children dying before reaching their fifth birthday was very high at 50 percent. The mortality rate of children
dying in their first year after birth decreased to an average of 17.6 percent in the time period of 1891 to
1900.[23]

Economy [edit]

In terms of the entire period, Giovanni Federico has argued that Italy was not economically backward, for there
was substantial development at various times between 1860 and 1940. Unlike most modern nations that relied
on large corporations, industrial growth in Italy was a product of the entrepreneurial efforts of small, family-
owned firms that succeeded in a local competitive environment.[24]

Political unification did not systematically bring economic integration, as Italy faced serious economic problems
and economic division along political, social and regional lines. In the Liberal Period, Italy remained highly
economically dependent on foreign trade and the international price of coal and grain.[25]

Upon unifying, Italy had a predominantly agrarian society as 60% of the
active population worked in agriculture. Advances in technology, the
sale of vast Church estates, foreign competition along with export
opportunities rapidly transformed the agricultural sector in Italy shortly
after unification. However, these developments did not benefit all of Italy
in this period, as southern Italy's agriculture suffered from hot summers
and aridity damaged crops while the presence of malaria prevented
cultivation of low-lying areas along Italy's Adriatic Sea coast.[26]

The overwhelming attention paid to foreign
policy alienated the agricultural community
in Italy which had been in decline since
1873. Both radical and conservative forces
in the Italian parliament demanded that the
government investigate how to improve agriculture in Italy. The investigation,
which started in 1877 and was released eight years later, showed that agriculture
was not improving, that landowners were earning revenue from their lands and
contributing almost nothing to the development of the land. Lower class Italians
were hurt by the break-up of communal lands to the benefit of landlords. Most of
the workers on the agricultural lands were not peasants, but short-term laborers
("braccianti") who at best were employed for one year. Peasants without stable
income were forced to live off of meager food supplies, disease was spreading
rapidly and plagues were reported, including a major cholera epidemic which killed
at least 55,000 people.[27]

The Italian government could not deal with the situation effectively because of
overspending that left Italy heavily in debt. Italy also suffered economically as a

consequence of overproduction of grapes by their vineyards. In the 1870s and 1880s, France's vineyard
industry was suffering from vine disease caused by insects. Italy prospered as the largest exporter of wine in
Europe, but following the recovery of France in 1888 Southern Italy was overproducing and had to cut back,
which caused greater unemployment and bankruptcies.[28]

The Italian government invested heavily in developing railways in the 1870s, more than doubling the existing
length of railway line between 1870 and 1890.[25]
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Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II in
Milano was an architectural work
created by Giuseppe Mengoni
between 1865 and 1877 and
named after the first King of Italy,
Victor Emmanuel II.

The Triple Alliance in 1913, shown in red

"Il Mezzogiorno" (Southern Italy) [edit]

Italy's population remained severely divided between wealthy elites and impoverished workers, especially in the
South. An 1881 census found that over 1 million southern day-laborers were chronically under-employed and
were very likely to become seasonal emigrants in order to economically sustain themselves.[29] Southern
peasants as well as small landowners and tenants often were in a state of conflict and revolt throughout the late
19th century.[30] There were exceptions to the generally poor economic condition of agricultural workers of the
South, as some regions near cities such as Naples and Palermo as well as along the Tyrrhenian Sea coast.[29]

From the 1870s onward, intellectuals, scholars and politicians examined the economic and social conditions of
Southern Italy ("Il Mezzogiorno"), a movement known as meridionalismo ("Meridionalism"). For example, the
1910 Commission of Inquiry into the South indicated that the Italian government thus far had failed to
ameliorate the severe economic differences and the limitation of voting rights only to those with sufficient
property allowed rich landowners to exploit the poor.[31]

Liberal era of politics (1870–1914) [edit]

After unification, Italy's politics favored liberalism:[a] the liberal-conservative
right (destra storica or Historical Right) was regionally fragmented[b] and
liberal-conservative Prime Minister Marco Minghetti only held on to power
by enacting revolutionary and left-leaning policies (such as the
nationalization of railways) to appease the opposition.

Agostino Depretis [edit]

In 1876, Minghetti was ousted and replaced by liberal Agostino Depretis,
who began the long Liberal Period. The Liberal Period was marked by
corruption, government instability, continued poverty in Southern Italy and
use of authoritarian measures by the Italian government.

Depretis began his term as Prime Minister by initiating an experimental
political notion known as trasformismo ("transformism"). The theory of
trasformismo was that a cabinet should select a variety of moderates and
capable politicians from a non-partisan perspective. In practice,
trasformismo was authoritarian and corrupt as Depretis pressured districts
to vote for his candidates, if they wished to gain favourable concessions
from Depretis when in power. The results of the Italian general election of
1876 resulted in only four representatives from the right being elected,
allowing the government to be dominated by Depretis. Despotic and
corrupt actions are believed to be the key means in which Depretis

managed to keep support in Southern Italy. Depretis put through authoritarian measures, such as banning
public meetings, placing "dangerous" individuals in internal exile on remote penal islands across Italy and
adopting militarist policies. Depretis enacted controversial legislation for the time, such as abolishing arrest for
debt, making elementary education free and compulsory while ending compulsory religious teaching in
elementary schools.[32]

In 1887, Francesco Crispi became Prime Minister and
began focusing government efforts on foreign policy.
Crispi worked to build Italy as a great world power
through increased military expenditures, advocacy of
expansionism[33] and trying to win the favor of
Germany. Italy joined the Triple Alliance which
included both Germany and Austria–Hungary in 1882
and which remained officially intact until 1915. While
helping Italy develop strategically, he continued
trasformismo and became authoritarian, once
suggesting the use of martial law to ban opposition
parties.[34] Despite being authoritarian, Crispi put
through liberal policies such as the Public Health Act
of 1888 and establishing tribunals for redress against abuses by the government.[35]

Francesco Crispi [edit]
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Original coat of arms

Francesco Crispi
promoted the Italian
colonialism in Africa in the
late 19th century.

The Ain Zara oasis during the Italo-
Turkish War: propaganda postcard
made by the Italian Army

Francesco Crispi was Prime Minister for a total of six years, from 1887 until 1891 and again from 1893 until
1896. Historian R. J. B. Bosworth says of his foreign policy:

Crispi pursued policies whose openly aggressive character would not be equaled until the days of
the Fascist regime. Crispi increased military expenditure, talked cheerfully of a European
conflagration, and alarmed his German or British friends with this suggestions of preventative
attacks on his enemies. His policies were ruinous, both for Italy's trade with France, and, more
humiliatingly, for colonial ambitions in Eastern Africa. Crispi's lust for territory there was thwarted
when on 1 March 1896, the armies of Ethiopian Emperor Menelik routed Italian forces at Adowa [...]
an unparalleled disaster for a modern army. Crispi, whose private life (he was perhaps a trigamist)
and personal finances [...] were objects of perennial scandal, went into dishonorable retirement.[36]

Crispi greatly admired the United Kingdom, but was unable to get British assistance for his aggressive foreign
policy and turned instead to Germany.[37] Crispi also enlarged the army and navy and advocated expansionism
as he sought Germany's favor by joining the Triple Alliance which included both Germany and Austria–Hungary
in 1882. It remained officially intact until 1915 and prevented hostilities between Italy and Austria, which
controlled border regions that Italy claimed.

Colonialism [edit]
Main articles: Italian Empire, Italian Eritrea, Italian Somaliland, and Treaty of
Addis Ababa

In the late 19th and early 20th century, Italy
emulated the Great Powers in acquiring colonies,
especially in the scramble to take control of Africa
that took place in the 1870s. Italy was weak in
military and economic resources in comparison
with Britain, France and Germany, but it proved
difficult due to popular resistance and it was
unprofitable due to heavy military costs and the
lesser economic value of spheres of influence

remaining when Italy began to colonize. Britain was eager to block French influence
and assisted Italy in gaining territory of the Red Sea.[38]

A number of colonial projects were undertaken by the government. These were
done to gain support of Italian nationalists and imperialists, who wanted to rebuild a
Roman Empire. Italy had already large settlements in Alexandria, Cairo and Tunis.
Italy first attempted to gain colonies through negotiations with other
world powers to make colonial concessions, but these negotiations
failed. Italy also sent missionaries to uncolonized lands to investigate
the potential for Italian colonization. The most promising and realistic of
these were parts of Africa. Italian missionaries had already established
a foothold at Massawa (in present-day Eritrea) in the 1830s and had
entered deep into the Ethiopian Empire.[39]

The beginning of colonialism came in 1885, shortly after the fall of
Egyptian rule in Khartoum, when Italy landed soldiers at Massawa in
East Africa. In 1888, Italy annexed Massawa by force, creating the
colony of Italian Eritrea. The Eritrean ports of Massawa and Assab
handled trade with Italy and Ethiopia. The trade was promoted by the low duties paid on Italian trade. Italy
exported manufactured products and imported coffee, beeswax and hides.[40] At the same time, Italy occupied
territory on the south side of the horn of Africa, forming what would become Italian Somaliland.

The Treaty of Wuchale, signed in 1889, stated in the Italian language version that Ethiopia was to become an
Italian protectorate, while the Ethiopian Amharic language version stated that the Ethiopian Emperor Menelik II
could go through Italy to conduct foreign affairs. This happened presumably due to the mistranslation of a verb,
which formed a permissive clause in Amharic and a mandatory one in Italian.[41] When the differences in the
versions came to light, in 1895 Menelik II abrogated the treaty and abandoned the agreement to follow Italian
foreign policy; Italy used this renunciation as a reason to invade Ethiopia.[42] Ethiopia gained the help of the
Russian Empire, whose own interests in East Africa led the government of Nicholas II of Russia to send large
amounts of modern weaponry to the Ethiopians to hold back an Italian invasion. In response, Britain decided to
back the Italians to challenge Russian influence in Africa and declared that all of Ethiopia was within the sphere
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Italian mounted infantry in China
during the Boxer Rebellion in 1900

Italian dirigibles bomb Turkish
positions in Libya, as the Italo-
Turkish War of 1911–1912 was the
first in history in which air attacks
(carried out here by dirigible airships)
determined the outcome.

Giovanni Giolitti was
Prime Minister of Italy five
times between 1892 and
1921.

of Italian interest. On the verge of war, Italian militarism and nationalism reached a peak, with Italians flocking to
the Royal Italian Army, hoping to take part in the upcoming war.[43]

The Italian and British army failed on the battlefield and were overwhelmed by a huge Ethiopian army at the
Battle of Adwa. At that point, the Italian invasion force was forced to retreat into Eritrea. The war formally ended
with the Treaty of Addis Ababa in 1896, which abrogated the Treaty of Wuchale recognizing Ethiopia as an
independent country. The failed Ethiopian campaign was one of the few military victories scored by the Africans
against an imperial power at this time.[44]

From 2 November 1899 to 7 September 1901, Italy participated as part
of the Eight-Nation Alliance forces during the Boxer Rebellion in China.
On 7 September 1901, a concession in Tientsin was ceded to the Italy
by the Qing Dynasty. On 7 June 1902, the concession was taken into
Italian possession and administered by an Italian consul.

In 1911, Italy declared war on the Ottoman Empire and invaded
Tripolitania, Fezzan and Cyrenaica. These provinces together formed
what became known as Libya. The war ended only one year later, but
the occupation resulted in acts of discrimination against Libyans such
as the forced deportation of Libyans to the Tremiti Islands in October
1911. By 1912, one third of these Libyan refugees had died from a lack

of food and shelter.[45] The annexation of Libya led nationalists to advocate Italian domination of the
Mediterranean Sea by occupying Greece and the Adriatic Sea coastal region of Dalmazia.[46]

Giovanni Giolitti [edit]

In 1892, Giovanni Giolitti became Prime
Minister of Italy for his first term. Although his
first government quickly collapsed one year
later, Giolitti returned in 1903 to lead Italy's
government during a fragmented period that
lasted until 1914. Giolitti had spent his earlier
life as a civil servant and then took positions
within the cabinets of Crispi. Giolitti was the
first long-term Italian Prime Minister in many
years because he mastered the political
concept of trasformismo by manipulating,
coercing and bribing officials to his side. In
elections during Giolitti's government voting
fraud was common and Giolitti helped
improve voting only in well-off, more

supportive areas, while attempting to isolate and intimidate poor areas
where opposition was strong.[47] Southern Italy was in terrible shape prior
to and during Giolitti's tenure as Prime Minister: four-fifths of southern
Italians were illiterate and the dire situation there ranged from problems of
large numbers of absentee landlords to rebellion and even starvation.[48] Corruption was such a large problem
that Giolitti himself admitted that there were places "where the law does not operate at all".[49]

In 1911, Giolitti's government sent forces to occupy Libya. While the success of the Libyan War improved the
status of the nationalists, it did not help Giolitti's administration as a whole. The government attempted to
discourage criticism by speaking about Italy's strategic achievements and inventiveness of their military in the
war: Italy was the first country to use the airship for military purposes and undertook aerial bombing on the
Ottoman forces.[50] The war radicalized the Italian Socialist Party: anti-war revolutionaries led by future-Fascist
dictator Benito Mussolini called for violence to bring down the government. Giolitti returned as Prime Minister
only briefly in 1920, but the era of liberalism was effectively over in Italy.

The 1913 and 1919 elections saw gains made by Socialist, Catholic and nationalist parties at the expense of
the traditionally dominant Liberals and Radicals, who were increasingly fractured and weakened as a result.

World War I and the failure of the liberal state (1915–1922) [edit]

Prelude to war and internal dilemma [edit]

In the lead-up to World War I, the Kingdom of Italy faced a number of short-term and long-term problems in
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Italy and its colonial possessions at the time of the outbreak
of World War I: the area between British Egypt and the firmly
held Italian territories is the region of southern Cyrenaica which
was under dispute of ownership between Italy and the United
Kingdom.

Gabriele D'Annunzio,
national poet (vate) of Italy
and a prominent
nationalist revolutionary
who was a supporter of
Italy joining action in World
War I

determining its allies and objectives. Italy's recent success in occupying Libya as a result of the Italo-Turkish
War had sparked tension with its Triple Alliance allies, the German Empire and Austria-Hungary, because both
countries had been seeking closer relations with the Ottoman Empire. In Munich, Germans reacted to Italy's
aggression by singing anti-Italian songs.[51] Italy's relations with France were also in bad shape: France felt
betrayed by Italy's support of Prussia in the Franco-Prussian War, opening the possibility of war erupting
between the two countries.[52] Italy's relations with the United Kingdom had also been impaired by constant
Italian demands for more recognition in the international stage following the occupation of Libya and its
demands that other nations accept its spheres of influence in Eastern Africa and the Mediterranean Sea.[53]

In the Mediterranean Sea, Italy's relations with the
Kingdom of Greece were aggravated when Italy
occupied the Greek-populated Dodecanese
Islands, including Rhodes, from 1912 to 1914.
These islands had been formerly controlled by the
Ottoman Empire. Italy and Greece were also in
open rivalry over the desire to occupy Albania.[54]

King Victor Emmanuel III himself was uneasy about
Italy pursuing distant colonial adventures and said
that Italy should prepare to take back Italian-
populated land from Austria-Hungary as the
"completion of the Risorgimento".[55] This idea put
Italy at odds with Austria-Hungary.

A major hindrance to Italy's decision on what to do about the war was the political instability throughout Italy in
1914. After the formation of the government of Prime Minister Antonio Salandra in March 1914, the government
attempted to win the support of nationalists and moved to the political right.[56] At the same time, the left became
more repulsed by the government after the killing of three anti-militarist demonstrators in June.[56] Many
elements of the left including syndicalists, republicans and anarchists protested against this and the Italian
Socialist Party declared a general strike in Italy.[57] The protests that ensued became known as "Red Week" as
leftists rioted and various acts of civil disobedience occurred in major cities and small towns such as seizing
railway stations, cutting telephone wires and burning tax-registers.[56] However, only two days later the strike
was officially called off, though the civil strife continued. Militarist nationalists and anti-militarist leftists fought on
the streets until the Italian Royal Army forcefully restored calm after having used thousands of men to put down
the various protesting forces.[56] Following the invasion of Serbia by Austria-Hungary in 1914, World War I
broke out. Despite Italy's official alliance to Germany and membership in the Triple Alliance, the Kingdom of Italy
initially remained neutral, claiming that the Triple Alliance was only for defensive purposes.[58]

In Italy, society was divided over the war: Italian socialists generally opposed the
war and supported pacificism, while nationalists militantly supported the war. Long-
time nationalists Gabriele D'Annunzio and Luigi Federzoni and an obscure Marxist
journalist and new convert to nationalist sentiment, future Fascist dictator Benito
Mussolini, demanded that Italy join the war. For nationalists, Italy had to maintain its
alliance with the Central Powers in order to gain colonial territories at the expense
of France. For the liberals, the war presented Italy a long-awaited opportunity to
use an alliance with the Entente to gain certain Italian-populated and other
territories from Austria-Hungary, which had long been part of Italian patriotic aims
since unification. In 1915, relatives of Italian revolutionary and republican hero
Giuseppe Garibaldi died on the battlefield of France, where they had volunteered
to fight. Federzoni used the memorial services to declare the importance of Italy
joining the war and to warn the monarchy of the consequences of continued
disunity in Italy if it did not:

Italy has awaited this since 1866 her truly national war, in order to feel
unified at last, renewed by the unanimous action and identical sacrifice
of all her sons. Today, while Italy still wavers before the necessity
imposed by history, the name of Garibaldi, resanctified by blood, rises
again to warn her that she will not be able to defeat the revolution
save by fighting and winning her national war.
— Luigi Federzoni, 1915[59]

Mussolini used his new newspaper Il Popolo d'Italia and his strong oratorical skills to urge nationalists and
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Generalissimo Luigi Cadorna
(the man to the left of two officers to
whom he is speaking) while visiting
British batteries during World War I

patriotic revolutionary leftists to support Italy's entry into the war to gain back Italian populated territories from
Austria-Hungary, by saying "enough of Libya, and on to Trento and Trieste".[59] Mussolini claimed that it was in
the interests of socialists to join the war to tear down the aristocratic Hohenzollern dynasty of Germany which he
claimed was the enemy of all European workers.[60] Mussolini and other nationalists warned the Italian
government that Italy must join the war or face revolution and called for violence against pacifists and
neutralists.[61] Left-wing nationalism also erupted in Southern Italy as socialist and nationalist Giuseppe De
Felice Giuffrida saw joining the war as essential to relieving southern Italy of the rising cost of bread which had
caused riots in the south, and advocated a "war of revolution".[62]

With nationalist sentiment firmly on the side of reclaiming Italian territories of Austria-Hungary, Italy entered
negotiations with the Triple Entente. The negotiations ended successfully in April 1915 when the London Pact
was brokered with the Italian government. The pact ensured Italy the right to attain all Italian-populated lands it
wanted from Austria-Hungary, as well as concessions in the Balkan Peninsula and suitable compensation for
any territory gained by the United Kingdom and France from Germany in Africa.[5] The proposal fulfilled the
desires of Italian nationalists and Italian imperialism and was agreed to. Italy joined the Triple Entente in its war
against Austria-Hungary.

The reaction in Italy was divided: former Prime Minister Giovanni Giolitti was furious over Italy's decision to go to
war against its former allies, Germany and Austria-Hungary. Giolitti claimed that Italy would fail in the war,
predicting high numbers of mutinies, Austro-Hungarian occupation of even more Italian territory and that the
failure would produce a catastrophic rebellion that would destroy the liberal-democratic monarchy and the
liberal-democratic secular institutions of the state.[63]

Italy's war effort [edit]
Further information: Diplomatic history of World War I

The outset of the campaign against Austria–Hungary looked to initially
favor Italy: Austria–Hungary's army was spread to cover its fronts with
Serbia and Russia and Italy had a numerical superiority against the Austro-
Hungarian Army. However, this advantage was never fully utilized because
Italian military commander Luigi Cadorna insisted on a dangerous frontal
assault against Austria–Hungary in an attempt to occupy the Slovenian
plateau and Ljubljana. This assault would put the Italian army not far away
from Austria–Hungary's imperial capital, Vienna. After eleven offensives
with enormous loss of life and the final victory of the Central Powers, the
Italian campaign to take Vienna collapsed.

Upon entering the war, geography was also a difficulty for Italy as its border
with Austria–Hungary was along mountainous terrain. In May 1915, Italian
forces at 400,000 men along the border outnumbered the Austrian and
Germans almost precisely four to one.[64] However, the Austrian defenses were strong even though they were
undermanned and managed to hold off the Italian offensive.[65] The battles with the Austro-Hungarian Army
along the Alpine foothills in the trench warfare there were drawn-out, long engagements with little progress.[66]

Italian officers were poorly trained in contrast to the Austro-Hungarian and German armies, Italian artillery was
inferior to the Austrian machine guns and the Italian forces had dangerously low supply of ammunition; this
shortage would continually hamper attempts to make advances into Austrian territory.[65] This combined with the
constant replacement of officers by Cadorna resulted in few officers gaining the experience necessary to lead
military missions.[67] In the first year of the war, poor conditions on the battlefield led to outbreaks of cholera
causing a significant number of Italian soldiers to die.[68] Despite these serious problems, Cadorna refused to
back down on the strategy of offense. Naval battles occurred between the Italian Royal Navy (Regia Marina)
and the Austro-Hungarian Navy. Italy's warships were outclassed by the Austro-Hungarian fleet and the
situation was made more dire for Italy in that both the French Navy and the (British) Royal Navy were not sent
into the Adriatic Sea. Their respective governments viewed the Adriatic Sea as "far too dangerous to operate in
due the concentration of the Austro-Hungarian fleet there".[68]

Morale fell among Italian soldiers who lived a tedious life when not on the front lines, as they were forbidden to
enter theaters or bars, even when on leave. However, when battles were about to occur alcohol was made
freely available to the soldiers in order to reduce tension before the battle. In order to escape the tedium after
battles, some groups of soldiers worked to create improvized whorehouses.[69] In order to maintain morale, the
Italian army had propaganda lectures of the importance of the war to Italy, especially in order to retrieve Trento
and Trieste from Austria-Hungary.[69] Some of these lectures were carried out by popular nationalist war
proponents such as Gabriele D'Annunzio. D'Annunzio himself would participate in a number of paramilitary raids
on Austrian positions along the Adriatic Sea coastline during the war and temporaly lost his sight after an air
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Italian propaganda poster
depicting the Battle of the Piave
River

Members of the Arditi corps in 1918.
More than 650,000 Italian soldiers lost
their lives on the battlefields of World
War I.

raid.[70] Prominent pro-war advocate Benito Mussolini was prevented from giving lecture by the government,
most likely because of his revolutionary socialist past.[69]

The Italian government became increasingly aggravated in 1915 with the
passive nature of the Serbian army, which had not engaged in a serious
offensive against Austria-Hungary for months.[71] The Italian government
blamed Serbian military inactiveness for allowing the Austro-Hungarians to
muster their armies against Italy.[72] Cadorna suspected that Serbia was
attempting to negotiate an end to fighting with Austria-Hungary and
addressed this to foreign minister Sidney Sonnino, who himself bitterly
claimed that Serbia was an unreliable ally.[72] Relations between Italy and
Serbia became so cold that the other Allied nations were forced to
abandon the idea of forming a united Balkan front against Austria–
Hungary.[72] In negotiations, Sonnino remained prepared to allow Bosnia to
join Serbia, but refused to discuss the fate of Dalmazia, which was claimed
both by Italy and by Pan-Slavists in Serbia.[72] As Serbia fell to the Austro-
Hungarian and German forces in 1915, Cadorna proposed sending 60,000
men to land in Thessaloniki to help the Serbs now in exile in Greece and
the Principality of Albania to fight off the opposing forces, but the Italian
government's bitterness to Serbia resulted in the proposal being rejected.[72]

In the spring of 1916, Austro-Hungarians counterattacked in the Altopiano of Asiago, towards Verona and
Padova, in their Strafexpedition, but were defeated by the Italians. In August, after the Battle of Doberdò, the
Italians also captured the town of Gorizia; after this, the front remained static for over a year. At the same time,
Italy faced a shortage of warships, increased attacks by submarines, soaring freight charges threatening the
ability to supply food to soldiers, lack of raw materials and equipment and Italians faced high taxes to pay for the
war.[73] Austro-Hungarian and German forces had gone deep into Northern Italian territory. Finally in November
1916, Cadorna ended offensive operations and began a defensive approach. In 1917, France, the United
Kingdom and the United States offered to send troops to Italy to help it fend off the offensive of the Central
Powers, but the Italian government refused as Sonnino did not want Italy to be seen as a client state of the
Allies and preferred isolation as the more brave alternative.[74] Italy also wanted to keep Greece out of the war
as the Italian government feared that should Greece join the war on the side of the Allies, it would intend to
annex Albania, which Italy claimed.[75] The Venizelist pro-war advocates in Greece failed to succeed in
pressuring Constantine I of Greece to bring Italy into the conflict and Italian aims on Albania remained
unthreatened.[75]

The Russian Empire collapsed in a 1917 Russian Revolution, eventually
resulting in the rise of the communist Bolshevik regime of Vladimir
Lenin. The resulting marginalization of the Eastern Front allowed for
more Austro-Hungarian and German forces to arrive on the front
against Italy. Internal dissent against the war grew with increasingly poor
economic and social conditions in Italy due to the strain of the war.
Much of the profit of the war was being made in the cities, while rural
areas were losing income.[76] The number of men available for
agricultural work had fallen from 4.8 million to 2.2 million, though with
the help of women, agricultural production managed to be maintained at
90% of its pre-war total during the war.[77] Many pacifist and
internationalist Italian socialists turned to Bolshevism and advocated
negotiations with the workers of Germany and Austria–Hungary to help end the war and bring about Bolshevik
revolutions.[77] Avanti!, the newspaper of the Italian Socialist Party, declared: "Let the bourgeoisie fight its own
war".[78] Leftist women in Northern Italian cities led protests demanding action against the high cost of living and
demanding an end to the war.[79] In Milan in May 1917, communist revolutionaries organized and engaged in
rioting, calling for an end to the war and managed to close down factories and stop public transportation.[80]

The Italian Army was forced to enter Milan with tanks and machine guns to face communists and anarchists who
fought violently until 23 May, when the Army gained control of the city with almost 50 people killed (three of
which were Italian soldiers) and over 800 people arrested.[80]

After the disastrous Battle of Caporetto in 1917, Italian forces were forced far back into Italian territory as far as
the Piave river. The humiliation led to the appointment of Vittorio Emanuele Orlando as Prime Minister, who
managed to solve some of Italy's wartime problems. Orlando abandoned the previous isolationist approach to
the war and increased coordination with the Allies. The convoy system was introduced to fend off submarine
attacks, and allowed Italy to end food shortages from February 1918 onward. Also Italy received more raw
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Armando Diaz, Chief of
Staff of the Italian Army since
November 1917, halted the
Austro-Hungarian advance
along the Piave River and
launched counter-offensives
which led to a decisive victory
on the Italian Front. He is
celebrated as one of the
greatest generals of World
War I.[81]

Italian propaganda dropped over
Vienna by Gabriele D'Annunzio in 1918

Italian Prime Minister Vittorio Emanuele
Orlando (2nd from left) at the World War I
peace negotiations in Versailles with David
Lloyd George, Georges Clemenceau and
Woodrow Wilson (from left)

materials from the Allies.[82] The new Italian chief of staff, Armando Diaz,
ordered the Army to defend the Monte Grappa summit, where fortified defenses
were constructed; despite numerically inferior, the Italians managed to repel the
Austro-Hungarian and German Army. The year 1918 also saw the beginning of
official suppression of enemy aliens. The Italian socialists were increasingly
suppressed by the Italian government.

At the Battle of the Piave River, the Italian Army managed to hold off the Austro-
Hungarian and German armies. The opposing armies repeatedly failed
afterwards in major battles such as Battle of Monte Grappa and the Battle of
Vittorio Veneto. After four days the Italian Army defeated the Austro-Hungarian
Army in the latter battle aided by British and French divisions and the fact that
the Imperial-Royal Army started to melt away as news arrived that the
constituent regions of the Dual Monarchy had declared independence. Austria–
Hungary ended the fighting against Italy with the armistice on 4 November 1918
which ended World War I on this front (one week before the 11 November
armistice on the Western front).

The Italian government was infuriated by
the Fourteen Points of Woodrow Wilson,

the President of the United States, as advocating national self-
determination which meant that Italy would not gain Dalmazia as had
been promised in the Treaty of London.[83] In the Parliament of Italy,
nationalists condemned Wilson's fourteen points as betraying the
Treaty of London, while socialists claimed that Wilson's points were valid
and claimed the Treaty of London was an offense to the rights of Slavs,
Greeks and Albanians.[83] Negotiations between Italy and the Allies,
particularly the new Yugoslav delegation (replacing the Serbian
delegation), agreed to a trade off between Italy and the new Kingdom of Yugoslavia, which was that Dalmazia,
despite being claimed by Italy, would be accepted as Yugoslav, while Istria, claimed by Yugoslavia, would be
accepted as Italian.[84]

During the war, the Italian Royal Army increased in size from 15,000 men in 1914 to 160,000 men in 1918, with
5 million recruits in total entering service during the war.[67] This came at a terrible cost: by the end of the war,
Italy had lost 700,000 soldiers and had a budget deficit of twelve billion lira. Italian society was divided between
the majority pacifists who opposed Italian involvement in the war and the minority of pro-war nationalists who
had condemned the Italian government for not having immediately gone to war with Austria–Hungary in 1914.

Italy's territorial settlements and the reaction [edit]
Main articles: Treaty of Versailles, Treaty of Saint-Germain, Treaty of Trianon, and Treaty of Lausanne

As the war came to an end, Italian Prime Minister Vittorio Emanuele
Orlando met with British Prime Minister David Lloyd George, Prime
Minister of France Georges Clemenceau and United States
President Woodrow Wilson in Versailles to discuss how the borders
of Europe should be redefined to help avoid a future European
war.

The talks provided little territorial gain to Italy because during the
peace talks Wilson promised freedom to all European nationalities
to form their own nation states. As a result, the Treaty of Versailles
did not assign Dalmazia and Albania to Italy as had been promised
in the Treaty of London. Furthermore, the British and French
decided to divide the German overseas colonies into mandates of
their own, with Italy receiving none of them. Italy also gained no
territory from the breakup of the Ottoman Empire, despite a
proposal being issued to Italy by the United Kingdom and France
during the war, only to see these nations carve up the Ottoman Empire between themselves (also exploiting the
forces of the Arab Revolt). Despite this, Orlando agreed to sign the Treaty of Versailles, which caused uproar
against his government. Civil unrest erupted in Italy between nationalists who supported the war effort and
opposed the "mutilated victory" (as nationalists referred to it) and leftists who were opposed to the war.[85]

Furious over the peace settlement, the Italian nationalist poet Gabriele D'Annunzio led disaffected war veterans
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Residents of Fiume cheering
D'Annunzio and his Legionari in
September 1919, when Fiume had
22,488 (62% of the population) Italians
in a total population of 35,839
inhabitants
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and nationalists to form the Free State of Fiume in September 1919. His
popularity among nationalists led him to be called Il Duce ("The
Leader") and he used blackshirted paramilitary in his assault on Fiume.
The leadership title of Duce and the blackshirt paramilitary uniform
would later be adopted by the Fascist movement of Benito Mussolini.
The demand for the Italian annexation of Fiume spread to all sides of
the political spectrum, including Mussolini's Fascists.[86] D'Annunzio's
stirring speeches drew Croat nationalists to his side and also kept
contact with the Irish Republican Army and Egyptian nationalists.[87]

Italy annexed territories that included not only ethnically-mixed places,
but also exclusively ethnic Slovene and Croat places, especially within
the former Austrian Littoral and the former Duchy of Carniola. They
included one-third of the entire territory inhabited by Slovenes at the
time and one-quarter of the entire Slovene population,[88] who was during the 20 years long period of Italian
Fascism (1922–1943) subjected to forced Italianization alongside 25,000 ethnic Germans. According to author
Paul N. Hehn, "the treaty left half a million Slavs inside Italy, while only a few hundred Italians in the fledgling
Yugoslav (i.e. Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes renamed Yugoslavia in 1929) state".[89]

Fascist regime (1922–1943) [edit]

Mussolini in war and postwar [edit]
Main articles: Fascist Italy (1922–1943) and Fascist and anti-
Fascist violence in Italy (1919–1926)

In 1914, Benito Mussolini was forced out of the Italian Socialist
Party after calling for Italian intervention against Austria-Hungary.
Prior to World War I, Mussolini had opposed military conscription,
protested against Italy's occupation of Libya and was the editor of
the Socialist Party's official newspaper, Avanti!, but over time he
simply called for revolution without mentioning class struggle.[90]

Mussolini's nationalism enabled him to raise funds from Ansaldo
(an armaments firm) and other companies to create his own
newspaper, Il Popolo d'Italia, to convince socialists and
revolutionaries to support the war.[91] The Allied Powers, eager to
draw Italy to the war, helped finance the newspaper.[92] This
publication became the official newspaper of the Fascist
movement. During the war, Mussolini served in the Army and was
wounded once.[93]

Following the end of
the war and the
Treaty of Versailles in
1919, Mussolini
created the Fasci di
Combattimento or
Combat League. It
was originally
dominated by patriotic
socialist and
syndicalist veterans

who opposed the pacifist policies of the Italian Socialist Party. The
Fascists initially had a platform far more inclined to the left,
promising social revolution, proportional representation, women's
suffrage (partly realized in 1925) and dividing private property held
by estates.[94][95]

On 15 April 1919, the Fascists made their debut in political
violence, when a group of members from the Fasci di
Combattimento attacked the offices of Avanti!. Recognizing the
failures of the Fascists' initial revolutionary and left-leaning policy,
Mussolini moved the organization away from the left and turned
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the revolutionary movement into an electoral movement in 1921
named the Partito Nazionale Fascista (National Fascist Party). The
party echoed the nationalist themes of D'Annunzio and rejected
parliamentary democracy while still operating within it in order to
destroy it. Mussolini changed his original revolutionary policies,
such as moving away from anti-clericalism to supporting the
Roman Catholic Church and abandoned his public opposition to
the monarchy.[96] Support for the Fascists began to grow in 1921
and pro-Fascist army officers began taking arms and vehicles from
the army to use in counter-revolutionary attacks on socialists.[97]

In 1920, Giolitti had come back as Prime Minister in an attempt to
solve the deadlock. One year later, Giolitti's government had
already become unstable and a growing socialist opposition
further endangered his government. Giolitti believed that the
Fascists could be toned down and used to protect the state from
the socialists. He decided to include Fascists on his electoral list
for the 1921 elections.[96] In the elections, the Fascists did not
make large gains, but Giolitti's government failed to gather a large
enough coalition to govern and offered the Fascists placements in
his government. The Fascists rejected Giolitti's offers and joined
with socialists in bringing down his government.[98] A number of
descendants of those who had served Garibaldi's revolutionaries
during unification were won over to Mussolini's nationalist
revolutionary ideals.[99] His advocacy of corporatism and futurism
had attracted advocates of the "third way",[100] but most
importantly he had won over politicians like Facta and Giolitti who
did not condemn him for his Blackshirts' mistreatment of
socialists.[101]

March on Rome [edit]

In October 1922, Mussolini took advantage of a general strike by
workers and announced his demands to the government to give
the Fascist Party political power or face a coup. With no immediate
response, a small number of Fascists began a long trek across
Italy to Rome which was known as the "March on Rome", claiming
to Italians that Fascists were intending to restore law and order.
Mussolini himself did not participate until the very end of the
march, with D'Annunzio being hailed as leader of the march until it
was learned that he had been pushed out of a window and
severely wounded in a failed assassination attempt, depriving him
of the possibility of leading an actual coup d'état orchestrated by
an organization founded by himself. Under the leadership of
Mussolini, the Fascists demanded Prime Minister Luigi Facta's
resignation and that Mussolini be named Prime Minister. Although
the Italian Army was far better armed than the Fascist
paramilitaries, the Italian government under King Vittorio
Emmanuele III faced a political crisis. The King was forced to
decide which of the two rival movements in Italy would form the
new government: Mussolini's Fascists or the anti-royalist Italian
Socialist Party, ultimately deciding to endorse the Fascists.[102][103]

On 28 October 1922, the King invited Mussolini to become Prime
Minister, allowing Mussolini and the Fascist Party to pursue their
political ambitions as long as they supported the monarchy and its
interests. At 39, Mussolini was young compared to other Italian
and European leaders. His supporters named him "Il Duce" ("The
Leader"). A personality cult was developed that portrayed him as
the nation's saviour which was aided by the personal popularity he
held with Italians already, which would remain strong until Italy
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Mussolini was initially a highly popular leader in
Italy until Italy's military failures in World War II.

Haile Selassie's
resistance to the Italian
invasion of Ethiopia made him
Man of the Year in 1935 by

faced continuous military defeats in World War II.

Upon taking power, Mussolini formed a legislative coalition with
nationalists, liberals and populists. However, goodwill by the
Fascists towards parliamentary democracy faded quickly:
Mussolini's coalition passed the electoral Acerbo Law of 1923,
which gave two-thirds of the seats in parliament to the party or
coalition that achieved 25% of the vote. The Fascist Party used
violence and intimidation to achieve the 25% threshold in the 1924
election and became the ruling political party of Italy.

Following the election, Socialist deputy Giacomo Matteotti was
assassinated after calling for an annulment of the elections
because of the irregularities. Following the assassination, the
Socialists walked out of parliament, allowing Mussolini to pass
more authoritarian laws. In 1925, Mussolini accepted responsibility
for the Fascist violence in 1924 and promised that dissenters
would be dealt with harshly. Before the speech, Blackshirts
smashed opposition presses and beat up several of Mussolini's
opponents. This event is considered the onset of undisguised
Fascist dictatorship in Italy, though it would be 1928 before the
Fascist Party was formally declared the only legal party in the
country.

Over the next four years, Mussolini eliminated nearly all checks
and balances on his power. In 1926, Mussolini passed a law that
declared he was responsible only to the King and made him the
sole person able to determine Parliament's agenda. The fact that
Mussolini had to pass such a law underscored how firmly the
convention of parliamentary rule had been established; as
mentioned above, the letter of the Statuto made ministers solely
responsible to the King. Local autonomy was swept away;
appointed podestas replaced communal mayors and councils.
Soon after all other parties were banned in 1928, parliamentary
elections were replaced by plebiscites in which the Grand
Council nominated a single list of candidates. Mussolini
wielded enormous political powers as the effective ruler of
Italy. The King was a figurehead and handled ceremonial
roles. However, he retained the power to dismiss the Prime
Minister on the advice of the Grand Council, on paper the
only check on Mussolini's power—which is what happened
in 1943.

World War II and the fall of fascism [edit]

This section needs additional
citations for verification.
Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed.
(March 2011) (Learn how and when to
remove this template message)

Main article: Military history of Italy during World War II

When Germany invaded Poland on 1 September 1939 beginning World War II,
Mussolini publicly declared on 24 September 1939 that Italy had the choice of
entering the war or to remain neutral which would cause the country to lose its
national dignity. Nevertheless, despite his aggressive posture, Mussolini kept
Italy out of the conflict for several months. Mussolini told his son in law Count
Ciano that he was personally jealous over Hitler's accomplishments and hoped
that Hitler's prowess would be slowed down by Allied counterattack.[104]

Mussolini went so far as to lessen Germany's successes in Europe by giving
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Time magazine.

The Italian Empire (red) before
World War II. Pink areas were
annexed/occupied for various periods
between 1940 and 1943 (the Tientsin
concession in China is not shown).

Cruiser Raimondo Montecuccoli,
used in many successful battles such
as the First Battle of Sirte (1941) and
Operation Harpoon (1942)

Erwin Rommel meeting Italian
General Italo Gariboldi in Tripoli,
February 1941

advanced notice to Belgium and the Netherlands of an imminent German
invasion, of which Germany had informed Italy.[104]

In drawing out war plans, Mussolini and the Fascist regime decided that
Italy would aim to annex large portions of Africa and the Middle East to
be included in its colonial empire. Hesitance remained from the King and
military commander Pietro Badoglio, who warned Mussolini that Italy had
too few tanks, armoured vehicles and aircraft available to be able to
carry out a long-term war; Badoglio told Mussolini "It is suicide" for Italy
to get involved in the European conflict.[105] Mussolini and the Fascist
regime took the advice to a degree and waited as France was invaded
by Germany before deciding to get involved.

As France collapsed under the German Blitzkrieg, Italy declared war on
France and Britain on 10 June 1940, fulfilling its obligations of the Pact
of Steel. Italy hoped to quickly conquer Savoia, Nizza, Corsica and the
African colonies of Tunisia and Algeria from the French, but this was
quickly stopped when Germany signed an armistice with the French
commander Philippe Petain who established Vichy France which
retained control over these territories. This decision by Nazi Germany angered Mussolini's Fascist regime.[106]

The one Italian strength that concerned the Allies was the Italian Royal
Navy (Regia Marina), the fourth-largest navy in the world at the time. In
November 1940, the British Royal Navy launched a surprise air attack
on the Italian fleet at Taranto which crippled Italy's major warships.
Although the Italian fleet did not inflict serious damage as was feared, it
did keep significant British Commonwealth naval forces in the
Mediterranean Sea. This fleet needed to fight the Italian fleet to keep
British Commonwealth forces in Egypt and the Middle East from being
cut off from Britain. In 1941 on the Italian-controlled island of
Kastelorizo, off of the coast of Turkey, Italian forces succeeded in
repelling British and Australian forces attempting to occupy the island
during Operation Abstention. In December 1941, a covert attack by
Italian forces took place in Alexandria, Egypt, in which Italian divers attached explosives to British warships
resulting in two British battleships being severely damaged. This was known as the Raid on Alexandria. In 1942,
the Italian navy inflicted a serious blow to a British convoy fleet attempting to reach Malta during Operation
Harpoon, sinking multiple British vessels. Over time, the Allied navies inflicted serious damage to the Italian
fleet, and ruined Italy's one advantage to Germany.

Continuing indications of Italy's subordinate nature to Germany arose
during the Greco-Italian War; the British air force prevented the Italian
invasion and allowed the Greeks to push the Italians back to Albania.
Mussolini had intended the war with Greece to prove to Germany that
Italy was no minor power in the alliance, but a capable empire which
could hold its own weight. Mussolini boasted to his government that he
would even resign from being Italian if anyone found fighting the Greeks
to be difficult.[107] Hitler and the German government were frustrated
with Italy's failing campaigns, but so was Mussolini. Mussolini in private
angrily accused Italians on the battlefield of becoming "overcome with a
crisis of artistic sentimentalism and throwing in the towel".[108]

To gain back ground in Greece, Germany reluctantly began a Balkans Campaign alongside Italy which resulted
also in the destruction of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 1941 and the ceding of Dalmazia to Italy. Mussolini and
Hitler compensated Croatian nationalists by endorsing the creation of the Independent State of Croatia under
the extreme nationalist Ustaše. In order to receive the support of Italy, the Ustaše agreed to concede the main
central portion of Dalmazia as well as various Adriatic Sea islands to Italy, as Dalmazia held a significant number
of Italians. The ceding of the Adriatic Sea islands was considered by the Independent State of Croatia to be a
minimal loss, as in exchange for those cessions they were allowed to annex all of modern-day Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which led to the persecution of the Serb population there. Officially, the Independent State of
Croatia was a kingdom and an Italian protectorate, ruled by Italian House of Savoy member Tomislav II of
Croatia, but he never personally set foot on Croatian soil and the government was run by Ante Pavelić, the
leader of the Ustaše. However, Italy did hold military control across all of Croatia's coast, which combined with
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The Italian Army in Russia fought on
the Eastern Front.

An Italian "AB 41" armored car in
Egypt

Italian control of Albania and Montenegro gave Italy complete control of the Adriatic Sea, thus completing a key
part of the Mare Nostrum policy of the Fascists. The Ustaše movement proved valuable to Italy and Germany as
a means to counter Royalist Chetnik guerrillas (although they did work with them because they did not really like
the Ustaše movement whom they left up to the Germans) and the communist Yugoslav Partisans under Josip
Broz Tito who opposed the occupation of Yugoslavia.

Under Italian army commander Mario Roatta's watch, the violence
against the Slovene civil population in the Province of Ljubljana easily
matched that of the Germans[109] with summary executions, hostage-
taking and hostage killing, reprisals, internments to Rab and Gonars
concentration camps and the burning of houses and whole villages.
Roatta issued additional special instructions stating that the repression
orders must be "carried out most energetically and without any false
compassion".[110] According to historians James Walston[111] and Carlo
Spartaco Capogeco,[112] the annual mortality rate in the Italian
concentration camps was higher than the average mortality rate in Nazi
concentration camp Buchenwald (which was 15%), at least 18%. On 5 August 1943, Monsignor Joze Srebnic,
Bishop of Veglia (Krk island), reported to Pope Pius XII that "witnesses, who took part in the burials, state
unequivocally that the number of the dead totals at least 3,500".[112] After the war, Yugoslavia, Greece and
Ethiopia requested the extradition of 1,200 Italian war criminals for trial, but they never saw anything like the
Nuremberg trials because the British government with the beginning of the Cold War saw in Pietro Badoglio a
guarantee of an anti-communist post-war Italy.[113] The repression of memory led to historical revisionism in Italy
about the country's actions during the war. In 1963, anthology "Notte sul'Europa", a photograph of an internee
from Rab concentration camp, was included while claiming to be a photograph of an internee from a German
Nazi camp when in fact the internee was a Slovene Janez Mihelčič, born 1885 in Babna Gorica and died at Rab
in 1943.[114] In 2003, the Italian media published Silvio Berlusconi's statement that Mussolini merely "used to
send people on vacation".[115]

In 1940, Italy invaded Egypt and was soon driven far back into Libya by
British Commonwealth forces.[116] The German army sent a detachment to
join the Italian army in Libya to save the colony from the British advance.
German army units in the Afrika Korps under General Erwin Rommel were
the mainstay in the campaign to push the British out of Libya and into
central Egypt in 1941 to 1942. The victories in Egypt were almost entirely
credited to Rommel's strategic brilliance. The Italian forces received little
media attention in North Africa because of their dependence on the
superior weaponry and experience of Rommel's forces. For a time in 1942,
Italy from an official standpoint controlled large amounts of territory along
the Mediterranean Sea. With the collapse of Vichy France, Italy gained
control of Corsica, Nizza, Savoia and other portions of southwestern
France. Italy also oversaw a military occupation over significant sections of
southern France, but despite the official territorial achievements, the so-
called "Italian Empire" was a paper tiger by 1942: it was faltering as its economy failed to adapt to the conditions
of war and Italian cities were being bombed by the Allies. Also despite Rommel's advances in 1941 and early
1942, the campaign in Northern Africa began to collapse in late 1942. Complete collapse came in 1943 when
German and Italian forces fled Northern Africa to Sicilia.

By 1943, Italy was failing on every front, by January of the year, half of the Italian forces serving on the Eastern
Front had been destroyed,[117] the African campaign had collapsed, the Balkans remained unstable and
demoralised Italians wanted an end to the war.[118] King Victor Emmanuel III urged Count Ciano to overstep
Mussolini to try to begin talks with the Allies.[117] In mid-1943, the Allies commenced an invasion of Sicily in an
effort to knock Italy out of the war and establish a foothold in Europe. Allied troops landed in Sicily with little
initial opposition from Italian forces. The situation changed as the Allies ran into German forces, who held out
for some time before Sicily was taken over by the Allies. The invasion made Mussolini dependent on the
German Armed Forces (Wehrmacht) to protect his regime. The Allies steadily advanced through Italy with little
opposition from demoralized Italian soldiers, while facing serious opposition from German forces.

Civil war (1943–1945) [edit]

Main article: Italian Civil War

By 1943, Mussolini had lost the support of the Italian population for having led a disastrous war effort. To the
world, Mussolini was viewed as a "sawdust caesar" for having led his country to war with ill-equipped and poorly
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trained armed forces that failed in battle. The embarrassment of Mussolini to
Italy led King Victor Emmanuel III and even members of the Fascist Party to
desire Mussolini's removal. The first stage of his ousting took place when the
Fascist Party's Grand Council, under the direction of Dino Grandi, voted to ask
Victor Emmanuel to resume his constitutional powers–in effect, a vote of no
confidence in Mussolini. Days later on 26 July 1943, Victor Emmanuel officially
sacked Mussolini as Prime Minister and replaced him with Marshal Pietro
Badoglio. Mussolini was immediately arrested upon his removal. When the radio
brought the unexpected news, Italians assumed the war was practically over.
The Fascist organizations that had for two decades pledged their loyalty to Il
Duce were silent—no effort was made by any of them to protest. The new
Badoglio government stripped away the final elements of Fascist government by
banning the Fascist Party. The Fascists had never controlled the army, but they
did have a separately armed militia, which was merged into the army. The main
Fascist organs including the Grand Council, the Special Tribunal for the
Defense of the State and the Chambers were all disbanded. All local Fascist
formations clubs and meetings were shut down. Slowly, the most outspoken Fascists were purged from
office.[119]

Italy then signed an armistice in Cassabile, ending its war with the Allies. However,
Mussolini's reign in Italy was not over as a German commando unit, led by Otto
Skorzeny, rescued Mussolini from the mountain hotel where he was being held
under arrest. Hitler instructed Mussolini to establish the Italian Social Republic, a
German puppet state in the portion of northern Italy held by the Wehrmacht. As
result, the country descended into civil war; the new Royalist government of Victor
Emmanuel III and Marshal Badoglio raised an Italian Co-belligerent Army, Navy and
Air Force, which fought alongside the Allies for the rest of the war, while other
Italian troops, loyal to Mussolini and his new Fascist state, continued to fight
alongside the Germans in the National Republican Army. Also, a large anti-fascist
Italian resistance movement fought a guerrilla war against the German and RSI
forces.

The RSI armed forces were a combination
of Mussolini loyalist Fascists and German
armed forces, although Mussolini had little

power. Hitler and the German armed forces led the campaign against
the Allies and saw little interest in preserving Italy as more than a buffer
zone against an Allied invasion of Germany.[120] The Badoglio
government attempted to establish a non-partisan administration and a
number of political parties were allowed to exist again after years of
being banned under Fascism. These ranged from liberal to communist
parties which all were part of the government.[121] Italians celebrated the
fall of Mussolini, and as more Italian territory was taken by the Allies, the
Allies were welcomed as liberators by Italians who opposed the German
occupation.

Life for Italians under German occupation was hard, especially in Rome.
Rome's citizens by 1943 had grown tired of the war and upon Italy
signing an armistice with the Allies on 8 September 1943, Rome's
citizens took to the streets chanting "Viva la pace!" ("Long live the
peace!), but within hours German forces raided the city and attacked
anti-Fascists, royalists and Jews.[122] Roman citizens were harassed by
German soldiers to provide them food and fuel and German authorities
would arrest all opposition and many were sent into forced labor.[123]

Rome's citizens upon being liberated reported that during the first week of German occupation of Rome, crimes
against Italian citizens took place as German soldiers looted stores and robbed Roman citizens at gunpoint.[123]

Martial law was imposed on Rome by German authorities requiring all citizens to obey a curfew forbidding
people to be out on the street after 9 p.m.[123] During winter of 1943, Rome's citizens were denied access to
sufficient food, firewood and coal which was taken by German authorities to be given to German soldiers
housed in occupied hotels.[123] These actions left Rome's citizens to live in the harsh cold and on the verge of
starvation.[124] German authorities began arresting able-bodied Roman men to be conscripted into forced
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labour.[125] On 4 June 1944, the German occupation of Rome came to an end as German forces retreated as
the Allies advanced.

Mussolini was captured on 27 April 1945 by Communist Italian partisans near the Swiss border as he tried to
escape Italy. On the next day, he was executed[126] for high treason as sentenced in absentia by a tribunal of
the National Liberation Committee. Afterwards, the bodies of Mussolini, his mistress and about fifteen other
Fascists were taken to Milan, where they were displayed to the public.[127] Days later on 2 May 1945, the
German forces in Italy surrendered.

The government of Badoglio remained in being for some nine months. On 9 June 1944, he was replaced as
Prime Minister by the 70-year-old anti-fascist leader Ivanoe Bonomi. In June 1945, Bonomi was in turn replaced
by Ferruccio Parri, who in turn gave way to Alcide de Gasperi on 4 December 1945. It was De Gasperi who
supervised the transition to a republic following the abdication of Vittorio Emanuele III on 9 May 1946. He briefly
became acting Head of State as well as Prime Minister on 18 June 1946, but ceded the former role to
Provisional President Enrico De Nicola ten days later.

End of the Kingdom of Italy [edit]

Italian constitutional referendum (1946) [edit]
Main article: 1946 Italian constitutional referendum

Much like Japan and Germany, the aftermath of World War II left Italy with a
destroyed economy, a divided society, and anger against the monarchy for its
endorsement of the Fascist regime for the previous twenty years.

Even prior to the rise of the Fascists,
the monarchy was seen to have
performed poorly, with society
extremely divided between the wealthy
North and poor South. World War I
resulted in Italy making few gains and
was seen as what fostered the rise of
Fascism. These frustrations
compacted into a revival of the Italian
republican movement.[128] By the spring of 1944, it was obvious Victor
Emmanuel was too tainted by his previous support for Mussolini to have
any further role. He transferred his constitutional powers to Crown
Prince Umberto, whom he named Lieutenant General of the Realm and
de facto regent.

Victor Emmanuel III nominally remained King until shortly before a 1946
referendum on whether to remain a monarchy or become a republic. On 9 May 1946, he abdicated in favour of
the Crown Prince, who then ascended as King Umberto II. However, on 2 June 1946, the republican side won
54% of the vote and Italy officially became a republic.

The table of results shows some relevant differences in the different parts of Italy. The peninsula seemed to be
drastically cut into two, as if there were two different, respectively homogeneous countries: the North for the
republic (with 66.2%); the South for the monarchy (with 63.8%). Some monarchist groups claimed that there
was manipulation by northern republicans, socialists and communists. Others argued that Italy was still too
chaotic in 1946 to have an accurate referendum.

Regardless, to prevent civil war Umberto II accepted the results, and the new republic was born on June 12, with
bitter resentment by the new government against the House of Savoy. All male members of the House of Savoy
were barred from entering Italy in 1948, which was only repealed in 2002.

See also [edit]

History of the Kingdom of Italy (1861–1946)
Law of Guarantees
List of Prime Ministers of Italy
Military history of Italy during World War II
Roman Question
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a. ^ In 1848, Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour had formed a parliamentarty group in the Kingdom of Sardinia
Parliament named the Partito Liberale Italiano (Italian Liberal Party). From 1860, with the Unification of Italy
substantially realized and the death of Cavour himself in 1861, the Liberal Party was split in at least two major
factions or new parties later known as the Destra Storica on the right-wing, who substantially assembled the Count
of Cavour's followers and political heirs; and the Sinistra Storica on the left-wing, who mostly reunited the followers
and sympathizers of Giuseppe Garibaldi and other former Mazzinians. Both the Historical Right (Destra Storica)
and the Historical Left (Sinistra Storica) were composed of royalist liberals, while radicals organized themselves
into the Radical Party and republicans into the Italian Republican Party.

b. ^ The liberal-conservative Historical Right was dominated from 1860 to 1876 (also after it was no more at the
govern) by a leadership of elected Representatives from Emilia Romagna (1860–1864) and Tuscany (1864–1876),
known as the "Consorteria", with the support of the Lombard and Southern Italian representatives. The majority of
the Piemontese liberal-conservative representatives, but not all of them, organized themselves as the all-
Piemontese and more right-wing party's minority: the "Associazione Liberale Permanente" (Permanent Liberal
Association), whom sometimes voted with the Historical Left and whose leading Representative was Quintino
Sella. The party's majority was also weakened by the substantial differences between the effective liberal-
conservative (Toscano and Emiliano) leadership and Lombards on one side and the quietly conservative Southern
and "Transigent Roman Catholic" components on the other side. (Indro Montanelli, Storia d'Italia, volume 32).
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Ancient Rome 476 AD) · Sicilia (241 BC–476 AD) · Corsica and Sardinia (238 BC–455 AD)) · Roman Empire (27
BC–395 AD) (Western Roman Empire (285 AD–476 AD) · Praetorian prefecture of Italy (337 AD–
584 AD))

Medieval
and

Early Modern
states

Early Italian Kingdom
(476–774)

Odoacer's rule (476–493) · Ostrogothic rule (493–553) ·
Vandal rule (435–534) · Lombard rule (568–774)
(Duchy of Benevento · Duchy of Friuli · Duchy of Ivrea ·
Duchy of Spoleto · Duchy of Tridentum)

Byzantine Empire (584–751)
Exarchate of Ravenna (584–751) (Duchy of Rome (533–751) ·
Duchy of Perugia (554–752) · Duchy of the Pentapolis (554–
752)) · Exarchate of Africa (585–698)

Holy Roman Empire
and other

independent
states

Bishopric of Bressanone · City of Fiume and its District ·
Commune of Rome · County of Gorizia ·
Princely County of Gorizia and Gradisca · County of Guastalla ·
Duchy of Guastalla · Kingdom of Italy (Ancona · Ceva · Finale ·
March of Friuli · Patria del Friuli (Patriarchate of Aquileia) · Ivrea ·
Istria · Mantua · Milan · March of Montferrat · Duchy of Montferrat
· Tyrol · Trieste · Turin · Tuscany · Verona) · Duchy of Ivrea ·
Duchy of Mantua · Duchy of Massa and Carrara ·
Duchy of Merania · Duchy of Mirandola ·
Duchy of Modena and Reggio · Principality of Piombino ·
Duchy of Reggio · Marquisate of Saluzzo · Duchy of Spoleto ·
Terra Sancti Benedicti · Bishopric of Trento ·
Grand Duchy of Tuscany

Papal States
(754–1870)

Duchy of Castro · Duchy of Ferrara · Holy See · Duchy of Parma
· Duchy of Urbino

Republics

Republic of Cospaia · Republic of Ancona ·
Republic of Florence · Republic of Genoa · Republic of Noli ·
Republic of Lucca · Republic of Massa · Republic of Pisa ·
Republic of Siena

Republic of Venice
(697–1797) Dogado · Domini di Terraferma · Stato da Màr

Southern Italy
(774–1139)

Byzantine

Duchy of Amalfi · Duchy of Gaeta ·
Catepanate of Italy · Longobardia ·
Theme of Lucania · Duchy of Naples ·
Theme of Sicily and Byzantine Sicily ·
Duchy of Sorrento

Arab Emirate of Bari · Emirate of Sicily

Lombard Principality of Benevento · Principality of Salerno
· Principality of Capua

Norman County of Apulia and Calabria · County of Aversa
· County of Sicily · Principality of Taranto

Sardinia and Corsica
(9th century–1420)

Judicates (Agugliastra · Arborea · Cagliari · Gallura · Logudoro)
· Oristano · Republic of Sassari ·
Kingdom of Sardinia and Corsica · Corsican Republic (1755–
1769)

Kingdom of Sicily
(1130–1816) and

Kingdom of Naples
(1282–1816)

State of the Presidi · Duke of San Donato · Duchy of Sora ·
Principality of Taranto · Neapolitan Republic (1647–1648) ·
Malta under the Order · Gozo · Malta Protectorate ·
Crown Colony of Malta

Savoy and the Savoyard state
(from the 10th century)

Savoy (County of Savoy · County of Maurienne ·
County of Geneva · Duchy of Chablais · Barony of Faucigny) ·
Piedmont (Duchy of Aosta) · County of Nice · County of Tenda ·
Sicily (1713–1720) · Sardinia (1720–1861)

French Revolutionary 
and Napoleonic eras

(1792–1815)

Republics
Alba · Ancona · Bergamo · Bologna · Brescia · Cisalpinia · Cispadania · Crema ·
Italy · Liguria · Lucca · Parthenopea · Piedmont · Rome · Subalpinia · Tiberinia ·
Transpadania

Monarchies Benevento · Etruria · Guastalla · Italy · Lucca and Piombino · Massa and Carrara ·
Naples · Pontecorvo · Tuscany · Elba · Corsica

Post-Napoleonic
states

Duchy of Genoa (1815–1848) · Duchy of Lucca (1815–1847) · Duchy of Massa and Carrara (1814–
1829) · Duchy of Modena and Reggio (1814–1859) · Duchy of Parma (1814–1859) ·
Grand Duchy of Tuscany (1815–1859) · Italian United Provinces (1831) ·
Provisional Government of Milan (1848) · Republic of San Marco (1848–1849) · Roman Republic
(1849) · United Provinces of Central Italy (1859–1860) · Kingdom of Sardinia (1814–1860) ·
Kingdom of the Two Sicilies (1816–1861) · Kingdom of Lombardy–Venetia (1815–1866) ·
Papal States (1814–1870)

Post-unification
Kingdom of Italy (1861–1946) (Julian March · Italian Empire (1882–1960)) ·
Free State of Fiume (1920–1924) · Italian Social Republic (1943–1945) ·
Free Territory of Trieste (1947–1954)
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Icon of St. Cyril, presulably by
Dionisius Glushitsky (1424). The
Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow.
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  (Redirected from Kirill of Beloozero)

Cyril of Beloozero (Cyril of Beloezero, Russian: Кирилл
Бело(е)зерский - Kirill Belo(e)zersky; 1337 – 1427) was a monk and
saint of the Russian Orthodox Church who lived in the 15th century.
Saint Cyril was a disciple of Saint Sergius of Radonezh. In 1397, he
founded the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery in Northern Russia, in the
present-day Vologda Oblast.

Biography [edit]

Cyril was born as Kosma in Moscow in 1337. His origin is not entirely
clear, but he was in any case close to the boyar family of Velyaminov.
Cyril's parents died when he was a child. Around 1380 he became a
monk in the Simonov Monastery and took the name of Cyril (Kirill).[1] In
the monastery, he got in contact with Sergius of Radonezh. In 1387, the
archimandrite of the Simonov Monastery, Feodor, was appointed a
bishop of Rostov, and Cyril became his successor. However, he soon
realized that the position of archimadrite required too much involvement
in public affairs, and first resigned, then moved to a neighboring monastery as an ordinary monk, and then
decided to move to a deserted place where he could pray in peace. Together with St. Therapont, previously the
monk of the same monastery, Cyril left for Lake Beloye. On arrival, following the advice of Sergius of Radonezh,
he first dug a cave, and then built a wooden Assumption chapel and a loghouse for other monks. Therapont,
who found the restriction imposed by Cyril too strict, left within a year and founded nearby the Ferapontov
Monastery. In what became Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery, Cyril established a very strict order.[1]

The monastery grew and later became the largest monastery of Northern Russia. Cyril, as the first hegumen,
arranged purchases of large areas of land by the monastery.[1]

Cyril of White Lake died in the monastery in 1427, at the age of ninety.

At present there are several churches in Russia bearing the name of Cyril.

His day is marked by Russian Orthodox Church on June 9.[2][3]
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Kirill of Turov

Saint Kirill of Turov

Kirill of Turov

Born 1130

Died 1182

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox church,
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 28 April[1][2]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Cyril.

Cyril of Turov, alternately Kirill of Turov (Church Slavonic
Кѷриллъ Туровськiй, Belarusian: Кірыла Тураўскі, Russian:
Кирилл Туровский; 1130–1182) was a bishop and saint of the
Russian Orthodox Church. He was one of the first and finest
theologians of Kievan Rus'; he lived in Principality of Turov, now
southern Belarus.[3] His feast day in the Orthodox Church is on 28
April.[1][2] He was added to the Roman Catholic Church calendar
by Pope Paul VI in 1969.[4]
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Cyril of Turov [edit]

For centuries Cyril of Turov enjoyed considerable prestige as a writer; his works were continuously copied and
imitated. According to Zenkovsky's assessment of Cyril's heritage: "Cyril, Bishop of Turov, was probably the
most accomplished master of Orthodox theology and the Byzantine style of writing. He had an excellent
command of Greek and his literary achievements surpass those of any other Russian man of letters of that era
... Of all his works, Cyril's sermon with the triumphant description of spring as the symbol of the Resurrection
was the most popular."[5] Indeed, this sermon is one of his best known works in which he creates some of his
more compelling images like a simile comparing the melting of ice in the spring and Thomas's dissolving doubts
about Christ's resurrection: "Ныне зима греховнаа покаянием престала есть и лед невериа богоразумием
растаяся... лед же Фомина невериа показанием Христов ребр растаяся." [Today the winter of sin has
stopped in repentance, and the ice of unbelief is melted by wisdom spring appears...] It is often emphasized that
Kirill was an accomplished author who exerted influence on subsequent generations of East Slavs (continuing
through the 17th century). The question of Kirill's heritage is problematic to some degree. First of all, there is
the problem with the historically verifiable existence of Kirill of Turov; the questions as to whether he ever
existed and who he might have been have not been answered definitively.

Biographic details [edit]

Biographic details are scant and because none come from sources contemporary with Kirill, many are debated.
All we have in terms of his biography is a short Synaxarion Life: Life of Kirill of Turov (28 April) which was written
no earlier than the mid-13th century. This terse formulaic composition draws heavily on the hagiographic
conventions and yields very few historical details. He was born in a thriving town of Turov, the son of wealthy
parents. He was characterized by extreme piety at a young age and he entered a monastery still a young man.
In the monastery he was respected for his asceticism and his learned interpretation of biblical texts. He is said to
be the consecrated bishop of Turov in the 1160s. With the support of the Metropolitan in 1169 he became
involved in deposing Fedor, who occupied the bishopric of Rostov. Usually he is thought to have died in 1182.
According to an alternative line of thought, he became a bishop after 1182, remaining a monk throughout the
period of the 1160s and 1170s. Even the dates of Kirill's life and work are debated. The dates 1130-1182 had
been commonly accepted but among notable scholars, Simon Franklin vigorously disputes them.[6] Kirill's title
the Bishop of Turov is usually agreed to be a later invention arising out of a desire to designate an
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Prayer book by Kirill of Turov, 16th
century manuscript

appropriately high status to the author of extremely popular and influential words. Even though Kirill came to be
known as the Bishop of Turov his works deal most extensively with a theme of monasticism. It is often
emphasized that Kirill's points of reference are located within the walls of the monastery. Monks are Kirill's most
frequent addressees.

Alternative names and attributions [edit]

Generally, Kirill's autographs are not available and the manuscript sources are separated from the assumed
time of composition by centuries. The medieval habit of anonymity and pseudonymity further complicates the
process of attribution. Apart from the very rare "Kirill of Turov" (even when this designation occurs, it tends to
be just one of several variant readings), the headings in 'his' manuscripts include "Kirill the monk," "Kirill the
philosopher," "Saint Kirill," "The Blessed father Kirill," "the blessed monk Kirill," "Kirill the unworthy monk," "the
venerable Kirill." Given this variety of labels, 'Kirill's' texts invite several candidates for being their more likely
authors (writers whose existence has been substantiated with historical facts). Hypothetically, each work can be
allocated to one of several real Kirills and Cyrils: Cyril of Jerusalem (ca. 315-386); Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444);
Cyril of Scythopolis (mid-sixth century); Konstantin-Cyril, apostle of the Slavs(d. 869); Metropolitan Kirill I of Kiev
(1223–1233); Metropolitan Kirill II of Kiev (1243–1290); Bishop Kirill of Rostov (1231–1262); Kirill of Turov.
There are also numerous Kirills who may have been active but were not recorded by chroniclers and
hagiographers. Matters are further complicated by the fact, that these labels appear to have been used
interchangeably as Simon Franklin points out.[7]

Works [edit]

Questions of authorship notwithstanding, a remarkable corpus of works
in different genres has been attributed to Kirill of Turov: festal homilies,
monastic commentaries, some letters, and a cycle of prayers, other
hymnological texts, several versions of a penitential Prayer Canon, a
Canon of Olga and an abecedarian prayer. These works constitute what
came to be known as Corpus Cyrillianium (which at its core has only
eleven works which are agreed by the majority to be by Kirill of Turov.)

This is a 19th-century consensus which is generally assumed but
continuously questioned. In manuscript sources, there are 23 prayers
attributed to Kirill, as well as an additional nine unattributed prayers that
are regularly copied together as a group. The prayers form a seven-day liturgical cycle. His homilies are also a
cycle based on the ecclesiastical calendar from Palm Sunday to the Sunday before Pentecost. His allegorical
commentaries are directed at a monastic audience.

As a scholar of Kyrill, C.M. MacRobert summarizes the state of scholarship: "Even if further early copies of the
texts attributed to Kirill of Turov come to light, it may well not be possible to reconstruct his kanon in the form in
which he wrote it—supposing that he did write it—or to determine the original wording of his prayers. The
attempt to establish a canon of his liturgical works may ultimately be vain: what we have to deal with is not
necessarily the recognizable oeuvre of one man, but rather a devotional tradition, a profoundly penitential
spirituality which was cultivated among the East Slavs during the medieval period and taken up by other
Orthodox Slavs under the pressure of social and political vicissitudes."[8] Another problem that complicates any
precise attribution is the traditionalism of the Corpus Cyrillianum and the genre itself. The Kirillic genres
themselves are deliberately constructed so as to give an impression of timelessness and universality. Details of
contemporary "relevance" yielding specific clues as to time, place, and people (like Kirill's admonition of
Feodorek – Bishop Fedor of Rostov called so in depreciation) are rare and skillfully disguised.[9] Kirill-the author
identifies himself as a humble monk (following the tradition of humility topos) who fades before the ultimate
author and authority of God. Here is an example of Kyrill's humility topos taken from "A Tale of a layman, and on
monasticism, and on the soul, and on repentance"; by the most sinful monk Kirill, for Vasilij, abbot of the Caves:
"(52) And me: I beg you, do not spurn me like a dog, but remember me even here in your prayers, and there
throw me scraps from that holy table, and may all Christians be judged worthy of that life, through Jesus Christ
our Lord, to whom glory with the Father and with the Holy Spirit, now and ever."[10] And another one from: A
Sermon for Low Sunday by the unworthy monk Kirill in praise of the resurrection, and concerning the paschal
bread, and concerning Thomas's resting of the Lord's ribs: "(1) The Church requires a great teacher and a wise
interpreter to adorn the feast. But we are poor in word and dim in mind, and we lack the fire of the Holy Spirit to
compose words to benefit the soul. Yet, for the love of the brethren that are with me, I shall say a few words
concerning the renewal of the resurrection of Christ."[11]
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Style: Kirill's traditionalism [edit]

Most Kievan Rus' literature is based on the Eastern Christian tradition which came to Rus' from Byzantium via
Slavonic translations originating mainly in Bulgaria. "The homiletic and exegetic genres are among the 'purest'
versions of the rhetorical tradition inherited from Byzantium, relatively uncontaminated in language and
structure," as Franklin affirms.[12] These genres within the tradition of Christian rhetoric became Kievan elite
culture, eagerly imitated by Rus' medieval authors who "played the game according to received rules".[13] The
Byzantines also valued the stability of form and expression-the impression of timelessness. Consequently, in
creating their native tradition, Kievan writers drew on the "tradition one of whose higher aesthetic virtues was
traditionalism itself".[13] As Franklin sees it, Kirill's "self-imposed task was to perpetuate a tradition, not to
change or modernize it; to become authoritative by following authority rather than by challenging it".[14]

Kirill's works are not original in form because they closely follow the Byzantine style. In content it relies heavily
on quotes from the Holy Texts. Kirill's texts are characterized by their extreme citationality. Simon Franklin in his
most current English translation of the sermons numbers about 370 biblical quotation and allusions.[15] Further
textual sources for almost all of Kirill's works are also identified. They are works by early Christian and Byzantine
churchmen that would have been available to Kirill in Slavonic translations: John Chrysostom, Epiphanius of
Salamis, Ephrem of Syrus, Gregory of Nazianzus, Eusebius of Caesarea, and the scholia of Nicetas of Heraclea,
Titus of Bostra, Theophylact of Ohrid, and the chronicler George the monk (George Hamartolus).[14] As Ingunn
Lunde points out, Kirill's technique of quotations is based on the convention of the epideictic discourse where
the establishment of verbal correspondences and parallels through emphasis and amplification serve to
invocation of the authority of the sacred texts. "What is essential is the recognition of certain layer of sacred
texts or voice in the orators' discourse".[16] If we accept the conventional attributions of works to Kyrill of Turov,
he can be justly named the most prolific extant writer of Kievan Rus'.

Churches named after St. Cyril [edit]

There are several Belarusian Orthodox churches named after St. Cyril in Belarus, including, among others:

Church of the Holy Bishop Cyril of Turov at the Cathedral House (Minsk, Russian Orthodox)[17]

Cathedral of St. Bishops Cyril of Turov and Lawrence of Turov (Turau, Russian Orthodox)[18]

Church of the Holy Bishop Cyril of Turov (Svietlahorsk, Russian Orthodox)[19]

Besides that, several notable Orthodox and Greek Catholic churches of the Belarusian diaspora are named
after St. Cyril of Turaŭ:

Church of St Cyril of Turau and All the Patron Saints of the Belarusian People (London, Belarusian Greek
Catholic)
St. Cyril of Turau Cathedral (Brooklyn, Belarusian Autocephalous Orthodox)
Church of St. Cyril of Turau (Toronto, Belarusian Autocephalous Orthodox)

Cathedral of St. Cyril of
Turau, New York

 

Church of St. Cyril of
Turau, Toronto

 

Church of St Cyril of
Turau and All the Patron
Saints of the Belarusian
People, London
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Saint Kizito
Martyr

Born 1872
Buganda, Uganda

Died June 3, 1886 (aged 13–14)
Namugongo, Uganda

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1920 by Pope Benedict XV

Canonized October 18, 1964 by Pope Paul
VI

Major shrine Basilica Church of the Uganda
Martyrs, Namugongo, Munyonyo
Martyrs Shrine

Feast June 3

Patronage children; primary schoolsSt. Kizito being baptised by St.
Charles Lwanga at Munyonyo – Stained
glass at Munyonyo Martyrs Shrine

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Kizito)

Saint Kizito (1872 – June
3, 1886) was one of the
Martyrs of Uganda and the
youngest martyr slain by
the King Mwanga II of
Buganda. He was baptized
on 25/26 May 1886, by
Charles Lwanga, the
leader of Uganda's
Christian community at the
time, at Munyonyo, and
burned alive on 3 June
1886 in Namugongo. He
was canonized on 18
October 1964 by Pope
Paul VI in Rome. His feast
day is on June 3rd. He is considered as the patron saint of children and
primary schools.[1]
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St. Kizito, a mixed secondary school in Kenya
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Saint Kizito  at Patron Saints Index
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The Uganda Martyrs from the August 2008 issue of The Word Among Us magazine
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Konstanti Kakhi

Konstanti Kakhay

Saint Kostanti Kakhay by Mikhail Sabinin

Born 768
Kartli

Died November 10, 853
Samarra, Iraq

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Feast November 23

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Konstanti Kakhay or Konstanti Kakhi (Georgian: 
;  ) (768 – November 10, 853) was a Christian

Georgian nobleman from Kartli, who was seized captive by the
Abbasid general Bugha al-Kabir during his 853 expedition into the
Caucasus. He was subsequently put to death, at the age of 85, for
refusing to convert to Islam. This made Kostanti a subject of the
contemporaneous hagiography and a saint of the Georgian
Orthodox Church.[1]

Kakhay's capture is also documented in a Georgian inscription
from the Ateni Sioni church and his death as a martyr is mentioned
by the 9th-10th century Armenian chronicler Tovma Artsruni.[1]

The Georgian church commemorates him on November 23 (O.S.
November 10).[2]
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1 The Life and Passion of Kostanti-Kakhay
2 Biography
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4 References
5 External links

The Life and Passion of Kostanti-
Kakhay [edit]

Much of Kostanti-Kakhay's biography is known from the
hagiographic work The Life and Passion of Kostanti-Kakhay, the full title of which is "the Life and Passion of the
Holy Martyr Kostanti the Georgian, who was Martyred by Jafar, King of Babylonians" (   

   ,      , cxorebaj da c'amebaj
c'midisa moc'amisa k'ost'ant'isi kartvelisaj, romeli ic'ama babiloelta mepisa dzaparis mier). Its anonymous
author, apparently a monk, identifies himself as a contemporary of Kostanti, saying that the martyr "lived during
our time", when Theodora, the Byzantine empress who opposed iconoclasm, reigned as a "servant of God". In
the same passage, the author also mentions Theodora's son Michael III (r. 842-67).[1]

In general, the Life and Passion of Kostanti-Kakhay reflects the rise of Byzantine cultural and political influence
and of Georgian nationalism. The text incorporates many other narratives and contains several biblical
allusions. Its opening phrases are a literal translation from George of Alexandria's Life of Saint John
Chrysostom (c. 620), a text otherwise unknown in Georgian until 968. It also echoes several passages from the
earlier pieces of Georgian hagiography – the anonymous Passion of Eustathius of Mtskheta (570s) and Ioane
Sabanisdze's the Passion of Abo of Tbilisi (c. 790).[3]

The earliest extant manuscript of the Life and Passion of Kostanti-Kakhay dates to the early 18th century. First
published by Mikhail Sabinin in 1882, it has been translated into Latin (P. Peeters, 1925),[4] Russian (N.
Vachnadze and K. Kutsia, 1978), and English (M. Abashidze and S.H. Rapp, 2004).[5]

Biography [edit]

According to the Life and Passion of Kostanti-Kakhay, Kostanti-Kakhay was born of a noble family of Kartli in
768. "Kakhay" is the sobriquet, indicating his origin from Kakheti. Kostanti amassed a considerable wealth and
publicly professed Christianity at the time when the Abbasid political hegemony was strongly felt in the Georgian
lands and an Arab emir sat at Tbilisi, the erstwhile capital of Kartli. He was respected for his generosity and
pilgrimage and donations to Jerusalem. He was 85, when he was seized, as "a leader and the most noble man
in all of Kartli", by Bugha, the Turkic commander of the Abbasid army in the Caucasus, and sent to the court of
the caliph Al-Mutawakkil in Samarra. The seasoned captive rejected both offers of wealth in return of apostasy
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The Ateni Sioni church

Ateni Sioni church inscription of 853,
mentioning Kakhay ( )

to Islam and threats of torture, remaining steadfast. Two noblemen
(eristavi) from Somkhiti, who had agreed to convert to Islam, visited
Kostanti in prison, first to persuade him and a second time to behead
him; in both cases they failed. Then the caliph sent his own servant who
put the defiant prisoner to death.[1][3]

The Life and Passion of Kostanti-Kakhay ends with moralizing:

The transient warmth of the sun's orb did not seen sweet to
him, he looked with indignation at the rising sun, its light
was like a storm-cloud looming and for the love of Christ he
spat out all of life's pleasures like the blood of [extracted]
teeth in the great desire of his heart and the wisdom of his
repudiation of deceit.

— Translated by D. Rayfield[3]

Further historical evidence [edit]

Kostanti's patristic biography is corroborated by a stone inscription in
the Ateni Sioni church in Kartli, near Gori, which relates that "on August
5, a Saturday, in koronikon 73, the Islamic year 239, Bugha burnt the
city of Tbilisi and captured the Emir Sahak and killed him. And also in
August, on the 26th, on Saturday, Zirak took Kakha and his son
Tarkhuji prisoner."[1][3] The events described in this inscription were part
of Bugha's Caucasian expedition, in the course of which he sacked
Tbilisi and had its rebellious Muslim emir Ishaq ibn Isma'il ("Sahak" of
the Georgian sources) executed.[1][6] The Georgian nobles who sided
with the emir were also punished in a series of reprisal raids
commanded by Bugha and his lieutenant Zirak. Many captives were taken; some of them killed. The 9th-10th-
century Armenian historian Tovma Artsruni, while recounting the same events in his History of the House of the
Artsrunik', mentions the martyrdom of Kakhay, "of the upper land", and his companion Sevordi at the hands of
the Muslims.[1] Another Armenian historian of the early 10th century, Hovhannes Draskhanakertsi, refers to
seven men martyred under Bugha in 302 of the Armenian era, which corresponds to the year of Kostanti's
death.[1]
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Feast Nahasse 24 (August 30th

venerated in Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo
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Eritrean Orthodox Tewahedo
Church
Coptic Church
Ethiopians

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kristos Samra or Christos Samra (Ge'ez: , Krəstos
Śämra, meaning “Christ Delights in Her") (c. 15th century) was an
Ethiopian female saint who founded a monastery of the Ethiopian
Orthodox Tewahedo Church.[1][2]

She is one of Ethiopia's over two-hundred indigenous saints[3] and
one of the earliest of about fourteen Ethiopian female saints.[4]

After the Virgin Mary, she is Ethiopia’s most popular female saint,
holding a special place in women’s hearts as the saint most likely
to help women conceive, give birth to a healthy child, and survive
childbirth."[1]

Her monastery's festival in her honor on her saint's day, 24
Nahase (August 30), draws thousands every year.[2]

Life [edit]

Kristos Samra lived in the 15th century (no exact dates of her birth
or death appear in her hagiography).[5]

The main source on her life is the Gädlä Krəstos Śämra (The Life
of Kristos Samra), a hagiography written in Ethiopic by a scribe
named Filəṗṗos (Phillip) about her around 1508.[6] Before she
died, she told Filəṗṗos her life story and thirty of her visions. He
wrote her hagiography at the monastery of Debre Libanos
sometime between 1450 and 1508. A translation of two portions of
the hagiography are available in English;[1] a print version
translated into Amharic is also available.

According to her hagiography, the only contemporaneous source
on her life, she was born into a wealthy and pious family from a
frontier province in the Christian Ethiopian empire and married to
the son of the emperor's own priest (priests can be married in the
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church). She gave birth to eight
sons and two daughters.[2]

When she was around forty years old, one day she became
enraged with a badly behaved maidservant and thrust a firebrand down her throat and the maidservant died.[7]

Then Kristos Samra felt terrible and guilty and prayed for God to restore the life of the maidservant fortunately
her prayer was answered and the maid was alive again. So Kristos Samra was amazed and she felt "if God
hears my prayer while I'm in this worldly life how much will he answer my prayer in monastery?"

She decided to be a nun and started her journey to a spiritual life. But when she arrived at the monastery with
her infant son, they told her that no males were allowed into the nunnery. She was traveling with that
maidservant, who was carrying her baby son and insisted on being with Kristos Samra when she headed to the
monastery. So she left the child outside and by God's will another nun came and saved the boy and raised
him.[6] Another version has that Saint Michael the Archangel to heaven.[2]

Kristos Samra spent two years as a novice before becoming a nun. She then left for Lake Tana, a place known
for its many monasteries and ascetic monks and nuns, to live the life of a hermit. As her first remarkable act,
she spent twelve years praying while standing several hours a day in the shallow waters of the lake near the
shore, an act common among devout Ethiopians. Living in solitude, she moved around the lake, staying at
monasteries, including Narga Sellase and Tana Qirqos. During this period, she had visions, speaking with
angels and saints as well as Christ and his mother the Virgin Mary.

In her most well-known vision, she traveled to heaven and hell to plead with Christ and Satan to reconcile
themselves to each other so that human beings would no longer suffer due to their enmity.[2][6]
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Then the biblical Patriarchs came to her in a dream and told her to settle at Gʷangut, located on the
southwestern end of Lake Tana. They told her that the entire world would come there to prostrate themselves
at her feet. In response, she gave up the life of a hermit and founded a monastery.[8]

A monk named Yəsḥaq (Isaac) helped her by building a church, training female novices, and celebrating the
liturgy. Eventually, she withdrew once again into solitude, standing in a pit for three years and in the lake for
another three years.[6]

She was buried at Gʷangʷət, where her monastery is today.

Reputation [edit]

Some scholars, such as Ephraim Isaac, consider her to be one of the first female philosophers in Ethiopia, and
many other countries.[2][9] Her contemporary, Zara Yacob of 17th century Ethiopia is also seen as the first
philosopher of Ethiopia, and Africa.[9]

One scholar has stated that her hagiography is one of only "ten known biographies of African women written by
Africans before the nineteenth century."[1] Also, that because it is an "as-told-to" biography, "it is more of an
intellectual autobiography, the narrative of one woman’s philosophy and her belief in the possibilities for healing
a broken world".[1]

Krəstos Śämra is one of such visionary medieval women saints as Julian of Norwich and Margery Kempe, Rabia
of Basri and Lalla Aziza, and Mirabai.[1]
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Kuksha of Odessa, born Kosma Velichko (25 January [O.S.
January 12] 1875 in Arbuzynka, Kherson Governorate, Russian
Empire – December 24, 1964 in Odessa, USSR), was an imperial
Russian priest and a Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Moscow
Patriarchate) saint who was canonized in 1995.
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Early life [edit]

Kosma Velitchko was born on 12 January 1875 in the village of Arbuzynka in the Nikolaev Province of the
Kherson Governorate to Kirill and Kharitina Velitchko. Although his mother dreamed of becoming a nun in her
youth, she married to obey her parents. She had two more sons—Theodore (Fedor) and John (Ivan)—and a
daughter, Maria, hoping that one of her children would enter the monastic life.[1]

During his youth, Velitchko walked to the Kiev Pechersk Lavra, the Troitse-Sergiyeva Lavra, the far-northern
Valaam and Solovki monasteries, and Jerusalem and the Holy Land in 1895.[citation needed] He lived in Jerusalem
for six months, and visited all of Palestine's sacred places. On his way back, Velitchko visited Mount Athos.
Before leaving the mountain, the pilgrims went to the archimandrite of Saint Panteleimon monastery for a
blessing and Velitchko expressed his desire to join the monks there. The archimandrite told him to return after a
year, and gave him a small icon of Saint Panteleimon (the monastery's patron saint). Velitchko kept it for his
entire life.[citation needed]

Joining Saint Panteleimon monastery (1896) [edit]

Velitchko arrived at Athos (with his parents’ blessing) in 1896, became a novice at Saint Panteleimon monastery
and was placed in charge of altar offerings (prosphoras). He visited Jerusalem again with his mother in 1897.
Two events occurred in Jerusalem. Pilgrims unable to have children tried to bathe first at the Siloam baths, so
God would grant them children. Velitchko fell into the water, to the amusement of the people who began saying
that he would have many children.[1] The second event occurred when he visited the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, where pilgrims wanted to anoint themselves with oil from the lamps. While Velitchko was worshiping,
the central oil lamp spilled its oil all over him. People quickly surrounded him, trying to anoint themselves with oil
from his clothing.[1] After returning to Athos, Velitchko was a servant at the pilgrims' guesthouse for 11 years.

Monastic vows as Xenophont (1904) [edit]

Soon after Velitchko was tonsured with the name Constantine on 5 April [O.S. March 23] 1904, he received the
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Kuksha's original grave

monastic name Xenophont. The Imiaslavie movement reached the Athos monastery in 1912–1913, and Greek
authorities demanded that many foreign monks leave (including Xenophont, who was uninvolved).

Kiev Pechersk Lavra monastery (1913-1935) [edit]

In 1913, Xenophont entered the Kiev Pechersk Lavra monastery.[2] The following year, after the outbreak of
World War I, he and other monks worked on the Kiev-Lvov railway for 10 months before returning to the
monastery. Although Xenophont wished to reach the Great Schema, his young age (40) was an obstacle.

Great Schema tonsure as Kuksha (1931) [edit]

Xenophont suddenly became gravely ill at age 56, and it was thought that he would not survive. Believed that
he was dying, he was tonsured into schema on 8 April 1931 and given the name Kuksha (after a saint whose
relics are in nearby caves). Kuksha recovered, and was consecrated a priest-deacon (hierodeacon) on 3 April
1934 and priest-monk (hieromonk) on 3 May of that year.[2]

First arrest by Soviet authorities (1938) [edit]

After the Kiev Pechersk Lavra was closed with a decision by Soviet
Ukraine officials, Kuksha served at the church at Voskresenksaya
Slobodka. In 1938, he was accused by Soviet authorities of being a
"cult servant" and sentenced to five years in the concentration camp
at Vilma, Molotov Oblast (present-day Perm Krai), Ural. At age 63,
Kuksha and other priests and monks were working 14 hours a day at
hard labour in cold weather and were poorly fed. Metropolitan
Anthony of Kiev sent pieces of the consecrated Eucharist with other
breads, so hundreds of convicted priests and monks could receive
communion.[citation needed] After his release from the camp (on Saint
George's Day in the spring of 1943), Kuksha was sentenced to three
years of exile[2] in the village of Kungur in Solikamsky District. He was
blessed by the bishop of Solikamsk, and often conducted church
services in the village.

Return to Ukraine (1947) [edit]
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In 1947, Kuksha returned to the Kiev Pechersk Lavra monastery. Four years later, Soviet authorities
transferred him from Kiev to the Pochayiv Lavra monastery in western Ukraine. For three years, Kuksha
conducted morning services in the monastery's cave churches.

In late April 1957, during the Great Lent's Holy Week, he was transferred to the Monastery of Saint John the
Theologian in Khreshchatyk, Chernivtsi Oblast. Three years later, the Chernivtsi convent was closed; the nuns
were transferred to the monastery, and the monks were sent to the Pochayiv Lavra. Kuksha was transferred to
the Holy Dormition Monastery in Odessa on 19 July 1960, where he spent the last four years of his life.[3]

Death and canonization [edit]

In October 1964, Kuksha fell and broke his hip. Lying on the cold ground, he caught a cold and developed
pneumonia. Refusing to take medicine, Kuksha died on 24 December 1964 and was buried in the cemetery of
the Holy Dormition Monastery in Odessa. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, he was glorified as venerable
by the Holy Synod of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in 1995.
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Hieromartyr Kuksha

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Kuksha of the Kiev Caves (died after 1114) was a monk and
martyr from the Pechersk Lavra (Monastery of the Caves) in Kiev, Ukraine.
He has been canonized as a saint in the Russian Orthodox Church for his
work spreading Christianity among the heathen East Slavic tribe of Vyatichi
(of the Oka basin, in present-day Kaluga, Ryazan, and Tula oblasts of
Russia).[1]

This story is told of him:

Being a monk at Kiev Pechersk Lavra, he left to preach Gospel to idol-
worshippers Viatichi. He there performed numerous miracles. Impressed by
his powers and rendered receptive by his preaching, the heathens began
to convert and accept baptism. Priests of Viatichi, furious over the
destruction of their idols, decapitated Kuksha and his pupil. On the day of
Kuksha's death, his spiritual father Saint Pimen the Faster stood in the
middle of the monastery church and loudly proclaimed: "Our brother
Kuksha has been killed this day".[1] Saint Pimen died the same day.

The memory of Saint Kuksha, his follower, and Saint Pimen the Faster is celebrated at the Lavra on the day of
their death August 27 O.S. and September 27 O.S. The relics of Saint Kuksha are kept at St. Anthony Caves of
the Lavra.
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Kinga of Poland

Saint Kinga of Poland

Born 5 March 1234
Esztergom, Kingdom of Hungary

Died 24 July 1292 (aged 68)
Stary Sącz, Kingdom of Poland

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 11 June 1690 by Pope Alexander
VIII

Canonized 16 June 1999 by Pope John Paul
II

Feast 24 July

Attributes depicted as an abbess; crown

Patronage Poland, Lithuania

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Kundegunda)

"Kunegunda" redirects here. For other uses, see Kunegunda (disambiguation).

Kinga of Poland (also known as Cunegunda; Polish: Święta
Kinga, Hungarian: Szent Kinga) (5 March 1234 – 24 July 1292) is
a saint in the Catholic Church and patroness of Poland and
Lithuania.[1][2]
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Biography [edit]

She was born in Esztergom, Kingdom of Hungary, the daughter of
King Béla IV of Hungary and Maria Laskarina. She was a niece of
Elizabeth of Hungary and great-niece of Hedwig of Andechs.
Kinga's sisters were Margaret of Hungary and Jolenta of Poland.
She reluctantly married Bolesław V ("the Chaste") and became
princess when her husband ascended the throne as High Duke of
Poland.[3] Despite the marriage, the devout couple took up a vow
of chastity. The marriage was largely arranged by, and the vow of
chastity patterned after that of Bolesław's sister, Salomea of
Poland.[4]

During her reign Kinga got involved in charitable works such as
visiting the poor and helping the lepers. When her husband died in
1279, she sold all her material possessions and gave the money
to the poor. She soon did not want any part in governing the
kingdom which was left to her, and decided to become a Poor
Clare nun in the monastery at Sandec (Stary Sącz). She would spend the rest of her life in contemplative prayer
and did not allow anyone to refer to her past role as Grand Duchess of Poland. She died on 24 July 1292, aged
68.

Veneration [edit]

Pope Alexander VIII beatified Kinga in 1690. In 1695, she was made chief patroness of Poland and Lithuania.
On 16 June 1999, she was canonized by Pope John Paul II.[5]

Legend [edit]

Legend has it that Kinga threw her engagement ring into the Maramures salt mine in what was then Hungary.
The ring miraculously traveled along with salt deposits to Wieliczka, where it was rediscovered. On this spot the
miners erected a statue of Saint Kinga, carved entirely from salt, which is 101 meters under the Earth's
surface.[6]

Biography portal Catholicism portal Saints portal Hungary portal Poland portal
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Sources [edit]

1. ^ "Katolikus.hu St Kinga" . www.katolikus.hu. Archived from the original  on 3 March 2016. Retrieved
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Kunigunde of Rapperswil
Died c. 4th century AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 16 June 1504, Eichsel,
Rheinfelden by Raimund
Peraudi

Feast June 16

Patronage blind and lame people

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kunigunde of Rapperswil (died in early 4th century AD) is a
Christian saint. In Old High German her name means fighter for
her clan.[1]

Life [edit]

Little is known about this saint. Maybe born in Rapperswil in
Switzerland, she was one of the companions of Saint Ursula during
her pilgrimage to Roma. On the way back, Kunigunde, Mechtund,
Wibranda and Chrischona were sick in Rapperswil respectively
Eichsel (Rapperschwier in earlier days), and soon died.[1]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b "Kunigunde von Rapperswil" (in German). Missing or empty |url= (help)
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Kuriakose Elias Chavara

Saint
Kuriakose Elias Chavara

 
C.M.I.

St Kuriakose Elias Chavara of Holy Family

Founder of CMI and CMC Congregations
Born 10 February 1805

Kainakary, Kuttanad, Travancore,
British Raj (now in Alappuzha
district, Kerala, India)

Died 3 January 1871 (aged 65)
Koonammavu, Kingdom of
Cochin, British Raj (now in
Ernakulam, Kerala, India)

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 8 February 1986, Kottayam by
Pope John Paul II

Canonized 23 November 2014, Rome by
Pope Francis

Major shrine St. Joseph's Church,
Mannanam, St.Philomena's
Forane Church, Koonammavu

Feast 18 February (Roman Latin
Catholic Church) 3 January
(Syro-Malabar Church)

Attributes Catholic saint, founder and
social reformer

Patronage Press industry, media, literature,
congregations

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kuriakose Elias Chavara, C.M.I. (10 February 1805 – 3 January
1871) was an Indian Catholic priest and social reformer.[1][2] He is
the first canonised Catholic male saint of Indian origin and belongs
to the Syro-Malabar Catholic Church, an Eastern Catholic Church
based in the state of Kerala.[3][4] He was the co-founder and first
Prior General of the first congregation for men in the Syro-Malabar
Catholic Church, now known as the Carmelites of Mary Immaculate
(C.M.I.), and of a similar one for women, the Congregation of the
Mother of Carmel (C.M.C.).
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St. Joseph's Church Mannanam. The tomb
of Chavara and Mother House of CMI
Congregation are here

Home of Kuriakose Elias Chavara at
Kainakary

Tomb of Kuriakose Elias Chavara at
Mannanam

Marth Mariam and Infant Jesus,
accompanied by John the Baptist from Peshitta.
Painting of Ravi Varma found at Mannanam.

Part of a series on
Saint Thomas

Christians

Kuriakose Elias Chavara was born on 10 February 1805 at Kainakary, Kerala in a Nasrani Christian family as
the son of Iko (Kuriakose) Chavara and Mariam Thoppil.
Nasranis are Saint Thomas Christians (also known as Syriac
Christians) who are the ancient Christians of Kerala baptised by
Thomas the Apostle in the first century. The name Kuriakose is
derived from the Syriac Aramaic name ܣܪ  (Quriaqos).[5] He
was baptised on 17 February 1805 at St. Joseph's Syro-Malabar
Catholic Church, Chennamkary. On 8 September 1805, Chavara
was dedicated to Blessed Virgin Mary at St. Mary's Church,
Vechoor.[6] The Chavara family has derived from the ancient
Nasrani family Meenappally in Kainakary.

In his childhood, Kuriakose attended the village school. There he
studied language and elementary sciences. He entered the
seminary in 1818 in Pallipuram where Palackal Thoma Malpan
was the Rector. He was ordained a priest on 29 November 1829
and celebrated first Holy Qurbana at St. Andrew's Catholic
Forane Church Arthunkal Alappuzha. His special intention during
the first Holy Qurabana was the realization of the religious
institute which was being contemplated by Palackal Thomas
Malpan, Porukara Thomas Kathanar, Brother Jacob Kaniathara
and himself.[7]

Later life [edit]

Kuriakose Elias Chavara joined with two other priests, Palackal
Thoma Malpan and Porukara Thoma Kathanar to lead a
monastic life. The name of the community they founded was
Servants of Mary Immaculate. The foundation for the first
monastery at Mannanam was laid on 11 May 1831 by Porukara
Thomas Kathanar. Palackal Malpan and Porukara Kathanar died
in 1841 and 1846 respectively. On 8 December 1855, Kuriakose
Elias Chavara and ten other priests took vows in the Carmelite
tradition. He was nominated as the Prior General of Mannanam
monastery. The congregation became affiliated as a Third Order
institute of the Order of Discalced Carmelites. From that point on
they used the postnominal initials of T.O.C.D.[8]

Social reformer [edit]

Kuriakose Elias Chavara was a social reformer[citation needed] who
initiated reforms in the Kerala society much before Narayana
Guru(1853) Chattambi Swamikal(1853) and Vakkom Abdul
Khadar Maulavi(1854).[9][10] Though he hailed from a Syriac
Christian family,[11] which occupied a higher social status, he
played a major role in educating and uplifting people especially
of the lower ranks of society.[2]

Education [edit]

Kuriakose Chavara started an institution for Sanskrit studies at
Mannanam in 1846.[citation needed] A tutor belonging to the Variar
community was brought from Thrissur, to teach at this Sanskrit
institution. After establishing the Sanskrit institution in
Mannanam, Chavara took the initiative to start a school in a
nearby village called Arpookara. On this Parappurath Varkey
wrote in the Chronicles of the Mannanam monastery: “While the
work on the Mannanam School began, a place on the Arpookara
Thuruthumali hill was located to build a Chapel and school for the
converts from the Pulaya caste."[12] Chavara was the first Indian
who not only dared to admit the untouchables to schools but also
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provided them with Sanskrit education which was forbidden to the
lower castes, thereby challenging social bans based on caste, as
early as the former part of the 19th century.[13]

It was during this time Bishop Bernadine Baccinelly issued a
circular in 1864 which would act as the root cause of tremendous
growth of education and hundred percent literacy in Kerala. It was
a warning circular which stated, “each parish should establish
educational institutions, or else they will be debarred from the
communion”.[citation needed] The schools in Kerala are commonly
called Pallikudams (school attached to Church (Palli)) because of
this circular.[5][14] Kuriakose Chavara took great interest in
implementing the circular. He delegated the members of his
Congregation to ensure the implementation of the order in the
circular and to actively take up educational activities. Each
monastery was to oversee these activities of the parish churches
in its neighbourhood.[15][14]

Midday Meal [edit]

Kuriakose Chavara knew that the schools he started in Mannanam
and Arpookara would be successful if the poor students especially
dalits were given midday meals.[2] It was his original idea. It
inspired Sir C P Ramaswamy Iyer to recommend this to King for
being implemented in all government run schools.[10] This practice
is continued even today in government schools in India.[1]

Pidiyari [edit]

Kuriakose Chavara a charity practice known as Pidiyari (a handful
of rice) to encourage people to make daily small donations to help
the needy.[16] The Pidyari scheme supported the Midday meal
Kuriakose Chavara popularized in schools[17] The Pidiyari scheme
was implemented in the following way: Participants would daily set
aside a small quantity of rice in a special collection pot. The rice collected would be brought to Church during
the weekends and was used to feed the poor, especially students for midday meal.[16] A pious organization was
formed by Kuriakose Chavara called “Unnimishihayude Dharma Sabha” who took care of the
Pidiyaricollection.[2]

Printing Press [edit]

Kuriakose Chavara started St. Joseph's Press at Mannanam[18] in 1846, which was the third printing press in
Kerala and the first press founded by a Malayali without the help of foreigners.[9][19] From this printing press
came the oldest existing Malayalam newspaper in circulation Nasrani Deepika.[9][20]

Service to the Church [edit]

Kuriakose Elias Chavara introduced retreat preaching for the laity for the first time in the Kerala Church. He
popularised devotions and piety exercises such as rosary, way of the cross and eucharistic adoration. He was
the Vicar General of Syriac Rite Catholics[9][21] in 1861 in order to counter the influence of Mar Thomas Rochos
on Saint Thomas Christians.[22]

Congregations Founded [edit]

CMI Congregation [edit]

In co-operation with Palackal Thoma Malpan and Thoma Porukara, Kuriakose Elias Chavara founded an Indian
religious congregation for men, now known as the Carmelites of Mary Immaculate. Chavara took religious vows
on 8 December 1855 and took the name of Kuriakose Elias of the Holy Family.[23]

Kuriakose Elias Chavara was the Prior General of all the monasteries of the congregation from 1856 till his
death in 1871.He was commonly called under the name 'Common Prior'.[23] The activities of the members of CMI
congregation under the leadership of Chavara created huge transformation in the society. This made priests
and people to request Chavara to open religious houses in their area. He established seven new monasteries
besides Mannanam. They are Koonammavu-1857, Elthuruth-(St. Aloysius College, Thrissur)1858, Plasnal-
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1858, Vazhakulam-1859, Pulincunnu-1861, Ambazhakad-1868, and Mutholy-1870. In 1864, The Vicar Apostolic
transferred St.Chavara to Koonammavu Monastery.[24][23]

Carmelite Congregation for Women [edit]

In 1866, 13 February, Kuriakose Elias Chavara founded the first Carmelite convent for women at Koonamavu
under the name 'Third Order of Carmelites Discalced' which would later become CMC and CTC Congregation
in Syro Malabar Church and Latin Church respectively.[25] While CMC congregation acknowledges and upholds
the role of Kuriakose Chavara in their foundation, CTC congregation denies any role for him and considers
Mother Eliswa as the foundress.[26]

Kuriakose Chavara hoped and prayed for the establishment of a religious congregation for women in the
apostolic Church of St. Thomas. According to Kuriakose Chavara the lack of convents was a 'pathetic situation,'
which led to deep sorrow within him.[27] He conceived the covent as a house of sanctity where the girls could
learn spiritual matters, grow up as good Christians and work for the intellectual development and education of
women to achieve social welfare.[28]

Leopold Beccaro – who was a close associate and confessor of Kuriakose Chavara – with whom Eliswa had
communicated her desire to lead a life of chastity, during her meetings with him for confession and spiritual
direction, wrote in Italian in his personal diary on 3 January 1871, the day of the death of Chavara: “The
founder and the first prior of the Tertiaries of the Discalced Carmelites in Malabar, who with extreme fatigue has
founded the monastery of the sisters [e fondato con somme fatiche il monastero delle Monache]...”[29] Again, in
another important document, a short biography of Chavara written by Beccaro himself, we come across the
following affirmative statements: “Among these, specially, [he] earnestly desired to bring into existence an
abode of virtues for the girls of Malayalam and a convent of sisters for learning doctrines and traditions of the
Catholic religion as well as to make them grow as good Christian children...[30] It is a fact known to all that even
after the starting of the convent, he showed great fervour and interest to conduct everything in order and with
virtues...” These two statements made by Beccaro give credence to the fact that Chavara had not only a deep
and long-lasting desire to establish a convent for sisters, but had also made every effort, including the spiritual
and administrative guidance in the realization of the project.[31]

Writings [edit]

All the literary works of Kuriakose Chavara were written between 1829 and 1870. The literary writings of
Kuriakose Chavara are unique in two aspects. First, it reflects the religious spiritualism of Christianity. Second,
even after a century after the Kuriakose Chavara wrote, there are limited number of literary works with
reference to Christianity.[32]

The writings of Kuriakose Elias Chavara can be divided generally into following categories during the
namely:[33][32]

Chronics and historical writings
Spiritual writings
Letters
Prayer Texts
Writings on Liturgy
Writings related to administration

Chronicles and historical writings [edit]

The Chronicles (Nalagamangal) narrates the daily events not only of the monastery but also of the society.
These writings were originally found in Malayalam, in Kuriakose Chavara's own handwriting.[32] There are two
manuscripts under the title 'Mannanam Nalagamangal.' Together with the events of the CMI Congregation the
chronicles depict events associated with the Society and Kerala Church of that time. The book 'Complete Works
of Chavara', Vol. 1 published in 1990 contains five Chronicles.[33]

Spiritual writings [edit]

Atmanuthapam (The lamentations of a Repentant Soul) [edit]

It is an autobiographical poem written in epic style – Mahakavyam (Mahakavya). The poem gives life to life of
Jesus from birth to ascension into heaven and life of Mary from ascension of Jesus to assumption of Mary into
heaven. The uniqueness of the poem is that Kuriakose Chavara brings his own life experiences from childhood.

According to Dr. K.M.Tharakan Atmanuthapam reflects Kuriakose Chavara's philosophy of life which in turn
exemplifies a Christian religious life. Dr. Tharakan states, "...Humility, which is not self-contempt, and
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repentance are the foundation stones of the philosophy of his life. Thus the first step is faith in God. The
second is the belief that one can reach God through Jesus Christ. The third is the conviction that without
repenting and accepting Jesus, one cannot reach Christ... what a Christian obtains is the awareness of the
noble qualities. These qualities are 'faith', 'hope' and 'love'. Only through these triple qualities, a Christian can
attain Christ." [34]

Maranaveetil Cholvanulla Parvam (A poem to be sung in the bereaved house) [edit]

It is intended to be sung when the corpus is placed in the coffin for public homage.[35] The poem contains 1162
verses. The underlying message is that one should lead a virtuous and God-fearing life in order overcome the
painful experience of death. The articles of faith related to the death of a man are enumerated and beautifully
illustrated with stories or incidents, the poet heard or read.[32]

Nalla Appante Chavarul (Testament of a Loving Father) [edit]

It is the counsel to the Christian Families of Kainakari parish but its relevance to the families resonates till date.
This insightful and down-to-earth document is the first of its kind in the known history of the Church, offers
practical direction to families in leading a God-fearing as well as socially commendable life.[36]

Anastasiayude Rakthasakshyam (The martyrdom of Anastacia) [edit]

It contains 232 verses.[32]

Dhyana Sallapangal (Colloquies in meditation) [edit]

Dhyana Sallapangal consists of the reflective meditative notes of Kuriakose Chavara.[32]

Eclogues (Shepherd Plays) [edit]

They were the first dramatic plays in Malayalam in the pastoral (shepherd) genre or Eclogues of Italy.[37] They
were plays written for being performed during the Christmas season. Kuriakose Chavara wrote it between 1856
– 1858. He wrote 10 Eclogues (Shepherd Plays) and introduced them in the novitiate at Koonammavu
Seminary.[38]

The first Indian drama is Neeldarpan, published in 1860 and is written in Bengali by Dinabandhu Mitra on the
miseries of the indigo cultivators. The first Malayalam play is considered Abhinjana Shakuntalam, translated into
Malayalam by Kerala Verma Valiakovil Thampuran in 1882. Kuriakose Chavara wrote the 10 eclogues or
liturgical dramas decades before. He could be considered the father of Malayalam drama.[33]

Letters [edit]

These letters were written on different occasions to various persons or groups. There are 67 original copies of
these letters. These letters are published in 'Complete Works of Chavara' Vol.IV. The chronicle in Koonammavu
records three letters written to them by Kuriakose Elias Chavara. Even though the Chronicle states many letters
and notes were written by Chavara, only three are recorded.[39]

Prayer texts [edit]

Even though Kuriakose Chavara wrote many prayer texts only six of them have been preserved. They are: i)
Meditation: method of beginning – Meditation: method of beginning is an intercessory prayer to mother Mary
seeking help to be with him during the meditation. ii) Prayer to the Blessed virgin Mary. Thanksgiving prayer to
the blessings that received from mother Mary. iii) Morning Prayer to Most Holy Trinity – Thanksgiving prayer for
the favours received. iv) Evening prayer to Most Holy Trinity – Thanksgiving prayer for the favours received. v)
Prayer for custody of eyes – Prayers to be recited by priests to remain rooted in their fidelity to Jesus Christ. vi)
Prayer to be recited by priests – Prayers to be recited by priests to remain rooted in their fidelity to Jesus
Christ.[32]

Writings on Liturgy [edit]

Kuriakose Chavara wrote a number of liturgical texts that played an important role in reforming liturgy.[40] They
include the Divine office for priests, Divine office for the dead, office of the Blessed virgin Mary, prayers of
various blessings, the order of Holy mass – Tukasa, liturgical calendar, forty hours adoration and prayer books
for lay man.[32]

Writings related to administration [edit]

In this category there are 16 writings that has been preserved. Some of these are written on palm leaves and
others on paper. It deals with matters pertaining to administrative matters pertaining to the time of Chavara.[33]
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Prior Mango [edit]

Prior Mango (  ) is a variety of mango which Kuriakose Chavara popularised. It is
named after him who was endearingly called “Prior” based on his position as the Prior or head of the religious
congregation.[33] At Mannanam monastery there was a mango tree which was planted and taken care of by
Kuriakose Chavara. He sent the mango seedlings to monasteries and convents and told the members: Please
plant the sapling of this sweet mango, which I name it as ‘Dukran’(Orma = memory) in each of our monastery.
"This is to make you realize that myself and all men are weak and faltering and don’t have long life even as
these mango trees which give sweet fruits."[41][42] In a letter he wrote : " This Mango-tree (1870) and its
seedlings leave a loving patrimonial memory for us"[43] It is because of the association of Carmelite Prior
Kuriakose Chavara that this variety of mango came to be known all over Kerala as "Priormavu" (the mango tree
of the Prior). Prior Mango is considered as one of the premium variety of mangoes in Kerala and is often
exported to its neighbouring south Indian states.[44] He also planted prior mango tree in koonammav at St:
philominas churuch backyard the tree is still remaining here and giving fruit to all season.

Death [edit]

Kuriakose Elias Chavara died on 3 January 1871, aged 66, at Koonammavu. He was buried in St.Philomena's
Forane Church, Koonammavu[9][21] His body was later moved to St. Joseph's Monastery Church in
Mannanam.[45][46]His memorial is celebrated on 3 January as per the Syro-Malabar liturgical calendar.[47]

whereas his memorial is celebrated on 18 February as per the Roman Liturgical Calendar of the Latin Rite.

The following were the last words of Kuriakose Chavara: “Why are you sad? All God’s people must die some
day. My hour has come. By the grace of God, I prepared myself for it since long.” Showing a picture of the Holy
Family, he continued, "My parents taught me to keep the Holy Family always in my mind and to honour them
throughout my life. As I had always the protection of the Holy Family I can tell you with confidence that I have
never lost the baptismal grace I received in baptism. I dedicate our little Congregation and each of you to the
Holy Family. Always rely on Jesus, Mary and Joseph. Let the Holy Family reign in your hearts. Don’t be sad
about my dying. Joyfully submit yourselves to the will of God. God is all powerful and His blessings are
countless. God will provide you with a new Prior who will be a source of blessing for the Congregation as well as
for you. Hold fast to the constitution, the rules of our elders and that of the Church. Love our Lord Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament with all your heart. Draw the waters of eternal life from that fountain as in the words of the
Prophet Elijah. All the members of the congregation, especially elders must be charitable to one another. If you
do so, God will be glorified by the congregation and which will be flourished day after day. Your charity will bring
salvation to souls."[48]

Miracles [edit]

Scores of miraculous favours were reported by the intercession of Kuriakose Chavara. Alphonsa of the
Immaculate Conception, who later became the first saint of India, has testified in 1936 that Kuriakose Elias
Chavara had appeared to her twice during her illness and relieved her suffering. Alphonsa had a holy relic of
Chavra's hair which was taken by one of his disciples Varkey Muttathupadathu and which she believed allowed
her to pray to Kuriakose Chavara and receive miraculous cure. The relic is now preserved in Mannanam.[49]

Beatification [edit]

The miracle which Rome approved for the beatification of Kuriakose Chavara was the cure of the congenial
deformity of the legs (clubfoot) of Joseph Mathew Pennaparambil happened in April 1960.[50] Joseph was born
club-footed with congenial deformity of both the legs. On hearing that many miracles have happened through
the intercession of Kuriakose Chavara, Joseph and his family started praying. They prayed almost a month.
One day when Joseph and his sister were walking back from school, she asked him to pray to Saint Kuriakose
Elias Chavara for the cure of his legs and asked him to recite 1 Our Father, 1 Hail Mary and 1 Glory be to the
Father. As they walked reciting prayers suddenly Joseph's leg started shivering. Joseph pressed his right leg to
the ground and he could now walk properly with right leg. They continued their prayers and on 30 April 1960,
while Joseph and his sister was on the way to elder brother's house, the left leg too became normal. Since then
he could walk normally. Joseph believes that it was the intercession Kuriakose Chavara which resulted in the
miracle. Rome approved the miracle which led to the beatification of Kuriakose Chavara as Blessed in 1984.[51]

Canonization [edit]

The miracle which was approved for canonization of Kuriakose Chavara to sainthood was the instantaneous,
total and stable cure of the congenital squint (alternating esotropia) in both eyes of Maria Jose Kottarathil, a
Catholic girl of age 9 from Pala in Kottayam District of Kerala State in India.[51] Even though Maria was
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Kuriakose Elias Chavara on a 1987
stamp of India

suggested to have surgery by five doctors, Maria and her family decided to pray to Kuriakose Chavara. On 12
October 2007, Maria visited the room and tomb of Kuriakose Chavara at Mannanam with her parents. On 16
October 2007, the squint eyes disappeared. The miracle was approved by the Congregation for the Causes of
the Saints on 18 March 2014 which lead to the canonization.[52]

Chronicle of Canonization [edit]

The official canonization process of Kuriakose Chavara started in 1955, Mar Mathew Kavukattu, arch-bishop of
Changanacherry, received instructions from Rome to start diocese-level procedure towards the canonisation.
On 7 April 1984, Pope John Paul II approved Kuriakose Elias Chavara's practice of heroic virtues and declared
him Venerable.[53] Kuriakose Elias Chavara was beatified at Kottayam on 8 February 1986 by Pope John Paul II
in the course of a papal visit to India.[53]

On 3 April 2014, Pope Francis authorised the Congregation for the Causes of Saints to promulgate the decrees
concerning the miracle attributed to Kuriakose Kathanar's intercession.[54] This confirmed Pope's approval of
Kuriakose Elias Chavara's canonisation.[55] On 23 November 2014, he was canonised at Saint Peter's Square
by Pope Francis along with Euphrasia Eluvathingal.[56] Pope Francis stated that "Father Kuriakose Elias was a
religious, both active and contemplative, who generously gave his life for the Syro-Malabar Church, putting into
action the maxim “sanctification of oneself and the salvation of others."[57]

Excerpts [edit]

God the almighty granted more time to me than to my predecessors. This was granted to me not so much
for me I know, as for the benefit of others. (From the Letter of Chavara to his nephew Joseph Chavara.)[58]

A good Christian family is the image of heaven, where persons are living together, by the bond of blood and
affection, duly respecting and obeying their parents, and walking peacefully before the Lord and people,
ensures their salvation, according to each one’s state of life.[59]

Just as without eyes one cannot see the material things of the world, so also without knowledge it will be
impossible for us to see or understand the reality of this world and the eternity where God dwells in. As
those who have no eyes are called “Blind”, so too those who have no learning are to be called “intellectually
blind” Hence it is the responsibility of priest to teach the faithful and of parents to teach their children.[60]

Images [edit]

There are various images of Kuriakose Elias Chavara all over the world.
The National Shrine of Saint Jude, Faversham, United Kingdom has a
beautiful icon of the Chavara. In 2004 a fire broke out in the Shrine
Chapel which destroyed the murals which hung there, and it damaged
much of the other artwork. The decision was made to install icons
depicting saints inspired by the Carmelite Rule of Saint Albert, and in
commemoration of the 8th centenary of the Carmelite Rule in 2007. The
icons were written by Sister Petra Clare, a Benedictine hermit living in
Scotland, United Kingdom.[61]

Museums [edit]

There are many museums associated with life and activities of
Kuriakose Elias Chavara. They significant ones are:

St. Chavara Museum, Archives and Research Centre, Mannanam.[62]

The Museum at Mannanam consists of the room he stayed, articles
used by him, the documents written by him, the replica of the press he
founded, the first school he started and above all it is located in the place where he founded the first
monastery.

St. Chavara Kuriakose Elias Museum, koonammavu

This visitors of this museum can enter the room where Chavara died and can also see various articles used by
him. This museum is associated with St. Philomena's Church Koonammavu.[63]

Chavara National Museum, Vazhakulam

The exhibits consists of a miniature model of Chavara's birth house, articles used by him and also various
antique articles.[64]
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Chavara Museum and Art Gallery, Alappuzha

The exhibits in the museum consist of articles used by Chavara such as his cot, the chair used by him in the
boat. One of the special exhibit is the box which was used to transfer the remains of Chavara from
Koonammavu to Mannanam. It also has old holy Vestments, antique utilities and boxes. A number of books
about Chavara are also displayed. Yet another attraction is the miniature model of his birth house.[65]
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Kyneburga, Kyneswide and Tibba

Saints Kyneburga, Kyneswide and
Tibba

Abbesses
Died 7th century

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Church
Western Orthodoxy

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 6 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Kyneburga)

Kyneburga, Kyneswide and Tibba were female members of the
Mercian royal family in 7th century England who were venerated
as saints.
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Kyneburga and Kyneswide [edit]

Kyneburga (d. c. 680) (also called Cyneburh in Old English); the name being also rendered as Kinborough
and in occasional use as a Christian name[1]) and Kyneswide (Cyneswitha) were sisters, the daughters of King
Penda of Mercia (who remained true to the Anglo-Saxon religion). She was eldest daughter of Penda. Although
her father was an opponent of Christianity, she and all her siblings converted. Bede wrote that Penda tolerated
the preaching of Christianity in Mercia itself, despite his own beliefs:

"Nor did King Penda obstruct the preaching of the word among his people, the Mercians, if any were willing
to hear it; but, on the contrary, he hated and despised those whom he perceived not to perform the works of
faith, when they had once received the faith, saying, They were contemptible and wretched who did not
obey their God, in whom they believed.

This was begun two years before the death of King Penda.[2] Their mother was Queen Cyneswise. Tibba is
believed to have been a relative.

Kyneburga married Alhfrith of Deira, co-regent of Northumbria (who attended the Synod of Whitby in 664),[3]

and later founded an abbey for both monks and nuns in Castor, in the Soke of Peterborough.[4] She became
the first abbess and was later joined by Kyneswide and Tibba. Kyneswide succeeded Kyneburga as abbess and
she was later succeeded by Tibba. She was buried in her church, but the remains of Kyneburga and Kyneswide
were translated, before 972,[5] to Peterborough Abbey, now Peterborough Cathedral.

Kyneburga had been one of the signatories, together with her brother Wulfhere, of the founding charter of Burh
Abbey, dated 664, per William Dugdale's Monasticon.[6] (Burh Abbey was later dedicated to St Peter, becoming
"Peterborough"). She was much esteemed as a saint by the monks of Peterborough, and features as one of the
saints remembered annually on 6 March in several ancient Peterborough-produced Kalendars,[7] (a section of a
psalter).[8][9]

She died on 15 September AD 680 and was buried at Castor where she soon became revered as a saint. In
963 her body was moved to Peterborough, with those of her sister, Cuneswitha, and their kins woman, Tibba.
Her remains were transferred to Thorney Abbey some time later. Her feast day is celebrated on 6 March.[10]

She is remembered in a chapel at Peterborough Cathedral, the 12th century St Kyneburga's parish church in
Castor, Lady Conyburrow’s Way (a ridge in a field near Castor), Kimberwell spring, Bedfordshire, the villages of
Kimberley, Norfolk and West Yorkshire.[11]

There was another lady by the name of Kyneburg, the wife of Oswald of Northumbria.[12]

Tibba [edit]

Tibba, patron saint of falconers, is believed to have lived at Ryhall, Rutland, in the 7th century. She was buried
there, but in the 11th century her relics were translated to Peterborough Abbey, by Abbot Ælfsige (1006–
1042).[13][14] According to legend, St Tibba was a niece of King Penda.[15] The remains of a small hermitage
associated with the saint can be seen on the west side of the north aisle of Ryhall church.
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There was at Ryhall a shrine and a holy well dedicated to Saint Tibba. Robert Charles Hope placed the location
on the brow of Tibbal's Hill (Tibb's-well-hill), "upon the hill going from Tolethorpe to Belmsford Bridge".[16]

Tibba had a cousin Eabba, who lived with her. Hope suggests the holy well dedicated to her was just north of
Tibba's, on the other side of a ford of the River Gwash and the name "St. Eabba's-well-ford was corrupted to
Stableford when a bridge was later built there. St. Eabba's well came to be called by local shepherds "Jacob's
well".[16] (For the relationship between St Tibba and St Ebba ("Domne Eafe"), see e.g. Rollason, D.W., The
Mildrith Legend A Study in Early Medieval Hagiography in England, Leicester University Press, 1982, p. 77)

Translation [edit]

Originally buried at Castor and Ryhall, their relics were bought in the 10th century by Peterborough Abbey
under the direction of Abbot Aelfsige of Peterborough, as part of a policy of relic acquisition by the abbey. Their
relics at the abbey were lost or destroyed in the Reformation.
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Kyneburga, Kyneswide and Tibba

Saints Kyneburga, Kyneswide and
Tibba

Abbesses
Died 7th century

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Church
Western Orthodoxy

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 6 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kyneburga, Kyneswide and Tibba were female members of the
Mercian royal family in 7th century England who were venerated
as saints.
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Kyneburga and Kyneswide [edit]

Kyneburga (d. c. 680) (also called Cyneburh in Old English); the name being also rendered as Kinborough
and in occasional use as a Christian name[1]) and Kyneswide (Cyneswitha) were sisters, the daughters of King
Penda of Mercia (who remained true to the Anglo-Saxon religion). She was eldest daughter of Penda. Although
her father was an opponent of Christianity, she and all her siblings converted. Bede wrote that Penda tolerated
the preaching of Christianity in Mercia itself, despite his own beliefs:

"Nor did King Penda obstruct the preaching of the word among his people, the Mercians, if any were willing
to hear it; but, on the contrary, he hated and despised those whom he perceived not to perform the works of
faith, when they had once received the faith, saying, They were contemptible and wretched who did not
obey their God, in whom they believed.

This was begun two years before the death of King Penda.[2] Their mother was Queen Cyneswise. Tibba is
believed to have been a relative.

Kyneburga married Alhfrith of Deira, co-regent of Northumbria (who attended the Synod of Whitby in 664),[3]

and later founded an abbey for both monks and nuns in Castor, in the Soke of Peterborough.[4] She became
the first abbess and was later joined by Kyneswide and Tibba. Kyneswide succeeded Kyneburga as abbess and
she was later succeeded by Tibba. She was buried in her church, but the remains of Kyneburga and Kyneswide
were translated, before 972,[5] to Peterborough Abbey, now Peterborough Cathedral.

Kyneburga had been one of the signatories, together with her brother Wulfhere, of the founding charter of Burh
Abbey, dated 664, per William Dugdale's Monasticon.[6] (Burh Abbey was later dedicated to St Peter, becoming
"Peterborough"). She was much esteemed as a saint by the monks of Peterborough, and features as one of the
saints remembered annually on 6 March in several ancient Peterborough-produced Kalendars,[7] (a section of a
psalter).[8][9]

She died on 15 September AD 680 and was buried at Castor where she soon became revered as a saint. In
963 her body was moved to Peterborough, with those of her sister, Cuneswitha, and their kins woman, Tibba.
Her remains were transferred to Thorney Abbey some time later. Her feast day is celebrated on 6 March.[10]

She is remembered in a chapel at Peterborough Cathedral, the 12th century St Kyneburga's parish church in
Castor, Lady Conyburrow’s Way (a ridge in a field near Castor), Kimberwell spring, Bedfordshire, the villages of
Kimberley, Norfolk and West Yorkshire.[11]

There was another lady by the name of Kyneburg, the wife of Oswald of Northumbria.[12]

Tibba [edit]

Tibba, patron saint of falconers, is believed to have lived at Ryhall, Rutland, in the 7th century. She was buried
there, but in the 11th century her relics were translated to Peterborough Abbey, by Abbot Ælfsige (1006–
1042).[13][14] According to legend, St Tibba was a niece of King Penda.[15] The remains of a small hermitage
associated with the saint can be seen on the west side of the north aisle of Ryhall church.
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There was at Ryhall a shrine and a holy well dedicated to Saint Tibba. Robert Charles Hope placed the location
on the brow of Tibbal's Hill (Tibb's-well-hill), "upon the hill going from Tolethorpe to Belmsford Bridge".[16]

Tibba had a cousin Eabba, who lived with her. Hope suggests the holy well dedicated to her was just north of
Tibba's, on the other side of a ford of the River Gwash and the name "St. Eabba's-well-ford was corrupted to
Stableford when a bridge was later built there. St. Eabba's well came to be called by local shepherds "Jacob's
well".[16] (For the relationship between St Tibba and St Ebba ("Domne Eafe"), see e.g. Rollason, D.W., The
Mildrith Legend A Study in Early Medieval Hagiography in England, Leicester University Press, 1982, p. 77)

Translation [edit]

Originally buried at Castor and Ryhall, their relics were bought in the 10th century by Peterborough Abbey
under the direction of Abbot Aelfsige of Peterborough, as part of a policy of relic acquisition by the abbey. Their
relics at the abbey were lost or destroyed in the Reformation.
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Kyrion II of Georgia

Kyrion II, Catholicos-Patriarch of All
Georgia. 1917

The funeral procession of Kyrion II
in Tbilisi. June 28, 1918.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Kirion II" redirects here. There was also Kirion II, a Catholicos of
Kartli (r. 678–683)

Kyrion II (Georgian:  II) (November 10, 1855 – 26 June 1918)
was a Georgian religious figure and historian who served as the first
Catholicos-Patriarch of All Georgia after the restoration of
independence (autocephaly) of the Georgian Orthodox Church from the
Russian Orthodox Church in 1917 until his assassination in 1918. He
was canonized by the Georgian Holy Synod in 2002.

Early life and career [edit]

Kyrion II was born as Giorgi Sadzaglishvili (  ) in the
village of Nikozi, Georgia (then part of the Tiflis Governorate, Imperial
Russia), into the family of a priest. He graduated from the seminaries of
Tbilisi (1876) and Kiev (Kyiv) (1880), and was appointed a deputy
inspector of the Odessa Seminary in 1880. Returning to Georgia in
1883, he served both as a teacher at the theological schools in Gori,
Kutaisi and Tbilisi, and a church official. At the same time, under the
pseudonyms of Sadzagelov-Iverieli, Iverieli, and Nikozeli, he published
several works, in Georgian and Russian, about the history of the Georgian Orthodox Church and Christianity in
Georgia. He discovered and studied several unique medieval Georgian manuscripts, collected old Georgian
coins, recorded pieces of folklore, sponsored talented Georgian students, and collaborated with foreign
scholars interested in Georgia.

Church career [edit]

After the death of his wife and children, he became a monk, assumed the name of Kyrion, and was ordained to
the position of archimandrite at Kvatakhevi Monastery in 1896. He served as a bishop at Alaverdi (1898–1901)
and Gori (1901–2). In the early 20th century, during the heated debates concerning the status of the Georgian
church, he was an active proponent of the Georgian autocephalist movement,[1] calling for the restoration of the
autocephalous Orthodox Church of Georgia abolished by Imperial Russia in 1811. For this reason, he was
removed from Georgia to Kamenets-Podolsk (now Kamianets-Podilskyi, Ukraine) (1902) and later to Kovno
(now Kaunas, Lithuania) (1903). During May 3, 1903 and April 23, 1904 he was a bishop of Novomyrhorod and
vicar of Kherson Governorate.[2]

In 1908, the Russian Exarch of Georgia, Archbishop Nikon, was
murdered in Tbilisi, and the Russian government exploited the situation
as a pretext for removing Georgian bishops from their posts.[3] Kyrion
was deprived of the title of bishop, sent to Kuriazh, Ukraine, and later
confined into the Sanaksar Monastery in Mordovia. In 1915, he was
restored to his rank and appointed a bishop of Polotsk and Vitebsk. He
was able to return to Georgia only after the 1917 February Revolution
in St Petersburg led to a de facto secession of Georgia from Russia.
Returning to Georgia in September 1917, he was welcomed by
Georgians as their spiritual leader. By that time, Georgian clergymen
had restored the autocephaly of the Georgian church (March 12, 1917),
and Kyrion was elected as Catholicos Patriarch and consecrated at Svetitskhoveli Cathedral on October 1,
1917. The Most Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church refused to recognize the move, and the result was
a break in communion between the two churches. It was not until 1943 that the Russian Orthodox Church
recognized the autocephaly of the Georgian Patriarchate and the relations between the two co-religionist
churches were restored.

During his tenure, Kyrion faced an opposition from a group of Georgian clerics who defied his authority.
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Kyrion's death remains a mystery to this day. He was found murdered at his residence at Martqopi Monastery
early on June 27, 1918. He was buried at the Tbilisi Sioni Cathedral. The Holy Synod of the Georgian Orthodox
Church canonized him on October 17, 2002.[4][5]
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Kyros of Constantinople

v · t · e

Saint
Cyrus

The Borradaile Triptych, ivory, Constantinople,
ca. 900–1000 AD (bequeathed by C.

Borradaile).[note 1]

Patriarch of Constantinople
Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Roman Catholic Church

Feast January 8 (Orthodoxy)
January 7 (Catholicism)

Kyros of Constantinople
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople

Installed 705

Term ended 712

Predecessor St. Callinicus I

Successor John VI

Personal details
Denomination Chalcedonian Christianity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kyros or Cyrus (Greek: Κύρος), (? – 8 January 712) Ecumenical
Patriarch of Constantinople from 705 to 712. He is regarded as a
saint in the Eastern Orthodox Church and Roman Catholic Church,
which had set his feast for January 7 in Roman Catholic Church
and January 8 (21) in Orthodox Church. Cyrus was placed on the
patriarchal throne in 705 by Emperor Justinian II, as a replacement
for the deposed Patriarch Callinicus I. Soon after Justinian's
decline and eventual fall in December 711, Kyros was replaced by
the new Emperor Philippicus with Patriarch John VI, who shared
Philippicus' Monothelite sympathies.
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Eastern Orthodoxy

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Motives: Central panel carved with the Crucifixion, the Virgin
and St John, and above, the half-length figures of the archangels
Michael and Gabriel; on the left leaf, from top to bottom: St
Kyros; St George and St Theodore Stratilates; St Menas and St
Prokopios; on the right leaf: St John; St Eustathius and St
Clement of Ankyra; St Stephen and St Kyrion. On the reverse are
two inscribed crosses and roundels containing busts of Sts
Joachim and Anna in the centres, with Sts Basil and Barbara, and John the Persian and Thekla at the terminals.
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Patriarchs of Constantinople
Byzantine period

(451–1453 AD)

Constantine II · Nicetas I · Paul IV · Tarasius · Nicephorus I · Theodotus I · Antony I ·
John VII · Methodius I · Ignatios · Photios I · Stephen I · Antony II · Nicholas I · Εuthymius I
· Stephen II · Tryphon · Theophylact · Polyeuctus · Βasil I · Αntony III · Nicholas II ·
Sisinnius II · Sergius II · Eustathius · Alexius · Michael I · Constantine III · John VIII ·
Cosmas I · Eustratius · Nicholas III · John IX · Leo · Michael II · Cosmas II · Nicholas IV ·
Theodotus II · Neophytus I · Constantine IV · Luke · Michael III · Chariton · Theodosius I ·
Basil II · Nicetas II · Leontius · Dositheus · George II · John X · Michael IV† · Theodore II† ·
Maximus II† · Μanuel I† · Germanus II† · Methodius II† · Manuel II† · Arsenius† ·
Nicephorus II† · Germanus III · Joseph I · John XI · Gregory II · Athanasius I · John XII ·
Nephon I · John XIII · Gerasimus I · Isaias · John XIV · Isidore I · Callistus I · Philotheus ·
Macarius · Nilus · Antony IV · Callistus II · Matthew I · Euthymius II · Joseph II ·
Metrophanes II · Gregory III · Athanasius II

Patriarchs of Constantinople
Ottoman period
(1453–1923 AD)

Gennadius II · Isidore II · Joasaph I · Sophronius I · Mark II · Symeon I · Dionysius I ·
Raphael I · Maximus III · Nephon II · Maximus IV · Joachim I · Pachomius I · Theoleptus I ·
Jeremias I · Joannicius I · Dionysius II · Joasaph II · Metrophanes III · Jeremias II ·
Pachomius II · Theoleptus II · Matthew II · Gabriel I · Theophanes I · Meletius I ·
Neophytus II · Raphael II · Cyril I · Timothy II · Gregory IV · Anthimus II · Cyril II ·
Athanasius III · Neophytus III · Parthenius I · Parthenius II · Joannicius II · Cyril III ·
Paisius I · Parthenius III · Gabriel II · Parthenius IV · Dionysius III · Clement · Methodius III
· Dionysius IV · Gerasimus II · Athanasius IV · James · Callinicus II · Neophytus IV ·
Gabriel III · Neophytus V · Cyprianus · Athanasius V · Cyril IV · Cosmas III · Jeremias III ·
(Callinicus III) · Paisius II · Seraphim I · Neophytus VI · Cyril V · Callinicus IV (III) ·
Seraphim II · Joannicius III · Samuel · Meletius II · Theodosius II · Sophronius II ·
Gabriel IV · Procopius · Neophytus VII · Gerasimus III · Gregory V · Callinicus V (IV) ·
Jeremias IV · Cyril VI · Eugenius II · Anthimus III · Chrysanthus · Agathangelus ·
Constantius I · Constantius II · Gregory VI · Anthimus IV · Anthimus V · Germanus IV ·
Meletius III · Anthimus VI · Cyril VII · Joachim II · Sophronius III · Joachim III · Joachim IV ·
Dionysius V · Neophytus VIII · Anthimus VII · Constantine V · Germanus V · Meletius IV

Patriarchs of Constantinople
Turkish period (since 1923 AD)

Gregory VII · Constantine VI · Basil III · Photius II · Benjamin · Maximus V · Athenagoras ·
Demetrius · Bartholomew

† in exile at Nicaea ·  Christianity portal
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